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2 Introduction
This document describes the specific application of DATEX II in the Netherlands.
DATEX II is the European standard for recording and exchanging traffic data, describing a
format and protocol that suppliers and clients can use for exchanging this data. The
standard provides generic solutions that make it possible to use such data in various
different environments and for various purposes. In order to allow the content of the
data to be interpreted unambiguously, additional agreements have been made about how
to use the data and how to fill in the elements. These are the agreements being referred
to when the ‘Dutch profile’ of DATEX II is mentioned. These agreements are discussed
and recorded in the platform called MOGIN.
This document is intended for the clients and providers of traffic data in the Netherlands
who use (or are going to use) DATEX II for exchanging such data.
The assumption for this document is that the Dutch profile will prevail when DATEX II is
used in the Netherlands. That is to say, consumers and suppliers who use the Dutch
profile will only make use of components of DATEX II that are described in the Dutch
profile. Any desired modifications or additions to the Dutch profile must be agreed and
approved in the MOGIN platform.

2.1 Scope
This document is a detailed description of all components of DATEX II as used within the
Dutch DATEX II profile. In addition, a number of extensions to DATEX II are defined that
have been discussed within the MOGIN platform. Extensions within DATEX II are realised
by means of extensions to existing types.
As described in the following section, the Dutch DATEX II profile originates from
agreements that have been made between the suppliers and clients of NDW. Although
NDW products use the Dutch profile of DATEX II, it is possible that stricter rules may be
adopted, for example relating to the use of specific location reference methods, the
permissibility of certain elements, or certain values in the domain of values for an
element. These stricter rules have not been included in the Dutch DATEX II profile, but
have been agreed by NDW with the parties supplying its data.

2.2 Background information
In 2007, a total of 15 national and local authority bodies - a.k.a. the ‘pioneers’ - took the
initiative to set up NDW. They signed a cooperative agreement for a period of at least
four years, which has in the meantime been converted into a permanent cooperative
agreement. The ‘pioneers’ are authority bodies that have a common and urgent
requirement to be at the vanguard of improvements in traffic information and traffic
management. The partners in NDW are the national government (Rijkswaterstaat - the
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment), the provinces, the metropolitan regions
and municipalities.
The objective of NDW is to collate all the available data from the affiliated partners in a
single place and make it available from there. The Dutch state, the provinces and
municipal road authorities throughout the country supply traffic data and road data to
NDW. NDW then combines the data and supplies it to its clients.
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Agreements that were made between the suppliers and clients of NDW data were set out
in the NDW Interface Description. These agreements have been stated in the Dutch
DATEX II profile and are administered by NDW. The most recent version of this document
was version 2.2.
NDW does not aim to supply all possible products that could be delivered based on
DATEX II. For that reason, it was decided to make MOGIN the manager of the Dutch
DATEX II profile. NDW and the suppliers and consumers of NDW data remain involved in
making the agreements about the Dutch DATEX II profile because NDW observes the
Dutch DATEX II profile for the traffic data it supplies. This decision does however make it
easier to extend the Dutch DATEX II profile with data for non-NDW products.
This document takes the place of the NDW Interface Description for the agreements
made about the application of DATEX II in the Netherlands.
This document focuses on:






Real-time traffic data:
o flows
o speeds (and point speeds)
o travel times
Status information:
o situations on the roads, such as traffic jams, roadworks, restrictions, etc.
o information about objects such as bridges being opened, rush-hour lane
status, etc.
Matrix traffic signs and DRIPs:
o Images being displayed by matrix traffic signs
o Images and texts on DRIPs (dynamic route information panels)

Agreements made between the various parties about the different responsibilities within
this chain are set out in service level agreements (SLAs).

2.3 Document structure
This document is structured as follows:
Chapter 2

describes the technical interfaces (the chain protocol) as applicable
under the Dutch DATEX II profile.

Chapter 3

describes in functional terms the basic assumptions and choices
made for the Dutch DATEX II profile standard. It explains how the
assumptions or unusual specific parts of the data are to be filled in.

Chapter 4

lists the general layout and content of the structure of the
payloadPublication element. This chapter contains an explanation of
the data model used, which is examined top-down.

Chapter 5

gives the structure and content of the data for the real-time traffic
data (actuele verkeersgegevens, AVG). This chapter contains an
explanation of the data model used, which is examined top-down.
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Chapter 6

gives the structure and content of the status data. This chapter
contains an explanation of the data model used, which is examined
top-down.

Chapter 7

gives the structure and content of the data for matrix traffic signs
and DRIPs. This chapter contains an explanation of the data model
used, which is examined top-down.

2.4 Pointers for the reader
The data model uses what are known as ‘elements’, with each element being a member
of a specific ‘class’. The notation for elements and classes uses medial capitals or
‘camelCase’, capitalising the first letter of the individual words within the compound
name. The element names always start with a lowercase letter. Examples:



the element called measurementSiteTable
the class called MeasurementSiteTable

Attributes are represented in the same way as elements, although the fact that it refers
to an attribute will be shown.

In the figures, elements are shown in boxes with a thick border. The associated
attributes are shown in a box underneath the element. Subelements are linked to the
element by a line. The sequence of the subelements does matter; it runs from top to
bottom.
When there are two empty elements with dots in between, this refers to a set of
previously described elements.
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Subelements with underlined names are mandatory. Subelements in smaller boxes have
already been described earlier in the document. All other subelements are described in
the text that follows the figure.
Where elements may (or must) occur more than once, the minimum and maximum
occurrence counts are shown above the element. Each element is described using a table
like the one below:
Type
type

Description
Description of the
element.

Required
Yes

Domain
Description of
possible values

Example
Example of a
possible value for
this element.

Type indicates the data type for the element/attribute, e.g. String, PayloadPublication,
Integer, etc.
Description gives an explanation of the content of the element/attribute and how it
should be used.
Domain states the range or set of values that can be selected for the element/attribute.
If the prescribed content is fixed, the domain consists of a single value. If nothing is
prescribed for the domain, this is stated as “not applicable” or “n/a”.
Required states whether including the element/attribute is mandatory or optional and
also describes any constraints.
Example gives an example of the value that is to be filled in.
XML examples are shown as follows:
<element attribute=“value">Text</element>
For the sake of clarity in the examples, certain parts may be omitted. In such cases, an
ellipsis will be used. For example:
<element attribute=“value">
…
</element>

2.5 Acronyms
Abbreviation
ADG

AVG
MDP
MST
NDW

Meaning
Real-time traffic flow data
(actuele
doorstromingsgegevens)
Real-time traffic data (actuele
verkeersgegevens)
Measured Data Publication
Measurement Site Table
National Datawarehouse for
Traffic Information (Nationale
Databank
Wegverkeersgegevens)
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SOAP
STG
VILD
WOL
WSDL
XML
XSD

Simple Object Access Protocol
Status information
(statusgegevens)
Traffic information location
database (Verkeers Informatie
Locatie Database)
Road orientation line (Weg
Oriëntatie Lijn)
Web Service Description
Language
eXtensible Markup Language
XML Schema Definition
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3 Technical system interface description
This chapter describes the agreements for the technical system interfaces as applicable
within the Dutch DATEX II profile.
Up-to-date traffic data and status data each involves specific agreements that are
appropriate for the dynamic nature of the data; these are therefore described separately.
For all interfaces, and both push and pull mechanisms are available (i.e. data
transmission initiated by the supplying and receiving systems respectively).
Data is exchanged using SOAP (version 1.1) over HTTP (version 1.1). The authentication
method used depends on the mechanism chosen. The authentication can consist of a
combination of username and password and/or one or more permitted IP addresses.
For all the methods described, data compression must be used in order to limit the
amount of data traffic. The HTTP header “Accept-Encoding: gzip” must be used in order
to make this possible.

3.1 Real-time traffic data
The description of the technical system interfaces for real-time traffic data (AVG) has
been defined in the AVG chain protocol, which is described in the following sections. This
protocol is in tended to give a description of how DATEX II data containing a payload of
type MeasuredDataPublication or MeasurementSiteTablePublication (refer to 6) should be
exchanged.
The AVG chain protocol describes two methods for data acquisition: the push method and
the pull method.

3.1.1 Push Method
Systems within the AVG chain have an interface available for pushing data to a client.
The client system must be constructed in accordance with the “DATEX II Push WSDL
description”1.
The push method contains a number of components that are described below, namely:





Administration
Readiness for delivery
Maintaining a connection
Data rejection

3.1.1.1 Administration
The supplying party maintains an (off-line) administration that records:


the end point at which the client system wishes to receive the data

Once the client has been registered in the administrative records, the client will be
activated. The supplying system then progresses to ‘ready for delivery’.

1

WSDL descriptions may be found (in Dutch) on http://www.ndw.nu/documenten/nl/
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3.1.1.2 Readiness for delivery
The supplying system announces that it is ready to start supplying the data by sending a
DATEX II keep-alive message to the client system. If the client system does not respond,
the supplying system will continue sending this message once every minute until the
receiving system responds. The exchange element of this keep-alive message contains
the following values
Elements in ‘exchange’
keepAlive

value
true

Once these client system has correctly confirmed the keep alive message with a DATEX II
acknowledgement message, the supplying system progresses to maintenance of the
connection.
The acknowledgement message from the client system must contain the following
values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
response

value
acknowledge

sd Ready for delivery
Supplier

Client

alt Ready for delivery
[no response]
loop Ready for delivery
keepAlive()

Wait 60 sec()

[response]

Acknowledge()

Go to connection maintenance
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3.1.1.3 Maintaining a connection
The connection between the supplying system and the client system will be maintained
by the supplying system.
The push method uses the SupplierPushOnOccurrence mechanism. The ‘occurrence’ can
take two forms:



the availability of a fully or partially updated dataset
the expiry of the time limit by which data should be published, as per the
pertinence requirements

As long as the connection is being maintained, the supplying system will send data to the
client system whenever either of these conditions occurs. This is done by calling the
“DATEX II Client Push Service” that is available on the client’s system..
If the client system does not respond, the supplying system will immediately send a
DATEX II keep-alive message and will continue sending that message once every 20
seconds until the receiving system responds. If the receiving system does not respond
(with a DATEX II acknowledgement message) to three successive keep-alive messages,
then an escalation procedure2 will be triggered and the supplying system progresses to
‘ready for delivery’.
If the data is incorrect or if the push is not successful, the DATEX II message returned
must be filled in correspondingly. Refer also to §0.
In order to make it possible to connect to an intermittent connection, the escalation
procedure will also be triggered if data transmission fails five times in a row, even though
the receiving system does respond within three attempts to a DATEX II keep-alive
message.
The exchange element of the DATEX II keep-alive message contains the following values
Elements in ‘exchange’
keepAlive

value
true

The DATEX II acknowledgement message from the client system must contain the
following values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
response

value
acknowledge

2

The content of any escalation procedure is outside the scope of the Dutch DATEX II
profile.
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sd Maintain a connection
Supplier

loop maintain
[acknowledement]

Client

alt maintain
generateAVGData()

updated dataset
[expired timeframe]

generateAVGData()

sendData()
processData()
acknowledge()

[no response to data transmission ]
loop keepalive

keepAlive()

[no response]
acknowledge()

break response
[acknowledgement received]
Start to maintain connection

[sent 3 times once every 20 seconds]

noResponse()

Escalate and go to Ready for delivery
th

[5 time no response to data transmission]
Escalate and go to Ready for delivery

3.1.1.4 Data rejection
The client system can reject a data delivery. Within the Dutch profile, there are two ways
of handling data rejection, Within the Dutch profile, there are two ways of handling data
rejection, via the elements denyReason and ExtendedDenyReason.
When data is being rejected, the denyReason element must always be filled in. If the
ExtendedDenyReason is used, the denyReasonelement must contain “unknownReason”.
For details of how the elements are filled in, see §5.2.1.1 and §5.2.1.3.

3.1.2 Pull
A supplying system may also have functionality for publishing data when requested to do
so by the client system. The data supplied is then always the most up-to-date
information.
The pull method is implemented using the “simple HTTP server profile”, meaning that the
client submits and HTTP request and then receives the information in the body of the
response.
This data is provided in the same format as when the push method is used. In order to
retain the interoperability between these two methods, the pull method also packages
the data in a SOAP envelope.
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sd Pull procedure
Supplier

Client

sendPullRequest()

sendAVGData()

3.1.2.1 Current=true
Configuration files are also offered using the pull method. Twenty-four hours before a
new version goes live, it will be available via the pull method. The parameter
‘current=true’ can always be used for fetching the current MST, even if a change to a
new version has been announced and the new version is available.
If they have missed a configuration file, clients using the push method can always use a
pull to retrieve the configuration files.
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3.2 Status information
The description of the technical interface for status data (SG) has been defined in the SG
chain protocol, which is described in the following sections. This protocol is in tended to
give a description of how DATEX II data containing a payload of type SituationPublication
should be exchanged.
The SG chain protocol describes two methods for data acquisition, the push method and
the pull method.

3.2.1 Push Method
Systems within the SG chain have an interface available for pushing data to a client. The
client system must be constructed to work with the “DATEX II NL SG Chain WSDL
description”3.
The push method contains a number of components that are described below, namely:










Administration
Readiness for delivery
Delivery sign-on
Start of delivery
Maintaining the connection
Restart of delivery
Delivery sign-off
Rejection of the client system
Data rejection

3.2.1.1 Administration
Both the delivering party (supplier) and the client party (client) keep an offline
administrative system.
The supplying system records:



The end point at which the client system wishes to receive the data
The username and password that the client system will use to identify itself

The following is recorded by the client system:


The end point at which the supplying system wishes to receive the registration
data

3.2.1.2 Readiness for delivery
The supplying system announces that it is ready to supply data by sending a DATEX II
keep-alive message to the client system. The exchange element of this DATEX II keepalive message contains the following values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
keepAlive
requestType
deliveryBreak

3

value
true
subscription
true

WSDL descriptions may be found (in Dutch) on http://www.ndw.nu/documenten/nl/
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To make the distinction between a normal keepAlive and a keepAlive showing readiness
for deliver, this kind of keepAlive includes the ‘deliveryBreak’ element (as no data is yet
being exchanged at that point).
When the client system receives this kind of DATEX II keep-alive, it will send a DATEX II
acknowledgement message and sign on for delivery.
Sd Ready for delivery
Supplier

Client

alt
[no response]
loop

keepAlive()

Wait 10 min()

[response]

Acknowledge()

Go to delivery sign-on

3.2.1.3 Delivery sign-on
The client system signs on with the supplying system using a registerRequest, as per the
WSDL of the Subscription webservice. If no registerResponse is received from the
supplying system within 10 minutes, then the registration request is resubmitted. This is
repeated every 10 minutes until a registerResponse is received. After the supplying
system has sent the registerResponse, delivery of data via the Push Data webservice can
commence.
The client system must also start this up, even if the supplying system has not yet given
notification of readiness for delivery. The procedure thereafter is the same as described
above.
If no response is received from the supplying system after 3 attempts, an incident must
be reported to the supplier’s service desk. This only applies if the supplying system has
given notification of readiness for delivery by sending keep-alive messages.
The values to be used in the registerRequest are:
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registerRequest
clientIdentification
clientPassKey

value
The agreed username for the client system
The agreed password for the subscriber (client)
system

The values to be used in the registerResponse are:
Elements in ‘exchange’
clientIdentification

Value
The agreed username for the client system

sd Sign-on procedure
Supplier

Client

registerRequest()
alt
[no response?]
loop
[3 attempts until a response is received

wait10Minutes()

registerRequest()

[response]
registerResponse()

Go to Start of delivery

3.2.1.4 Start of delivery
After the client system has signed on with the supplying system successfully, data
transmission can start. The supplying system sends a DATEX II message in which the
UpdateMethod field contains the value ‘snapshot’. The message is responded to by the
receiving system with a DATEX II message in which the response field contains the value
‘acknowledge’. The snapshot message from the supplying system must contain the
following values:
Elements in ‘Subscription’
operatingMode
subscriptionState
subscriptionStartTime
updateMethod

Value
operatingMode1
Active
date and time that the subscription starts
Snapshot

The acknowledgement message from the client system must contain the following
values:
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Elements in ‘exchange’
response

value
acknowledge

Immediately after this, the supplying system sends a DATEX II message in which the
updateMethod contains the value ‘allElementUpdate’; this message only contains the
‘exchange’ element. Thee payloadPublication will therefore not be present.
The client system responds to this message by sending a DATEX message in which the
‘response’ contains the value ‘acknowledge’.
The allElementUpdate message from the supplier must contain the following values:
Elements in ‘Subscription’
operatingMode
subscriptionState
subscriptionStartTime
updateMethod

value
operatingMode1
active
date and time that the subscription starts
allElementUpdate

The acknowledgement message from the client system must contain the following
values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
response

value
acknowledge

After this, the ‘maintain the connection’ procedure is used.
sd Start of delivery
Supplier

Client

Snapshot()

Acknowledge()

AllElementUpdate()

Acknowledge()

Go to connection maintenance
G
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3.2.1.5 Maintaining a connection
The connection between the supplying system and the client system will be maintained
by the supplying system. As long as no update to the data needs to be sent, the
supplying system will send a keep-alive message every 5 minutes; when a data update is
available, it will be sent using an allElementUpdate message containing the data in a
payloadPublication of type situationPublication.
The exchange element of the DATEX II keep-alive message contains the following values
Elements in ‘exchange’
keepAlive

value
true

The allElementUpdate message from the supplying system must contain the following
values:
Elements in ‘Subscription’
operatingMode
subscriptionState
subscriptionStartTime
updateMethod

value
operatingMode1
active
date and time that the subscription starts
allElementUpdate

The client system responds to the keep-alive message or the AllElementUpdate with an
acknowledgement. If this acknowledgement is not received within 3 minutes, the
supplying system will submit the message again. The supplying system will make a
maximum of three attempts to send data to a client system.
The acknowledgement message from the client system must contain the following
values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
response

value
acknowledge

If it has still not proved possible to deliver the message after this, a deliveryBreak
message is sent and the supplying system reverts to the ‘ready for delivery’ mode.
If the client system does not receive messages from the supplying system for longer than
11 minutes, it will move on to the sign-off method.
The deliveryBreak message from the supplying system contains the following values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
deliveryBreak
requestType

value
true
subscription
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sd Maintaining the connection
Supplier

loop

Client

waitMax5MinForUpdate()

[while signed on]
alt

generateAllElementUpdate()

[new update?]

generateKeepAlive
()

[not had an update for 5 minutes?]

loop

sendMessage()

[not yet 3 retransmission attempts sent AND no
response]

processMessage()

waitMax3MinForAcknowledge()

break
acknowledge()

[acknowledge received]]

opt
sendDeliveryBreak()

[3 attempts made to retransmit]

Go to Ready for delivery

opt
Not received anything longer than 11 minutes?]
Go to the sign-off procedure

3.2.1.6 Restart of delivery
The client system can send the supplying system a request for a new snapshot. This is
done using the requestSituationUpdatesRestartRequest of the Subscription webservice.
After the supplying system has received the message, it will go to the start of delivery
procedure.

sd SituationUpdateRestartRequest procedure
Supplier

Client

generateSituationUpdateRestartRequest()
sendMessage ()

Go to start of delivery
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3.2.1.7 Delivery sign-off
The client system can notify the supplying system that it is not to deliver messages. This
is done by sending an unregisterRequest. After the supplying system has receive this
message, it will respond with an allElementUpdate in which the SubscriptionState is set
to ‘suspended’.
The client system will then have to sign in again if it wishes to receive data from the
supplying system. If the sign-off is done after data has been rejected, the client system
will wait before signing on again until the supplying system has issued a notification
stating its readiness for delivery.
sd Sign-off procedure
Supplier

Client

generateUnregisterRequest()

sendMessage()

generateAllElementUpdateWithSubscriptionStateSuspended ()

sendMessage()

If an UnregisterRequest that has been sent neither data nor a deliveryBreak has been
received for 11 minutes is not responded to by the supplying system, an incident must
be reported to the supplying party’s service desk.
The supplying system can also unregister itself, saying it will no longer deliver to the
client system. To do that, the supplying system must send an allElementUpdate in which
the SubscriptionState is set to ‘suspended’.

3.2.1.8 Rejection of the client system
If the client system signs on using an incorrect username or password, the supplying
system will send back a message that complies with the DATEX II specifications to the
address of the webservice at which the client has stated it wishes to receive the
SituationPublication. This message contains a D2LogicalModel element in which there is
an Exchange element containing elements with the following values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
denyReason

value
wrongPartner
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sd Client rejected
Supplier

Client

registerRequest()

wrongPartner()

3.2.1.9 Data rejection
There are two moments at which the client system is able to reject data that is sent to it
by the supplier system:
1. When a snapshot is received.
In this case, the client system will sign off and not accept the delivery.
2. When an allElementUpdate is received.
In this case, the supplying system will revert to ‘start of delivery’ mode.
Within the Dutch profile, there are two ways of handling data rejection, using the
denyReason element or the ExtendedDenyReason element.
When data is being rejected, the denyReason element must always be filled in. If
ExtendedDenyReason is used, the denyReason must contain “unknownReason”.

3.2.2 Pull procedure
A supplying system also has functionality for publishing data when requested to do so by
the client system.
The pull method is implemented using the “simple HTTP server profile”, meaning that the
client submits and HTTP request and then receives the information in the body of the
response.
This data is provided in the same format as when the push method is used. In order to
retain the interoperability between these two methods, the pull method also packages
the data in a SOAP envelope.

3.2.2.1 If-Modified-Since
In addition to publishing snapshots via the Pull mechanism, a supplying system may also
support the publication of messages containing only the changes with respect to a given
date and time.
The rule here is that a snapshot will be provided the first time that a normal pull is done.
If the client (client) system wishes to use the pull mechanism after a snapshot or update
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has been received, this can be done using the HTTP header If-Mofified-Since. This must
then be filled with the date and time of the Last-Modified HTTP header of the snapshot or
update most recently received. This means that only the messages that have changed
will then be received.
sd Pull procedure
Supplier

Client

alt
[first pull for a quarter of an hour]

generatepullRequest()

[next pull within a quarter of an hour]
generatePullRequestWithIfModifiedSince ()

sendMessage()
alt
[does not contain
IfModifiedSince]
[contains IfMofifiedSince]

generateSnapshot ()

generateAllElementUpdate ()

sendMessage()
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3.3 Matrix traffic signs and DRIPs
The description of the technical system interfaces for matrix traffic signs and DRIPs has
been defined in the VMS (traffic management system) chain protocol, which is described
in the following sections. This protocol is in tended to give a description of how DATEX II
data containing a payload of type Vms or VmsTablePublication (refer to 8) should be
exchanged.
The VMS chain protocol describes two methods for data acquisition, the push method and
the pull method.

3.3.1 Push Method
Systems within the VMS chain have an interface available for pushing data to a client.
The client system must be constructed in accordance with the “DATEX II Push WSDL
description”4.
The push method contains a number of components that are described below, namely:





Administration
Readiness for delivery
Maintaining a connection
Data rejection

3.3.1.1 Administration
The supplying party maintains an (off-line) administration that records:


the end point at which the client system wishes to receive the data

Once the client has been registered in the administrative records, the client will be
activated. The supplying system then progresses to ‘ready for delivery’.

3.3.1.2 Readiness for delivery
The supplying system announces that it is ready to start supplying the data by sending a
DATEX II keep-alive message to the client system. If the client system does not respond,
the supplying system will continue sending this message once every minute until the
receiving system responds. The exchange element of this keep-alive message contains
the following values
Elements in ‘exchange’
keepAlive

value
true

Once these client system has correctly confirmed the keep alive message with a DATEX II
acknowledgement message, the supplying system progresses to maintenance of the
connection.
The acknowledgement message from the client system must contain the following
values:

4

WSDL descriptions may be found (in Dutch) on http://www.ndw.nu/documenten/nl/
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Elements in ‘exchange’
response

value
acknowledge

sd Ready for delivery
Supplier

Client

alt Ready for delivery
[no response]
loop Ready for delivery
keepAlive()

Wait 60 sec()

[response]

Acknowledge()

Go to Maintaining Connection

3.3.1.3 Maintaining a connection
The connection between the supplying system and the client system will be maintained
by the supplying system.
The push method uses the SupplierPushOnOccurrence mechanism. The ‘occurrence’ can
take two forms:



the availability of a fully or partially updated dataset
the expiry of the time limit by which data should be published, as per the
pertinence requirements

As long as the connection is being maintained, the supplying system will send data to the
client system whenever either of these conditions occurs. This is done by calling the
“DATEX II Client Push Service” that is available on the client’s system..
If the client system does not respond, the supplying system will immediately send a
DATEX II keep-alive message and will continue sending that message once every 20
seconds until the receiving system responds. If the receiving system does not respond
(with a DATEX II acknowledgement message) to three successive keep-alive messages,
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then an escalation procedure5 will be triggered and the supplying system progresses to
‘ready for delivery’.
If the data is incorrect or if the push is not successful, the DATEX II message returned
must be filled in correspondingly. Refer also to §0.
In order to make it possible to connect to an intermittent connection, the escalation
procedure will also be triggered if data transmission fails five times in a row, even though
the receiving system does respond within three attempts to a DATEX II keep-alive
message.
The exchange element of the DATEX II keep-alive message contains the following values
Elements in ‘exchange’
keepAlive

value
true

The DATEX II acknowledgement message from the client system must contain the
following values:
Elements in ‘exchange’
response

value
acknowledge

sd Maintaining Connection
Supplier

loop maintaining
[acknowledement]

Client

alt maintaining
generateAVGData()

[updated dataset]

[expired timeframe]
generateAVGData()

sendData()
processData()
acknowledge()

[no response to data transmission]
loop keepalive

keepAlive()

[no response]
acknowledge()

break response
[acknowledgement received]
Start maintaining connection

[sent 3 times, once every 20 seconds]

noResponse()

Escalate and go to Ready for Delivery
[5x no response to data transmission]
Escalate and go to Ready for Delivery

5

The content of any escalation procedure is outside the scope of the Dutch DATEX II
profile.
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3.3.1.4 Data rejection
The client system can reject a data delivery. Within the Dutch profile, there are two ways
of handling data rejection, Within the Dutch profile, there are two ways of handling data
rejection, via the elements denyReason and ExtendedDenyReason.
When data is being rejected, the denyReason element must always be filled in. If the
ExtendedDenyReason is used, the denyReasonelement must contain “unknownReason”.
For details of how the elements are filled in, see §5.2.1.1 and §5.2.1.3.

3.3.2 Pull
A supplying system may also have functionality for publishing data when requested to do
so by the client system. The data supplied is then always the most up-to-date
information.
The pull method is implemented using the “simple HTTP server profile”, meaning that the
client submits and HTTP request and then receives the information in the body of the
response.
This data is provided in the same format as when the push method is used. In order to
retain the interoperability between these two methods, the pull method also packages
the data in a SOAP envelope.
sd Pull procedure
Supplier

Client

sendPullRequest()
sendAVGData()

3.3.2.1 Current=true
Configuration files are also offered using the pull method. Twenty-four hours before a
new version goes live, it will be available via the pull method. The parameter
‘current=true’ can always be used for fetching the current (active) configuration file,
even if a change to a new version has been announced and the new version is available.
If they have missed a configuration file, clients using the push method can always use a
pull to retrieve the configuration files.
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4 The Dutch DATEX II Profile
The DATEX II standard describes a format and protocol that suppliers and clients can use
for exchanging data. The standard provides generic solutions that make it possible to use
such data in various different environments and for various purposes.
In order to allow the content of the data to be interpreted unambiguously, additional
agreements have been made in the Netherlands about how to use the data and how to
fill in the elements. This chapter illustrates these arrangements, the choices made,
corrections and an explanation of the DATEX II specifications for each product type.
The actual technical encoding of the data as described in the messages is described in
the following chapters.
The section below first describes the general agreements that have been made about
giving location data. After that, a description will be given for each product type stating
how that product type is described within the Dutch DATEX II Profile.

4.1 Location reference
Traffic data made available using the Dutch DATEX II profile contains various types of
information about locations in the Netherlands. The Dutch DATEX II Profile uses various
location reference methods to describe locations. The following types of location
references are used in the Dutch Profile:




the ALERT-C location reference
on-the-fly location reference based on (x,y) coordinates
on-the-fly location reference based on OpenLR

None of these location reference methods give information about the exact carriageway
and/or lanes that the data refers to. That additional information is provided in the
appropriate DATEX II attributes and elements specified for the purpose.
The following subsections explain the basic principles for each method. The application of
each product type is described in the sections about those products.

4.1.1 ALERT-C location reference
The ALERT-C location reference method is based on describing a location by referring to
a network. Each description includes a reference to the network used, using a reference
to the exact version of the TMC table (or a derivative thereof) that describes the
network. It also includes a reference to the locations in the network used that are closest
to the actual location.
The Dutch DATEX II Profile uses the Traffic Information Location Database (VILD) for
this,6 which the TMC table is in turn derived from. This section explains how the VILD is

6

The VILD is managed by RWS (the Directorate-General for Public Works and Water
Management) and available at http://www.ndw.nu/documenten/nl/ under the heading
“VILD”.
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used within the Dutch DATEX II Profile. The VILD Technical Manual7 also contains a
complete description of the content and working principle of the VILD.
The VILD contains three main location types.




Areas
Lines
Points

4.1.1.1 VILD and real-time traffic information
Only VILD points are valid for use in location references for real-time traffic information
(AVG).
Speeds, flow and travel times may only use the so-called ‘point location’ types. These
have a type designation beginning with the letter P, followed by a numeric identifier. All
point location types are allowed, except:









P2.1
P3.3 to P3.12
P3.15
P3.18
P3.20 to P3.27
P3.29 to P3.37
P3.46
P5.0 to P5.5

For queues, this information is always related to road locations equipped with a system
that regulates traffic, not a motorway. That is why queues must always be defined with
one of the following point location types:
P1.11

Crossroads

P1.12

Junction

P1.3

Exit sliproad

P1.9

Roundabout

P3.1

Tunnel

P3.2

Bridge

P3.40

Aqueduct

P3.41

Locks

P3.43

Level crossing

P3.45

Ferry

4.1.2 OpenLR
The OpenLR location reference method is an OpenSource standard for exchanging
geographical information between systems based on map material. The standard
describes how geographical information about a specific location or route segment must
be stored in a structured way. If sender and recipient use (at least) comparable map

7

Available at http://www.ndw.nu/documenten/nl/ under the heading “VILD”.
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material, it is possible to ensure that both sender and recipient interpret the geographical
information in the same way. In addition to the distinguishing coordinates, the standard
also uses a definition of the road type where the location or route segment is located.
Each road segment included in the coding of the location or route includes the following
additional attributes:





Functional Road Class
describes the importance of the road that the segment is part of, for instance
main road, secondary road, etc.
Form Of Way
the physical road type of the segment, such as a motorway, road with multiple
separated carriageways, road with a single carriageway, etc.
Bearing
the direction of the road segment (in degrees on the compass).

4.2 Real-time traffic information
Real-time traffic information (“AVG data”) provides data periodically (every 60 seconds)
about predefined locations. At the moment, this means the following data:





Flow
Speed
Travel time
Queues

Flow and speeds are measured at measurement points, and travel times are measured
across measurement sites. Queue information is preferably provided at the road section
level, and where relevant also per lane or per signal group. Stating queues at the level of
a point is permissible, but this is not recommended for clear interpretability of data.
The locations and configurations of these measurement points and sites are described in
the AVG Configuration Data. This configuration data is delivered separately when
anything in that data is changed.
The data periodically provided that states flow, speeds and travel times contains
references to the configuration data.
Choices have been made in the Dutch DATEX II Profile for coding the configuration and
the periodically provided data. These choices are described in the following sections.

4.2.1 Configuration data
The configuration file for the AVG contains the following information for all locations
where measurements take place:



Measurement location configuration
Location reference for the measurement location

Specific queue-related data has been added for queues with an extension to the Dutch
DATEX II Profile. See §6.1.3.8 and §6.1.4.6 for this
The sections below provide insights into the details of the configuration data.
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4.2.1.1 Measurement locations
All measurement locations in the configuration file contain at least the following general
data:





Measurement location reference
Version of the configuration
Measurement technology used
Calculation method used

In addition, specific properties and the location reference are described for each type of
measurement location. As described above, the AVG has two type of measurement
locations for which a location reference is included:



measurement points (or combinations thereof) where measurements (flow,
speeds, queues) are taken at a cross-section of a lane
measurement sites where measurements (travel times, queues) are taken
between two cross-sections of the carriageway (or in some cases of the lane or
lanes as well)

A description is given below of how the measurement location configuration and location
reference of both of these types of measurement locations are handled according to the
Dutch DATEX II Profile.
4.2.1.1.1 Measurement points for speeds, flow and queues
A measurement location consisting of measurement points (or combinations thereof) is
described using the following components:




Variants of the measurement point configuration
Location reference for measurement points
Additional location information for measurement points

4.2.1.1.1.1 Variants of the measurement point configuration
There are various options for combining measurement points.




A point on the road where measurements are taken can consist of one or more
measurement locations.
A measurement location can consist of one or more measurement points.
One measurement point can cover one or several lanes.

A number of variants are given in the example below:
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three individual measurement locations, each with a measurement point, with
each measurement point measuring one lane
one measurement location, consisting of three measurement points, with each
measurement point measuring one lane
a single measurement location consisting of single measurement point across the
whole carriageway
two measurement locations, with the measurement points divided over the
measurement locations

Many measurement points can provide both speeds and flow, and can distinguish
between vehicle categories for some data. This could mean that an individual
measurement point provides multiple datasets at once.
Queues are often measured at crossroads. For each queue that is measured, a separate
measurement point is included in the configuration. So for a crossroads where there are
queues for all 4 branches, a measurement point is defined for each direction.
Signal groups for queues are included in the measurement point configuration by
indicating the signal group itself, along with the pre-sorting functions the lanes belonging
to the signal group.
The configuration file describes the following properties for each combination of
measurement point datatype and vehicle category:






Data type
Lane or lanes
Standard accuracy
Measurement period
Vehicle category

The sections below give additional explanations about these properties where necessary.
Each measurement point must at least output the anyVehicle category, which contains
the results for all passing vehicles. The ‘anyVehicle’ category contains the results of all
categorised and non-classifiable vehicles for all measurement points that also output
details of other vehicle categories.
The way in which data is collected depends on the type of data. For example, for
intensity all passing vehicles are counted, but for speeds it is about the average travel
speed of all passing vehicles.
4.2.1.1.1.1.1 Lane description (the SpecificLane class)
The following guidelines should be used for lane nomenclature:






Lanes, with the exception of bus lanes, tidal flow (reversible) lanes and hard
shoulders of emergency lanes, are referred to in order from the road orientation
line (WOL, Weg Oriëntatie Lijn) by the values ‘lane1’, ‘lane2’, ‘lane3’ to ‘lane9’. As
seen by the driver, the leftmost lane is lane 1;
Contrary to what is stated above, a rush-hour lane added to the left-hand side of
the carriageway is referred to by the value ‘rushHourLane’;
A bus lane is always referred to as busLane;
A tidal flow lane or ‘reversible lane’ is always referred to as tidalFlowLane;
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An hard shoulder or emergency lane for which information is available (for
example a rush-hour lane on the right-hand side) is referred to as hardShoulder;
The value allLanesCompleteCarriageWay is used when referring to the entire
carriageway.

All other values allowed by DATEX II for referring to lanes are not permitted within the
Dutch DATEX II profile.
The idea behind this is that using lane numbers (w.r.t the road orientation line or WOL)
provides uniquely identifiable lane designation in almost all cases. This is something that
does not apply to e.g. leftLane or leftHandTurningLane, because they are not numbered.
To preserve the lane numbering for a carriageway as much as possible, additional lanes
are given new names where possible. This is the reason for using rushHourLane (instead
of having additional rush-hour lane become ‘lane1’, causing the first through lane to be
first lane1, then lane2 and then lane1 again).
The other names originate from the fact that they are either not (usually) used in normal
traffic (busLane, hardShoulder), or there could be lack of clarity about the position of the
road orientation line (tidalFlowLane).

e2

e1
lan

lan

lane5

lane2
lane3

lane4

lane1
lane2

lane1

lane1

lane3

tidalFlowLane

lane1

lane2

lane1

hardShoulder

hardShoulder

lane3

lane2

lane1

lane1

Examples:

4.2.1.1.1.1.2 Lane description for queues (the specificLaneComposition class)
Lanes for queues are specified by one or more specificLaneComposition elements
(§6.1.4.6.3.2). The specificLane element as described in the previous section may not be
used for queues.
4.2.1.1.1.1.3 Vehicle categories (the lengthCharacteristic class)
The Dutch DATEX II Profile has two category classifications: a three-way split and a fiveway split. Vehicles that are observed not to fit any of the categories are labelled as “nonclassifiable” and recorded as such.
4.2.1.1.1.1.3.1 Three categories
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Measurement points that can distinguish between three categories do not distinguish
between small types of vehicles. Busses and trucks are also not distinguished:
Category
Description
Length range
Cat 1
motorcycle, moped, car/van
< 5.60 m
Cat 2
non-articulated truck, non-articulated bus
>= 5.60 and <= 12.20 m
Cat 3
articulated truck
> 12.20 and <= 25m*
* A vehicle becomes “non-classifiable” if the length interval is larger or equal to 25
metres.
4.2.1.1.1.1.3.2 Five categories
Measurement points equipped with more accurate instruments can also distinguish
between small and very small vehicles (allowing them to distinguish between motorcycles
and cars) and between trucks and buses (based on the difference in length between
these two types of vehicle).
The five categories these measurement points can distinguish are:
Category
Description
Length range
Cat 1
motorcycle, moped
>= 1.85 and <= 2.40 m
Cat 2
car/van
> 2.40 and <= 5.60 m
Cat 3
non-articulated truck
> 5.60 and <= 11.50 m
Cat 4
non-articulated bus
> 11.50 and <= 12.20 m
Cat 5
articulated truck
> 12.20 and <= 25m*
* A vehicle becomes “non-classifiable” if the length interval is larger or equal to 25
metres.
4.2.1.1.1.2 Location reference for measurement points
A measurement location consisting of one or more measurement points is referred to by
the ALERT-C location reference plus a location reference based on coordinates in WGS84.
In addition, there is an option to add a location reference based on OpenLR.
4.2.1.1.1.2.1 ALERT-C for measurement points
A measurement location consisting of one or more measurement points is defined by the
traffic direction, the closest upstream VILD location and the distance to that
location.
The following steps describe how the values stated above can be determined:
1) Determine the traffic direction.
2) Determine the VILD point by finding the closest allowed upstream VILD point.
Take account of any points excluded from the AVG. For more details see §4.1.1.1
3) Determine the kilometre marker and VILD direction using the VILD table.
a. Determine the closest VILD point downstream of the VILD point
determined at (2). You do not need to take account of any points excluded
from the AVG.
b. Use the VILD table to determine whether the VILD point - found at (a) matches the value for POS_OFF or NEG_OFF of the VILD point found
at (2).
i. If the value matches the value of POS_OFF it means that the VILD
direction is positive and the kilometre marker HSTART_POS must be
used. If the VILD for this VILD point does not have a location
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marker, you must use the geographical location of the VILD point
itself.
ii. If the value matches the value of NEG_OFF it means that the VILD
direction is negative and the kilometre marker HSTART_NEG must
be used. If the VILD for this VILD point does not have a kilometre
marker, you must use the geographical location of the VILD point
itself.
4) Determine the distance to the VILD location by calculating the distance by road
between the position of the kilometre marker and the measurement location.
The unique number of the VILD location upstream(2), the VILD direction (3) and the
distance between the measurement location and the VILD point (4) are recorded in the
AlertCPoint element. For more details, see §6.1.5.1.3
This can be represented as follows:

primary vild location
A measurement point
HEND_NEG
HEN

HSP

HSN

HEP

HSTART_POS

Distance to Primary Location

4.2.1.1.1.2.2 WGS84 coordinates for measurement points
In addition to the ALERT-C location reference WGS84 coordinates of the exact position of
the measurement location must also be included in the configuration file. The
locationForDisplay element is used for this purpose. For more details see §6.1.5.1.1
4.2.1.1.1.2.3 OpenLR for measurement points
There is an option for adding a location reference based on OpenLR. Measurement points
are encoded in OpenLR according to the “Point along line” principle.The starting point,
end point and (if necessary) the offset from the starting point are included in the
configuration. The OpenlrExtendedPoint element is used for this. For more details see
§6.1.5.1.4.1
4.2.1.1.1.3 Additional location information
If the measurement locations are not completely on the main carriageway, additional
information must be given to make it possible to pinpoint the locations correctly. If a
measurement location consists of measurement points that are not on the main
carriageway, but on an exit or entry sliproad or a parallel carriageway, the carriageway
element in affectedCarriagewayAndLanes must be used. This then appears once. The
possible values are then:


connectingCarriageway
For the principal road at a motorway junction
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entrySlipRoad
For the entrance sliproad
exitSlipRoad
For the exit sliproad
mainCarriageway
For the main carriageway
parallelCarriageway
For the parallel carriageway

Refer also to §6.1.5.1.2.
4.2.1.1.2 Measurement sites for travel times and queues
A site is defined between the point where the traffic enters the site (‘A’) and where it
exits the site (‘B’).
The following figure gives an arbitrary example of a measurement site. The traffic
direction here goes from A to B.

A description of a measurement site is based on the following items:




Measurement site configuration
Location reference for measurement sites
Additional location information for measurement sites

4.2.1.1.2.1 Measurement site configuration
A measurement site for travel times always corresponds to a single measurement
location. No distinction between lanes or vehicle categories is made within a
measurement site.
A measurement site for queues can, if necessary, distinguish between the different lanes
in the site. Additionally, information about the possible directions of the traffic in the
queue and signal groups can be given in the elements described under
MeasurementSiteRecordExtended (see Section 2.1.2.6)
The configuration file describes the following properties once for each measurement site
(only for the category anyVehicle):



Data type
Standard accuracy
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Measurement period

4.2.1.1.2.1.1 Lane description for queues in measurement sites
When forwarding details of queues in a measurement site, information can be given
about lanes or composites of lanes related to the queue. This must be done in the same
way as for queues at measurement points. For more details, see §4.2.1.1.1.1.2
For queues, the lane information only relates to the road situation at the
PrimaryPointLocation.
4.2.1.1.2.2 Location reference for measurement sites
According to the Dutch DATEX II Profile, a measurement location describing a
measurement site is referred to by the ALERT-C location reference plus a location
reference based on coordinates in WGS84.
Measurement sites use the ItineraryByIndexedLocations element. This element can be
used to describe multiple locations as a line (a ‘linear’).



If the start and end of a measurement site are on the same VILD line, the location
is described using a single linear.
If the start and end of a measurement site are not on the same VILD line, the
location is described using multiple linears.

4.2.1.1.2.2.1 ALERT-C for measurement sites
A measurement site is defined for each linear using the traffic direction, the closest
upstream and downstream VILD locations and the distances to these locations.
The following steps describe how the values stated above can be determined:
1) Determine the traffic direction.
2) Determine the primary VILD point by finding the closest downstream VILD point
(at the head of the measurement location).
3) Determine the secondary VILD point by finding the closest upstream VILD point
(at the end of the measurement location).
4) Determine the VILD direction using the VILD table.
a. Determine the closest VILD point downstream from the VILD point
determined at (2)
b. Use the VILD table to determine whether the VILD point found at (a)
matches the value for POS_OFF or NEG_OFF of the VILD point found
at (2).
i. If the value matches the value of POS_OFF, it means that the VILD
direction is listed as positive.
ii. If the value matches the value of NEG_OFF, it means that the VILD
direction is listed as negative.
5) Determine the distance between the measurement locations and the VILD points.
a. If the VILD direction is positive:
i. The distance to the primary VILD point is the distance by road
between the HSTART_POS (kilometre marker) for the VILD point
determined at (2) and the head of the measurement location. If the
VILD for this VILD point does not have a kilometre marker, you
must use the geographical location of the VILD point itself.
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ii. The distance to the secondary VILD point is the distance between
the HEND_POS (kilometre marker) for the VILD point determined
at (3) and the end of the measurement location. If the VILD for this
VILD point does not have a kilometre marker, you must use the
geographical location of the VILD point itself.
b. If the VILD direction is negative:
i. The distance to the primary VILD point is the distance by road
between the HSTART_NEG (kilometre marker) for the VILD point
determined at (2) and the head of the measurement location. If the
VILD for this VILD point does not have a kilometre marker, you
must use the geographical location of the VILD point itself.
ii. The distance to the secondary VILD point is the distance between
the HEND_NEG (kilometre marker) for the VILD point determined
at (3) and the end of the measurement location. If the VILD for this
VILD point does not have a kilometre marker, you must use the
geographical location of the VILD point itself.
The unique number of the VILD location upstream (2) and the distance between the
measurement location and that VILD point (5) are recorded in the class
alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation. The unique number of the VILD location
upstream (3) and the distance to that VILD point (5) are recorded in the class
alertCMethod4SecondaryPointLocation. The VILD direction (4) is recorded in the
AlertCDirection class.
This can be represented as follows:
secondary location
(VILD)

A measurement site
on the carriageway in
positive direction

HEND_NEG
HEN

HSP

HSN

primary location
(VILD)

HSN

HEP

HEP

HSTART_POS

Distance to Secondary Location

Distance to Primary Location

When measurement sites consist of multiple Linears, the PrimaryPointLocation of one
linear must always be related to the SecondaryPointLocation of the following Linear
through the property INTER_REF in the VILD.
4.2.1.1.2.2.2 WGS84 coordinates for measurement sites
In addition to the ALERT-C location reference, WGS84 coordinates of the measurement
location must also be included in the configuration file. The linearExtension element is
used for this, and both the first and final coordinates of the Linear in question must be
included. For more details, see §6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2.
In addition to the linearExtension element, the coordinates describing the point that can
best used for showing the Linear on a map must also be included in the
locationForDisplay element. For more details, see §6.1.5.2.1.1.1.
4.2.1.1.2.2.3 OpenLR for measurement sites
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There is an option for adding a location reference based on OpenLR. Measurement sites
are encoded in OpenLR according to its “Line” principle. The OpenlrExtendedLinear
element is used for this purpose. For more details, see §0.
Agreements have been made in the Dutch DATEX II Profile to always include the entire
route segment with the first linear when describing measurement sites using OpenLR.
This is because the best way to use OpenLR for measurement sites is by using a single
“Line” to represent an entire route segment.
The basis of this representation is the shortest path algorithm. If the route segment to be
described matches the shortest route, only the starting point and finishing point of
segments in the network need to be specified in OpenLR. The offsets with respect to the
starting or finishing points are included If applicable. This situation is shown in the figure
below:

If the intended route segment differs from the shortest route, this is shown using an
intermediate point and the deviating angle (bearing) that indicates the direction to follow.
Again, offsets with respect to the starting and finishing points are included if applicable.
This is shown in the figure below:

4.2.1.1.2.3 Additional location information for measurement sites
No additional location information is needed for measurement sites that start and end on
the (same) main carriageway.
Measurement sites that start or end on a carriageway other than the main carriageway
must have this additional location information added using the carriageway element in
affectedCarriagewayAndLanes.
This carriageway element must always be included twice (per linear) for each
measurement site:
1) For the primary location
2) For the secondary location.
The possible values are then:
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connectingCarriageway
For the principal road at a motorway junction
entrySlipRoad
For the entrance sliproad
exitSlipRoad
For the exit sliproad
mainCarriageway
For the main carriageway
parallelCarriageway
For the parallel carriageway

4.2.2 Periodically delivered data
Data is periodically given about locations that have been included in the configuration
file. This data consists of the following items, for each measurement location for which
data is provided:




Reference to the configuration file
(Optional) temporary deviation from the measurement location configuration
Measured data

The sections below give additional explanations about these items where necessary.

4.2.2.1 Measured data
The actual measured values are encoded for each measurement point or site. The
deliveries for a measurement point that can be deemed to be working normally and
(reasonably) reliably and registering traffic (one or more vehicles) are encoded according
to the description in §6.2.3.
If properties of the measurement point or site are different, if no traffic is observed, or if
the measurement point/site is working insufficiently reliably, the elements must be filled
in according to the situation. These are discussed further in the following sections. For
the encoding of the attributes described below see also §6.2.3.3.1.3.
4.2.2.1.1 Quality of the measurement
If the quality of the measurement deviates from the quality predefined in the
configuration file, this must be shown using the supplierCalculatedDataQuality attribute.
4.2.2.1.2 Non-standard measurement method/estimate
If a calculation method other than that defined in the configuration file is used for the
measurement, this non-standard method must be described using the
computationalMethod attribute.
4.2.2.1.3 Equipment used
If equipment other than what is indicated in the configuration file is used for a
measurement, this different equipment must be described using the
MeasurementEquipmentTypeUsed attribute.
4.2.2.1.4 No data or insufficient reliable data available (error)
If a measurement point or site does not deliver data or if the data provider determines
that the data is unreliable, the following attributes must be added for each data type:
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Speed
The speed element gets the value “-1”.
The dataError element gets the value “true”
Flow
The vehicleFlow element gets the value “0”.
The dataError element gets the value “true”
Travel time
The duration element gets the value “-1”.
The dataError element gets the value “true”

All other optional attributes must be left out in this situation. See the special cases in
§6.2.3.3.1.2 for the encoding of the attributes described above.
4.2.2.1.5 No traffic at measurement point
If it can be determined that a measuring point or site is functioning correctly, but that no
traffic has passed during the measurement period, the following attributes must be
added for each data type:






Speed
The speed element gets the value “0”.
The numberOfInputValuesUsed element gets the value “0”.
The numberOfIncompleteInputs element gets the value “0”.
Flow
The vehicleFlow element gets the value “0”.
The numberOfIncompleteInputs element gets the value “0”.
Travel time
The duration element gets the value “-1”.
The numberOfInputValuesUsed element gets the value “0”.
The numberOfIncompleteInputs element gets the value “0”.

See the special cases in §6.2.3.3.1.2 for the encoding of the attributes described above.
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4.3 Status information
For status information (StatusGegevens, SG), information is supplied “on occurrence”
about situations on the road and about the statuses of civil engineering objects. At the
moment this concerns the following types of data:







Traffic jam
Traffic reports
Roadworks
Traffic measures
Open bridges
Status of rush-hour lanes

The locations of events that are shown in status information are largely dynamic, which is
why the location reference used is not defined beforehand. The location reference is
therefore included in the information about the event in the product status information,
rather than in a separate configuration file.
Agreements have been made in the Dutch DATEX II Profile about the encoding of the
location and the way object statuses are handled. Additionally, specific choices and
agreements have been made about the encoding of a number of events. This section first
describes the agreements about location and object statuses, and then the agreements
about specific events (further details).

4.3.1 Status information location reference
As described above, the location reference is included in the information about the event
in the product status information and there is no separate configuration file.
The location may be a:






Point
A point on the road.
Route segment
A segment of the road.
Area
An area.
Sequence of locations (route)
A sequential list of locations.
Collection of locations
A list of multiple locations that are related but do not have a sequential
relationship.

If there is VILD for the location, status information uses an ALERT-C location reference
based on VILD locations.
Additionally, all status information must at least include a location reference based on
(x,y) coordinates.
There is an option for adding a location reference based on OpenLR.
The various location reference methods for status information are explained for each type
of location in the sections below.
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As well as the description of the location on the road, additional information can also be
included. This is aimed at situations that occur on specific lanes or specific parts of the
road such as a parallel carriageway, bridge or tunnel. This additional location reference is
described separately.

4.3.1.1 Point locations
The point location can be single point on a road or a point in a region.

=gebeurtenis

enkel punt

4.3.1.1.1 ALERT-C for point locations
A point location is defined by the traffic direction, the closest downstream VILD
location and the distance to that location.
The following steps describe how to determine the values stated above:
1) Determine the traffic direction.
2) Determine the VILD point by finding the closest permissible downstream VILD
point.
3) Determine the kilometre marker and VILD direction using the VILD table.
a. Determine the closest VILD point downstream of the VILD point
determined at (2).
b. Use the VILD table to determine whether the VILD point - found at (a) matches the value for POS_OFF or NEG_OFF of the VILD point found
at (2).
i. If the value matches the value of POS_OFF, it means that the VILD
direction is listed as positive and the kilometre marker
HSTART_POS must be used. If the VILD for this VILD point does not
have a kilometre marker, you must use the geographical location of
the VILD point itself.
ii. If the value matches the value of NEG_OFF it means that the VILD
direction is negative and the kilometre marker HSTART_NEG must
be used. If the VILD for this VILD point does not have a kilometre
marker, you must use the geographical location of the VILD point
itself.
4) Determine the distance to the VILD location by calculating the distance by road
between the position of the kilometre marker and the measurement location.
The unique number of the downstream VILD location (2), the VILD direction (3) and the
distance from the measurement location to VILD point (4) are recorded in the AlertCPoint
element. For more details, see §6.1.5.1.3
This can be represented as follows:
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Point location

primary vild location
HEND_NEG
HEN

HSP

HSN

HEP

HSTART_POS

Distance to
Primary Location

4.3.1.1.2 WGS84 coordinates for point locations
WGS84 coordinates are also included for every point location using the locationForDisplay
element. For more details, see §7.4.1.1.1.
If it is impossible to encode the point location with the ALERT-C location reference,
WGS84 coordinates of the exact position of the measurement location must also be
included in the pointByCoordinates element (§7.4.1.1.5).
When using point locations to describe a segment without VILD (§4.3.1.2.2.2), the
locationForDisplay element is only included in the first point of the series that describes
the segment. The first point will have both the locationForDisplay and pointByCoordinates
elements; the other points only have the pointByCoordinates element.
4.3.1.1.3 OpenLR for point locations
There is an option for adding a location reference based on OpenLR. Point locations are
encoded in OpenLR according to the “Point along line” principle.The starting point, end
point and (if necessary) the offset from the starting point are included. The
OpenIrExtendedPoint element (§7.4.1.1.4.2) is used for this purpose.

4.3.1.2 Segment locations
A segment location describes a segment that the event is giving information about. A
route segment always describes only one road. If the location covers multiple roads, a
route consisting of a sequence of locations is used (§4.3.1.4).
4.3.1.2.1 ALERT-C for segment locations
A segment location is defined using the traffic direction, the closest upstream and
downstream VILD locations and the distance to those locations.
The following steps describe how the values stated above can be determined:
6) Determine the traffic direction.
7) Determine the primary VILD point by finding the closest downstream VILD point
(to the head of the route segment).
8) Determine the secondary VILD point by finding the closest upstream VILD point
(from the end of the route segment).
9) Determine the VILD direction using the VILD table.
a. Determine the closest VILD point downstream from the VILD point
determined at (2)
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b. Use the VILD table to determine whether the VILD point found at (a)
matches the value for POS_OFF or NEG_OFF of the VILD point found
at (2).
i. If the value matches the value of POS_OFF, it means that the VILD
direction is listed as positive.
ii. If the value matches the value of NEG_OFF, it means that the VILD
direction is listed as negative.
10) Determine the distance between the route segment and the VILD points.
a. If the VILD direction is positive:
i. The distance to the primary VILD point is the distance by road
between the HSTART_POS kilometre marker for the VILD point
determined at (2) and the head of the route segment. If the VILD
for this VILD point does not have a kilometre marker, you must use
the geographical location of the VILD point itself.
ii. The distance to the secondary VILD point is the distance between
the HEND_POS kilometre marker for the VILD point determined
at (3) and the end of the segment. If the VILD for this VILD point
does not have a kilometre marker, you must use the geographical
location of the VILD point itself.
b. If the VILD direction is negative:
i. The distance to the primary VILD point is the distance by road
between the HSTART_NEG kilometre marker for the VILD point
determined at (2) and the head of the route segment. If the VILD
for this VILD point does not have a kilometre marker, you must use
the geographical location of the VILD point itself.
ii. The distance to the secondary VILD point is the distance between
the HEND_NEG kilometre marker for the VILD point determined
at (3) and the end of the route segment. If the VILD for this VILD
point does not have a kilometre marker, you must use the
geographical location of the VILD point itself.
The unique number of the downstream VILD location (2) and the distance between the
route segment and this VILD point (5) are recorded in the
alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation class. The unique number of the VILD location
upstream (3) and the distance to that VILD point (5) are recorded in the class
alertCMethod4SecondaryPointLocation. The VILD direction (4) is recorded in the
AlertCDirection class.
This can be represented as follows:
secondary location
(VILD)

primary location
(VILD)
Trajectory

HEND_NEG
HEN

HSP

HSN

HSN

HEP

HEP

HSTART_POS

Distance to Secondary Location

Distance to Primary Location
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4.3.1.2.2 WGS84 coordinates for segment locations
Coordinates for route segments are used in different ways for various kinds of segments:



Segments with VILD.
Segments without VILD.

4.3.1.2.2.1 Segments with VILD
In addition to the ALERT-C method description, each segment location includes the
coordinates that describe the start and end points of the segment. This is done using the
linearByCoordinatesExtension element (§7.4.1.2.2.2).
In addition to the linearByCoordinatesExtension element, the coordinates that can best
be used to represent the event on a map must also be included in the locationForDisplay
element (§7.4.1.2.1).
4.3.1.2.2.2 Segments without VILD
When an event occurs on a route segment for which no VILD locations are available, the
segment in question is included as waypoints. In this case, a description is given of the
point locations along which the segment is defined. This only concerns the points that
determine the route. These points are encoded according to the
ItineraryByIndexedLocations special case of the location (§7.4.1.5).
This yields a sequential list of WGS84 coordinates, each with a unique identification.
These coordinates are included in the pointByCoordinates element (§7.4.1.1.5). The
point locations are supplemented with information about town names, road numbers
and/or street names using the roadSideReferencePoints extension (§7.4.1.1.4.1.1).
In this case a route is specified on a road, ordered from tail to head as represented in the
image below.

=gebeurtenis

Route bepalende punten
The locationForDisplay element (§7.4.1.2.1), which is used to define the best point for
representing the route segment on a map, is only included in the first point of the series
that describes the segment.
4.3.1.2.3 OpenLR for segment locations
There is an option for adding a location reference based on OpenLR. Segments are
encoded in OpenLR according to its “Line” principle. The OpenlrExtendedLinear element
(§7.4.1.2.2.1) is used for this purpose.
Agreements have been made in the Dutch DATEX II Profile to always include the entire
segment with the first linear when describing segment locations using OpenLR. This is
because the best way to use OpenLR for route segments is by using a single “Line” to
represent the entire segment.
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The basis of this representation is the shortest path algorithm. If the route segment to be
described matches the shortest route, only the starting point and finishing point of
segments in the network need to be specified in OpenLR. The offsets with respect to the
starting or finishing points are included If applicable. This situation is shown in the figure
below:

If the intended route segment differs from the shortest route, this is shown using an
intermediate point and the deviating angle (bearing) that indicates the direction to follow.
Again, offsets with respect to the starting and finishing points are included if applicable.
This is shown in the figure below:

4.3.1.3 Area locations
Status information can also contain information about an area. This could for instance be
weather condition warnings in a part of the country or, for example, an event in one part
of a city.
4.3.1.3.1 ALERT-C for area locations
In these cases the VILD location that describes the area associated with the event is
included. See also §7.4.1.3.2.
4.3.1.3.2 WGS84 coordinates for area locations
If it involves an area without a VILD location and the exact location can be described
accurately, a location reference based on coordinates in the WGS84 format is given using
the areaExtension element (§7.4.1.3.4). In this, a set of points are given to indicate the
perimeter of the area concerned.

=gebeurtenis

punten die
omtrek aangeven
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In addition, coordinates are always included in WGS84 format for geographic
representation using the locationForDisplay element (§7.4.1.3.1).
4.3.1.3.3 OpenLR for area locations
In the same way as point locations and segment locations, area locations use an
extension. In this case it is an extension to Area, included in the areaExtension element.
This includes the openlrExtendedArea element, which contains an element that can be
specified further into a number of area descriptions. See also §7.4.1.3.5.

4.3.1.4 Sequence of locations (route)
Events covering multiple roads are described using the ItineraryByIndexedLocations
special case (§7.4.1.5). This itinerary then contains, in sequence, a number of
locationContainedInItinerary elements that together describe the route.

4.3.1.5 Collection of locations
Events that describe a location covering multiple roads (non-consecutively) are described
using the NonOrderedLocationGroupByList special case (7.4.1.4). Within this special
case, a list of related but non-consecutive locations are included that describe the
location(s) of the event.

4.3.1.6 Additional location description
4.3.1.6.1 Road, carriageway
In addition to the geographical and/or network-related description of the location of an
event, in some cases there is more information available about the site of the event.
Examples could be a connecting road or parallel carriageway, on a bridge or in a tunnel.
Where possible this information will be included in the situation description as used by
DATEX II. Examples are situations such as damagedTunnel and vehicleStuckUnderBridge.
If the DATEX II situation does not clearly indicate what the event applies to, additional
information is included where possible in an (optional) element. Examples are messages
about roadworks. The number of different types of roadworks has been limited. A
possibility has however been included for giving one or more descriptions of what is
being worked on. Examples of this are crashBarrier and tollGate.
Finally, there are occasions where the options above are not applicable and additional
information is needed for describing the event correctly. In this case not the event but
the location description is expanded with additional information. Additions used here
could for example be inTunnel, onBridge and onLevelCrossing for location descriptions
and parallelCarriageway or busLane for carriageway or lane descriptions.
4.3.1.6.2 Lane
The following guidelines should be used for lane nomenclature:





Lanes, with the exception of bus lanes, tidal flow (reversible) lanes and hard
shoulders of emergency lanes, are referred to in order from the road orientation
line (WOL, Weg Oriëntatie Lijn) by the values ‘lane1’, ‘lane2’, ‘lane3’ to ‘lane9’. As
seen by the driver, the leftmost lane is lane 1;
Contrary to what is stated above, a rush-hour lane added to the left-hand side of
the carriageway is referred to by the value ‘rushHourLane’;
A bus lane is always referred to as busLane;
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A tidal flow lane or ‘reversible lane’ is always referred to as tidalFlowLane;
An emergency lane for which information is available is referred to as a
hardShoulder;
The value allLanesCompleteCarriageWay is used when referring to the entire
carriageway.

All other values allowed by DATEX II for referring to lanes are not permitted within the
Dutch DATEX II profile.
The idea behind this is that using lane numbers (w.r.t the road orientation line or WOL)
provides uniquely identifiable lane designation in almost all cases. This is something that
does not apply to e.g. leftLane or leftHandTurningLane, because they are not numbered.
To preserve the lane numbering for a carriageway as much as possible, additional lanes
are given new names where possible. This is the reason for using rushHourLane (instead
of having additional rush-hour lane become ‘lane1’, causing the first through lane to be
first lane1, then lane2 and then lane1 again).
The other names originate from the fact that they are either not (usually) used in normal
traffic (busLane, hardShoulder), or there could be lack of clarity about the position of the
road orientation line (tidalFlowLane).

e2

e1
lan

lan

lane5

lane2
lane3

lane4

lane1
lane2

lane1

lane1

lane3

tidalFlowLane

lane1

lane2

lane1

hardShoulder

hardShoulder

lane3

lane2

lane1

lane1

Examples:

4.3.2 Implementing information about the road
authority’s actions
Road authorities (and other authorities such as the police) have a permanent effect on
the availability of the road infrastructure through their maintenance tasks, roadworks,
traffic flow improvement, bridge openings, etc. The result of these events is that the
operational status of infrastructural objects can change. These changes are called
actions, and are planned in some cases (e.g. barriers for roadworks) and unplanned in
other cases (e.g. barriers after an accident). Actions apply to a single object. The
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resulting information about the operational status of objects such as roads, bridges,
rush-hour lanes, entry and exit sliproads, etcetera are part of the Status information
product. The description in this section contains the prescribed method of implementing
information from the category “actions by road authorities”.

4.3.2.1 Standard progression of the event
For actions such those as described in the previous section, a standard progression has
been determined. This progression is illustrated by the figure below:

We make a distinction here between the following statuses:






Resting status (up to b)
transition from resting to active status (from b to c)
active status (from c to d)
transition from active to resting status (from d to e)
normal or resting status (after e)

The goal is to describe the course of the action as completely as possible. However, in its
most minimalistic form only a single message to indicate that the new active status has
taken effect is sent. When this message ends, it should be assumed that the active
status has ended. If the transition statuses are unknown, the active status from b to e
must be run through.

4.3.2.2 Using Situation and SituationRecord
An event is described using a single Situation with one or more SituationRecords for the
actions belonging to the event. A Situation is active during the entire course of the event,
a SituationRecord is active during the course of an action.
A SituationRecord of the OperatorAction type describes an action (for one object and one
status cycle) within the progress of the event. One status cycle can consist of a repetition
of the logical cycle from active status to resting status. These periods of change to the
active status are recorded by two or more occurrences of the validPeriod attribute. The
relationship between validPeriod and the status for this situation is explained in
§4.3.2.2.1.
In addition to the use of validPeriod, the repetitions can also be included in individual
situationRecords. However, care must be taken to end an active record when starting a
new one.
The status of the actions is indicated within the SituationRecord using the
operatorActionStatus field:
Status
Normal or resting status
Transition from resting to active status
Active status

Value
approved (Only if there is an
announcement)
beingImplemented
implemented
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Status
Transition from active to resting status

Value
beingTerminated

The actions can be announced beforehand by a SituationRecord in which the
operatorActionStatus element has the value ‘approved’ and a starting time in the future.
A SituationRecord is ended by sending a Situation with the unfinished SituationRecords in
it. The recipient should assume that the referenced object has returned to its normal or
resting status. They should determine the corresponding timestamp themselves based on
the message received.
A Situation is ended by including a LifeCycleManagement element with the value ‘true’ in
the End element in the final SituationRecord that is being ended (or the SituationRecords
in the event of several ending at once).
The table below describes the contents of the SituationRecord and the lifetime of the
various statuses as the status cycle progresses.
Time
normal or
resting status
(before b)

SituationRecord contents
operatorActionStatus optional
Approved

yes

May be
ended
Yes

This status is often used to announce the
action.
transition
from resting
to active
status
(from b to c)

operatorActionStatus optional

May be
ended

beingImplemented

yes

no

implemented

yes

no

The moment that this action is in effect, one of
these two statuses must be provided.

active status
(from c to d)

operatorActionStatus optional
implemented

no

May be
ended
no

Preconditions and start
time
The start time is the
moment of transition and
it must be in the future.
If the notification is
cancelled, the
situationRecord is ended
after this status.
The starting time is the
moment that the road
authorities start their
action. Traffic is affected
by the action from this
time onwards. This time
may deviate from the
announced time.
If the road authorities
cannot make a distinction
between starting up the
action
(beingImplemented) and
the action being fully
active (implemented), the
status ‘implemented’ can
already be used in this
phase.
The starting time is the
moment that the road
authorities deploy the
action which initiates the
traffic hindrance. This is
basically the same time
as in phase b and does
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transition
from active to
resting status
(from d to e)

operatorActionStatus optional

May be
ended

implemented

yes

yes

beingTerminated

yes

yes

Until the end of the action, one of these two
statuses must be provided.
normal or
resting status
(after e)

not need to be changed
in this status transition.
If the road authorities
cannot make a distinction
between the action being
fully active and ending
the action, the status
‘implemented’ is used in
this phase. In that case,
the start time is the same
as c and/or d.

The SituationRecord is
ended.

4.3.2.2.1 The relationship with validity
The Validity element in a SituationRecord is intended for indicating the active period of
the action. As soon as the OperatorActionStatus of an object with the status ‘approved’
changes to beingImplemented or Implemented:




if it is a SituationRecord with only one OverallPeriod and no further differentiation
through multiple validPeriods, the overallStartTime must be changed to the
moment of the status change. As must the startOfPeriod for the onetime
validPeriod that is included.
In the case of a situationRecord that includes more than one validPeriod, the
following actions must be taken:
As soon as the next following validPeriod starts, or when the notified time is
reached, three actions are performed within the situation:
-

-

-

A new situationRecord is created that includes a copy of the original
situationRecord. This new record contains a single validityTimeSpecification
(and no more valid periods) in which the overallStartTime and (if known)
overallEndTime are equal to the active validPeriod of the original record.
This new record is dealt with as described above.
The existing situationRecord is modified by removing the current
validPeriod from the record. The overallStartTime and overallEndTime
remain unchanged.
An allElement update with the two changes mentioned above is sent.

Using an exceptionPeriod is undesirable. The semantic meaning is then that the object
will be at rest/inactive after all in the time interval that falls within the exceptionPeriod.
If the event in the SituationRecord overruns, an update in which either the end time is
changed or in which the end time is no longer stated must be sent by no later than the
moment that the original end time is reached. A record that is reporting an active event
must not have an end time that is in the past. To indicate that a situationRecord has
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overrun the ending time originally indicated, the sending party can use the OverRunning
attribute.

4.3.2.3 Using probabilityOfOccurrence
The probabilityOfOccurrence field in a SituationRecord is intended for indicating the
likelihood that the case described in the situationRecord will occur. The value ‘riskOf’ is
used if there is a possibility that case described will occurs (e.g. risk of gusts of wind, risk
of congestion). The value ‘probable’ indicates that it is very likely that the event in
question will occur, but not that it always must. The value ‘certain’ indicates that it is
definite that something has occurred or is going to occur.
Validity, probabilityOfOccurence and operatorActionStatus must be understood as a
group.
Actions in the future depend on the degree of certainty with which it can be stated that
something is going to occur, yielding values of ‘certain’, ‘probable’ or ‘riskOf’ in the
probabilityOfOccurence.
The value ‘certain’ should only be used if there is a very high probability that something
is going to occur, or certainty that it is already ongoing.
The value ‘probable’ is used if something is planned, but for which the starting time is too
far away from the current time (e.g. roadworks that are planned in a year’s time might
yet easily be moved, but roadworks planned for this evening won’t be). Changes to the
probabilityOfOccurence should be managed by the road authorities.
In the case where a road authority initiates an activity itself (or will shortly be doing so),
or has actively determined that the activity has commenced, then the value ‘certain’
should be set for the probabilityOfOccurence at the moment of activation.
In cases where a SituationRecord has more than one validPeriod, then this
SituationRecord never has a probabilityOfOccurence that is ‘certain’, but instead always
uses ‘probable’. The SituationRecord with the actual activity (or the notification thereof)
may use the value ‘certain’.
In the case where a road authority has neither triggered the activity themselves nor
actively determined that the activity has started, the operatorActionStatus retains the
value ‘probable’ throughout the lifespan of the record in question. The
operatorActionStatus is however then updated at the starting time as per the schedule
given in §4.3.2.2.

4.3.3 Further details of bridges being opened
When bridge openings are being described, a further description is used for the status
transitions along with a specific application of the location reference. For more details see
the following sections.

4.3.3.1 Meaning of each status
The standard progression of the event is described in general in §4.3.2.1. This section
explains the specific interpretations relating to bridges being opened.
In the case of a bridge being opened, the following definitions apply for each status:
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Normal or resting status (up to b)
The moment at which the event will occur is known and notification has already
been issued.
Transition from resting to active status (from b to c)
From that moment onwards, the bridge is no longer available for road traffic
(i.e. traffic lights are red, barriers are lowered, etc.).
Active status (from c to d)
From this moment on, the bridge is completely open for shipping.
Transition from active to resting status (from d to e)
From this moment on, the bridge is no longer fully open for shipping.
At the end of this situation component, the bridge is closed to shipping and is
once again open for road traffic.
Normal or resting status (after e)
From this point on, the bridge is once again available for use by road traffic.

NOTE: Not all these statuses will be available for every bridge.
NOTE: If a bridge is closed (i.e. in its normal or resting status) and there has been no
notification that it is going to be opened, then no status will be issued for it.

4.3.3.2 Location reference
The location reference method that must be used is an alertCPoint of type
AlertCMethod2Point. The location refers to the entire bridge (location type P3.2 in VILD)
that the event is associated with. The said reference method is the best match for this.
A bridge being opened always affects both traffic directions. The alertCDirectionCoded
expressing the direction therefore always contains the value ‘both’. Bridges being opened
should therefore only appear once in the message flow.
An exception to this is a bridge in which there is both a main carriageway and a parallel
carriageway. In that case, one message will be included for each carriageway type (main
carriageway or parallel carriageway), but the value ‘both’ will still always be used for the
alertCDirectionCoded direction.

4.3.4 Further details of rush-hour lanes
For describing rush-hour lanes there is a further description for the status transitions, a
specific application of the location reference and a further explanation about partial route
segments. For more details see the following sections.

4.3.4.1 Meaning of each status
The standard progression of the event is described in general in §4.3.2.1. This section
explains specific interpretations relating to rush-hour lanes.
The following definitions apply for each status when rush-hour lanes are opened:






Normal or resting status (up to b)
The moment at which the event will occur is known and notification has already
been issued.
Transition from resting to active status (from b to c)
The opening has been triggers (think of signage and opening the lanes for each
partial route segment).
Active status (from c to d)
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From this moment on, the rush-hour lane (or partial route segment) is available
for road traffic to use.
Transition from active to resting status (from d to e)
From this moment on, the partial route segment is being cleared of road traffic.
Normal or resting status (after e)
From this moment on, the rush-hour lane is closed to road traffic.

NOTE: As stated below, it is possible for a rush-hour lane to consist of partial route
segments; information is then always issued for the individual segments (not for the
entire rush-hour lane).
NOTE: Not all these statuses will be available for every rush-hour lane.
NOTE: If a rush-hour lane is closed (i.e. in its normal or resting status) and there has
been no notification that it is going to be opened, then no status will be issued for it.

4.3.4.2 Location reference
The location reference method that must be used is an alertCLinear of type
AlertCMethod4Linear. The location refers to the route segment of the road that the event
is associated with.
Opening the rush-hour lane always affects just a single traffic direction.
As an additional location reference, the exact lane is indicated that the event applies to.
The element used for this is lane of the supplementaryPositionalDescription. Values
allowed are: hardShoulder, rushHourLane, tidalFlowLane.

4.3.4.3 Multiple partial segments in a single rush-hour lane
When a rush-hour lane convers a lengthy route segment, it is possible that the rush-hour
lane will be broken down into two or more sub-segments. Situations also occur in
practice in which only part of a rush-hour lane is opened; this method also makes it
possible to report on such situations.
Another case in which several sub-segments can occur is when the start and end are not
part of the same road.
If a rush-hour lane consists of several sub-segments, the status for each individual part
is included using separate situationRecords in a single situation.

4.3.5 Further details of roadworks
An IRS has been drawn up for describing roadworks 8. The functional agreements that
affect the Dutch DATEX II Profile will be added as appendices to a subsequent version of
this document. The roadworks chain will implement the requirements set by the IRS.

4.3.5.1 Meaning of each status
The standard progression of the event is described in general in §4.3.2.1. This section
explains specific interpretations relating to roadworks.
The following definitions apply for each status for records with the type RoadWorks:

8

The Roadworks IRS is available as “Bijlage A - IRS NDW wegwerkzaamheden F10
Vastgesteld 030615.pdf”
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normal or resting status (up to b)
The moment at which the event will occur is known and notification has been
issued.
transition from resting to active status (from b to c)
The roadworks have started, but the traffic measures are not yet active. Traffic is
not yet being hindered by the roadworks.
active status (from c to d)
The roadworks have actually begun. This does not yet mean that all the traffic
measures that have been announced are actually already active. In many cases,
though, they will come into effect at that time.
transition from active to resting status (from d to e)
From this moment, the roadworks are completed and the associated traffic
measures will be deactivated again.
normal or resting status (after e)
From this point on, the road is once again fully available for use by road traffic.

NOTE: Not all these statuses will be available for every roadworks.

4.3.6 Further details of detours
The location reference for detours and diversions is used in the same way as for the
locations of events. A detour always has a starting point, one or more route segments or
points in between, and a destination point or area.
A little bit of explanation is important here, given that the detours are included in
encoded form and there is a difference between diversion routes defined using VILD and
those defined using coordinates. The rule for detour routes is that they will use VILD
locations where such information is present

4.3.6.1 Diversion route based on VILD
A detour based on VILD is made up of route segments (linears). Each route segment
continues from the previous one or - in the case of the first route segment - from the
start of the detour.
Each route segment has head and tail locations. The head location is the point where the
traffic changes roads (linear) or when the end of the diversion is reached. The tail (end)
location is a VILD location corresponding to the head location of the previous route
segment, except that it is now on a different road.
As an example: a diversion that goes via the A4 and A12 motorways has a route
segment at one point with its head location at the (VILD representation of) Prins
Clausplein interchange on the A4. The subsequent segment in the route has the Prins
Clausplein interchange on the A12 as its VILD tail end location.

4.3.6.2 Coordinates of the points defining the route
If no VILD locations are available, the diversion route in question is included as
waypoints. In this case, a description is given of the point locations along which the
segment is defined. This only concerns the points that determine the route. These points
are encoded according to the ItineraryByIndexedLocations special case of the location
(§7.4.1.5).
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This yields a sequential list of WGS84 coordinates, each with a unique identification.
These coordinates are included in the pointByCoordinates element (§7.4.1.1.5). The
point locations are supplemented with information about town names, road numbers
and/or street names using the roadSideReferencePoints extension (§7.4.1.1.4.1.1).
In this case a route is specified on a road, ordered from tail to head as represented in the
image below.

=gebeurtenis

Route bepalende punten
The locationForDisplay element (§7.4.1.1.1), which is used to define the best point for
representing the detour on a map, is only included in the first point of the series that
describes the detour.
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4.4 Matrix traffic signs and DRIPs (VMS)
In VMS, the images and texts from previously defined matrix traffic signs and DRIPs are
delivered periodically (every 60 seconds). At the moment, this means the following data:




Image modes of matrix traffic signs
Image modes of DRIPs
Texts on DRIPs (dynamic route information panels)

The locations and configurations of these matrix traffic signs and DRIPs are described in
the Configuration Data for matrix traffic signs and DRIPs. This configuration data is
delivered separately when anything in that data is changed.
The data periodically provided with the actual images and texts contains a reference to
that configuration data.
Choices have been made in the Dutch DATEX II Profile for coding the configuration and
the periodically provided data. These choices are described in the following sections.

4.4.1 Configuration data
The configuration file for the matrix traffic signs and DRIPs contains the following data for
all locations of matrix traffic signs and DRIPs:



Configuration of the installation
Location reference

The sections below provide insights into the details of the configuration data.

4.4.1.1 Configuration of the installation
All matrix traffic signs and DRIPs in the configuration file contain at least the following
general data:





Identification
Version of the configuration
Mounting
Type

In addition, specific characteristics are described, of which some are only applicable to
matrix traffic signs and DRIPs.
The sections below cover the properties that need further explanation.

4.4.1.2 Location reference
All locations for matrix traffic signs and DRIPs refer to point locations.

enkel punt
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When describing locations for matrix traffic signs and DRIPs, an ALERT-C location
reference based on VILD locations must be used if present.
Additionally, it must at least include location reference based on (x,y) coordinates.
There is an option for adding a location reference based on OpenLR.
In addition to the various types of location reference, additional information can also be
included, such as the carriageway and lane that the matrix traffic sign or DRIP is
associated with.
The various location reference methods for matrix traffic signs and DRIPs are explained
in the sections below.
4.4.1.2.1 ALERT-C for point locations
A point location is defined by the traffic direction, the closest downstream VILD
location and the distance to that location.
The following steps describe how the values stated above can be determined:
1) Determine the traffic direction.
2) Determine the VILD point by finding the closest permissible downstream VILD
point.
3) Determine the kilometre marker and VILD direction using the VILD table.
a. Determine the closest VILD point downstream of the VILD point
determined at (2).
b. Use the VILD table to determine whether the VILD point - found at (a) matches the value for POS_OFF or NEG_OFF of the VILD point found
at (2).
i. If the value matches the value of POS_OFF, it means that the VILD
direction is listed as positive and the kilometre marker
HSTART_POS must be used. If the VILD for this VILD point does not
have a kilometre marker, you must use the geographical location of
the VILD point itself.
ii. If the value matches the value of NEG_OFF it means that the VILD
direction is negative and the kilometre marker HSTART_NEG must
be used. If the VILD for this VILD point does not have a kilometre
marker, you must use the geographical location of the VILD point
itself.
4) Determine the distance to the VILD location by calculating the distance by road
between the position of the kilometre marker and the location.
The unique number of the downstream VILD location (2), the VILD direction (3) and the
distance from the location to the VILD point (4) are recorded in the AlertCPoint element.
For more details, see §8.1.3.2.1.6.3.
This can be represented as follows:
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primary vild location

Point location

HEND_NEG
HEN

HSP

HSN

HEP

HSTART_POS

Distance to
Primary Location

4.4.1.2.2 WGS84 coordinates for point locations
WGS84 coordinates are also included for every point location using the locationForDisplay
element. For more details see §8.1.3.2.1.6.1.
4.4.1.2.3 OpenLR for point locations
There is an option for adding a location reference based on OpenLR. Point locations are
encoded in OpenLR according to the “Point along line” principle.The starting point, end
point and (if necessary) the offset from the starting point are included. The
OpenIrExtendedPoint element (§8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1) is used for this purpose.
4.4.1.2.4 Additional location information
For point locations where a matrix traffic sign or DRIP is located, additional location
information can be passed through using the carriageway and lane elements in
affectedCarriagewayAndLanes (§8.1.3.2.1.6.2).
These elements make it possible to define for the location which carriageway and which
lane (or lanes) the matrix traffic sign or DRIP is associated with.

4.4.2 Periodically delivered data
The real-time images are delivered periodically for the matrix traffic signs and DRIPs that
have been included in the configuration file. For both types of sign, this data consists of
the following components:



Reference to the configuration file
Signalling status or text as displayed

The sections below give additional explanations about these items where necessary.

4.4.2.1 Signalling status or text as displayed
A distinction is made between matrix traffic signs and DRIPs in the periodically supplied
data. For DRIPs, there is then also a distinction made between graphical and textual
DRIPs. The following sections define how this has been implemented for each of the
types.
4.4.2.1.1 Matrix traffic signs
The rule for matrix traffic signs is that the image status of the pictogram being displayed
is represented in the periodic data. This is done using the vmsPictogramDisplayArea
element (§8.2.2.4.2.1.1).
4.4.2.1.2 DRIPs
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For DRIPs, a distinction is made between DRIPs that only display texts and DRIPs that
can display images (as well as texts if needed).
4.4.2.1.3 Texts on DRIPs
Texts on DRIPs are passed on in the periodic data as text pages (§8.2.2.4.2.1.2) or text
lines (§8.2.2.4.2.1.2.1.1).
4.4.2.1.4 Images on DRIPs
Images for DRIPs are passed on in the periodic data as pictures. To that end, an
extension has been included in the Dutch DATEX II Profile (§8.2.2.4.2.1.3). This
extension makes it possible to pass the image on in a binary format.
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5 PayloadPublication
5.1 Data exchange (D2LogicalModel)
Data exchange is done through the DATEX II D2LogicalModel class. The following
sections and chapters describe which elements of this class are used within the Dutch
DATEX II Profile, and what agreements have been made about the values for these
elements.
Each exchange is done with a d2LogicalModel top-level element based on the
D2LogicalModel class. The element contains two mandatory subelements, exchange and
payloadPublication. In addition to the elements, d2LogicalModel contains one mandatory
attribute, modelBaseVersion. The payloadPublication element is cast to the correct
specialised case using the xsi:type attribute.
The structure is as follows:
exchange
d2LogicalModel
modelBaseVersion

payloadPublication
xsi:type

MeasuredDataPublication

vmsPublication

SituationPublication

MeasurementSiteTablePublication

vmsTablePublication

The following sections describe the elements and subelements and the attributes. The
way data is included in the various payloadPublication specialised cases is expanded upon
in the following chapters.
The ‘modelBaseVersion’ attribute
Type
String

Description
Version of the d2LogicalModel.

Required
Yes

Domain
2

Example
2
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5.2 The ‘exchange’ element
This element is used to exchange parameters related to the delivery, such as details on
the supplying party and the type of message. The structure is as follows:
deliveryBreak

denyReason
denyReasonExtension
exchangeExtension

denyReasonExtension
denyReasonExtensionDescription

exchange

keepAlive

response

country

supplierIdentificaton

nationalIdentifier

subscription

operatingMode

subscriptionStartTime

subscriptionState

updateMethod

address

target

protocol

filterReference

keyFilterReference

5.2.1.1 The ‘deliverybreak’ element
This element is used in the chain protocol for status information (§3.2). The element
should be added to a DATEX II keep-alive message when the supplying system is ready
for delivery, but there has not been a login yet.
In addition, a message with this element is also sent when messages repeatedly cannot
be delivered.
Type
Boolean

Description
Indicates within the chain protocol for
status information that there has been no
login yet, or that a message cannot be
delivered.

Required
See above

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

5.2.1.2 The ‘denyReason’ element
This element can be used to define the reason why data has not been properly received
or processed. This element is mandatory if the response element contains
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“requestDenied”. Using this element when the response element has any value other
than “requestDenied” is not permitted. The domain of this element is as follows:



wrongPartner
If attempting to connect via the wrong identification. See 3.
unknownReason
If the message is denied (see 3). An additional reason can be given using the
extension denyReasonExtension. See §5.2.1.3.1

Type
DenyReasonEnum

Description
Indicates why the
data was not
properly
received.

Required
See above

Domain*
unknownReason
wrongPartner

Example
unknownReason

5.2.1.3 The ‘exchangeExtension’ element
The exchangeExtension element is an extension for expanding the exchange class. The
element contains one element, denyReasonExtension.
5.2.1.3.1 The ‘denyReasonExtension’ element
The exchangeExtension element is an extension for expanding the use of denyReason.
This element contains two elements: the mandatory denyReasonExtension element and
the optional denyReasonDescription element. 3 describes when to use
denyReasonExtension.
5.2.1.3.1.1 The ‘denyReasonExtension’ element
This element contains the reason why a message was denied. The range of this element
is as follows.








invalidXML
XML not valid according to the XSD
unexpectedPubSize (only for the MeasurementSiteTable publication)
Message size depends on the expected size, based on agreements between the
supplier and the recipient.
invalidConfigurationReference
Reference to the configuration file differs from the currently active configuration
file.
conditionalValidationFailed
Validation of conditional agreements (outside of XSD) has failed.
otherReason
Other reasons. Fill the denyReasonExtensionDescription element with the reason.

Type
DenyReasonExtens
ionEnum

Description
Contains the reason why a
message was rejected.

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

Example
invalidXML

5.2.1.3.1.2 The ‘denyReasonExtension’ element
This element can describe the reason why a message was rejected. This element must
always be used if otherReason is given for the denyReasonExtension. The
denyReasonDescription element can also be used to provide additional information
concerning the message, such as a line number or detailed error code (e.g. a CDATA
element). It may be used for all the denyReason codes listed above.
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Type
MultilingualString

Description
Textual description of the
reason why the message
was denied.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value lang=“en">XSD
error in line 110.</value>
</values>

5.2.1.4 The ‘response’ element
This element contains the result of the message reception. It is only used in the reply
message as described in 3 and is used to respond to the receipt of a message; it is
therefore mandatory in this message.
Type
ResponseEnum

Description
Contains the results of
the data receipt.

Required
See above

Domain*
Acknowledge,
requestDenied

Example
acknowledge

5.2.1.5 The ‘keepAlive’ element
As described in 3, keep-alive messages are used to maintain the connection between the
supplier and receiver. This element is only used in these keep-alive messages and is
therefore mandatory.
Type
Boolean

Description
The element is used to define whether
this is a keep-alive message.

Required
See above

Domain
True,
false

Example
true

5.2.1.6 The ‘supplierIdentification’ element
The mandatory supplierIdentification element (of type InternationalIdentifier) in turn
contains two mandatory elements, namely country and nationalIdentifier.
5.2.1.6.1 The ‘country’ element
Type
CountryEnum

Description
country code of the supplier
according to ISO 3166-1

Required
yes

Domain*
en

Example
en

5.2.1.6.2 The ‘nationalIdentifier’ element
This element contains the identification of the sender.
Within the NDW chain, this identifier is determined by NDW and allocated to the
suppliers.
Type
String

Description
Identification of the sender.

Required
yes

Domain
See above

Example
CNS-NDW

5.2.1.7 The ‘subscription’ element
The subscription element is used to inform the recipient about the status of the
connection. The subscription element contains five elements, operatingMode,
subscriptionStartTime, subscriptionState, updateMethod, and target.
Within the NDW chain, this element is only used in the status information flows.
5.2.1.7.1 The ‘operatingMode’ element
The operatingMode element indicates which mechanism is being used when sending a
message.
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The domain of this element is as follows:





operatingMode0
Subscription management mechanism
operatingMode1
Publisher push on occurrence
operatingMode2
Publisher push, periodic
operatingMode3
Client pull

Type
OperatingModeEnum

Description
Contains the
connection
mode.

Required
yes

Domain
See above

Example
operatingMode0

5.2.1.7.2 The ‘subscriptionStartTime’ element
Type
DateTime

Description
This is the moment registration
is successful and the delivery of
data has started.

Required
yes

Domain
Date and time in
UTC (Zulu
notation)

Example
2011-0621T09:32:02Z

5.2.1.7.3 The ‘subscriptionState’ element
The subscriptionState element is used to describe the status of the connection. The value
“suspended” is only used by the supplying party to indicate that the connection is going
to be stopped.
Type
SubscriptionStateEnum

Description
Contains the status
of the connection.

Required
yes

Domain
active,
suspended

Example
active

5.2.1.7.4 The ‘updateMethod’ element
The updateMethod element is used to indicate which method of updating is being used. If
this element contains the value “snapshot”, a complete picture is sent. This means that
the complete status picture at the receiving end is purged and realign up with the picture
in the delivery.
When the value “snapshot“ is not used, only the situations included in the
SituationPublication must be updated. All included situationRecords for the
“allElementUpdate” value must be updated. Any situationRecords that are not included
are deemed to have ended.
Type
UpdateMethodEnum

Description
Contains the method
used in the current
message.

Required
yes

Domain*
allElementUpdate,
snapshot

Example
snapshot

5.2.1.7.5 The ‘target’ element
The target element consists of two elements, used for including the IP address and
protocol respectively used by the receiving party, address and protocol.
Within the NDW chain, the content of this element is not used. However, the scheme
does make the element mandatory.
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5.2.1.7.6 The ‘address’ element
Type
String

Description
The IP address used by the
receiving party.

Required
Yes

Domain*
A valid IP address,
or an empty string

Example
“”

5.2.1.7.7 The ‘protocol’ element
Type
String

Description
The protocol used by the receiving party.

Required
Yes

Domain*
HTTP

Example
HTTP

5.2.1.7.8 The ‘filterReference’ element
The optional filterReference element, which may be used multiple times, has one
mandatory element, the keyFilterReference.
5.2.1.7.8.1 The ‘keyFilterReference’ element
The keyFilterReference element can be used by systems that apply filters to the data
they send, letting them indicate what filters have been applied.
Type
String

Description
Identification of the filter applied.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
ZH-only

5.2.1.8 Specific use of the ‘exchange’ element
The exchange element plays a role in the exchange of data and is used by both the
sending and receiving (and confirming) parties. The different applications are detailed
below.
5.2.1.8.1 When sending data
When sending data, only the supplierIdentification element (and its mandatory
subelements) is required.
5.2.1.8.2 When receiving data
In the push mechanism, the receipt of data can be confirmed or labelled as erroneous by
the receiver. The payloadPublication element (from d2LogicalModel) is empty in that
case.
The supplierIdentification and response subelements have defined mandatory content.
The latter can contain “acknowledge” (when the transfer is successful) or
“requestDenied” (in the case of an error). In this case, the denyReason element is also
mandatory (with the value “unknownReason”). The reason for rejection can also be
supplemented by adding the extendedDenyReason element.
5.2.1.8.3 The keepAlive mechanism
The push mechanism uses what is known as the keepAlive publication. The
payloadPublication element (from d2LogicalModel) is empty in this message. The
supplierIdentification and keepAlive subelements are required to be filled, the latter with
the value “true”. See also the descriptions in 3.

5.2.2 The ‘payloadPublication’ element
The PayloadPublication element contains the actual data. For this, specialised variants of
the element are used:


for configuration data for the real-time traffic data:
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o MeasurementSiteTablePublication
for real-time traffic data:
o MeasuredDataPublication
for status information:
o SituationPublication
for configuration data of matrix traffic signs and DRIPs:
o SituationPublication
for matrix traffic signs and DRIPs

These specialised variants are described in the following chapters. The general attributes
and elements that the specialised cases inherit from PayloadPublication are shown in this
figure and described below:
publicationTime
payloadPublication
country

xsi:type
lang

publicationCreator

nationalIdentifier

The ‘lang’ attribute
Type
Language

Description
The language that is used in the
payloadPublication, specified according to
the ISO 639-2 3-alpha code.

Required
Yes

Domain*
gb

Example
en

5.2.2.1 The ‘publicationTime’ element
Type
DateTime

Description
Date and time on which the
payloadPublication is issued.

Required
Yes

Domain
Date and
time in UTC
(Zulu
notation)

Example
2007-0621T09:32:02Z

5.2.2.2 The ‘publicationCreator’ element
The publicationCreator element describes the party composing the publication. The
element’s type is InternationalIdentifier and it contains two mandatory elements, country
and nationalIdentifier.
The difference between supplierIdentification (described previously) and
publicationCreator is that the first describes the sending party and the latter the party
composing the publication.

5.2.2.3 The ‘country’ element
Type
CountryEnum

Description
country of the publishing party according
to ISO 3166-1

Required
Yes

Domain*
gb

Example
en
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5.2.2.4 The ‘nationalIdentifier’ element
This element contains the identification of the composing party.
Within the NDW chain, this identifier is determined by NDW and allocated to the
suppliers.
Type
String

Description
identification of the publishing
party.

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

Example
GEO01
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6 Coding real-time traffic data
As described in §5.1, data is always published using the D2LogicalModel class. The
(traffic) data to be transferred is modelled using a specialised case of the
PayloadPublication class.
In this chapter we will restrict the discussion to the various specialised cases of
PayloadPublication for real-time traffic data.
The payloadPublication element in d2LogicalModel is moulded to fit one of the
PayloadPublication specialised variants, MeasurementSiteTablePublication (MSTP) or
MeasuredDataPublication (MDP).
exchange
d2LogicalModel
payloadPublication

modelBaseVersion
xsi:type

MeasurementSiteTablePublication

MeasuredDataPublication

The elements and attributes that specialised cases of the base class PayloadPublication
use are described in §5.2.2. The following sections describe the specialised case-specific
elements and attributes.

6.1 MeasurementSiteTablePublication (MSTP)
The MSTP is part of the Configuration Data product. The MSTP is a specialisation of
PayloadPublication (see §5.2.2). This specialised case is indicated by giving the attribute
xsi:type of the payloadPublication element the value “MeasurementSiteTablePublication”.
The publication contains the configuration of all measurement locations that supply
measurements. See also §4.2.
The top-level structure is as follows:
publicationTime

publicationCreator
d2LogicalModel

payloadPublication
xsi:type = MeasurementSiteTablePublication
lang

headerInformation

measurementSiteTable

The content of the publicationTime and publicationCreator elements is described in
§5.2.2. The headerInformation and measurementSiteTable elements are described
below.
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6.1.1 The ‘headerInformation’ element
The headerInformation element is made up as follows:

c o n fid e n tia lity
h e a d e rIn fo rm a tio n
in fo rm a tio n S ta tu s

The headerInformation element contains two mandatory elements, confidentiality and
informationStatus.

6.1.1.1 The ‘confidentiality’ element
Type
Confidentiality
ValueEnum

Description
This field can be used to
define the confidentiality of
the data.

Required
Yes

Domain*
noRestriction,
restrictedToAuthorities

Example
noRestriction

Required
Yes

Example
real

6.1.1.2 The ‘informationStatus’ element
Type
InformationStatusEnum

Description
The status of the information
provided.

Domain*
real

6.1.2 The ‘measurementSiteTable’ element
The measurementSiteTable (MST) element contains information about the standard
configuration and location of measurement locations.
Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that this
element is required only once.
The structure of this element is as follows:
(1...∞)
measurementSiteTable
id
version

measurementSiteRecord
id
version

The MST has two mandatory attributes, id and version. The MST consists of one of more
measurementSiteRecord elements.
The measurementSiteTable.id attribute
The ‘id’ attribute allocates a name (identification) to the measurementSiteTable.
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Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile about the
structure of this name:
The name starts with a 5-character code. These five characters are always allocated by
NDW.
This code is followed by an underscore ‘_’, after which the data provider can complete
the identification themselves to make it unique.
The following logic is followed for this purpose:
geo plots:
provinces:
municipalities
Joint ventures:
Rijkswaterstaat:
NDW:

GEO01, GEO02, etc.
PNB01, PNH01, PUT01, PZH01, etc.
GUT01, GDH01, etc.
SRE01, etc.
RWS01
NDW01

This code is followed by an underscore ‘_’, after which the data provider can complete
the identification themselves to make it unique.
Successive versions of the same measurementSiteTable carry the same ID, so no version
number is included in the ‘id’ attribute.
Type
String

Description
The unique identification of the
measurementSiteTable

Required
Yes

Domain*
see above

Example
NDW01_MT

The measurementSiteTable.version attribute
Every change to any of the elements in the measurementSiteTable means that the
version number is incremented.
Type
String

Description
The version number of the
measurementSiteTable

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 1

Example
3

6.1.3 The ‘measurementSiteRecord’ element
A MeasurementSiteRecord element is included for each measurement location. The
element contains a detailed description of a single measurement location. This includes
where the measurement location is located and what type of data is measured.
The structure of this element is as follows:
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measurementSiteRecordVersionTime

computationMethod

measurementEquipmentReference

measurementSiteRecord

measurementEquiptmentTypeUsed

id
version

measurementSiteName

measurementSiteNumberOfLanes

measurementSide

measurementSiteRecordExtended

(1..∞)
measurmentSpecificCharacteristics
index

measurementSiteLocation

The measurementSiteRecord element has two mandatory attributes, id and version, plus
a number of elements.
The measurementSiteRecord.id attribute
The id attribute allocates a name (identifier) to the a measurement location. This
measurement location keeps the same id for its entire lifespan.
If the properties of a measurement location change drastically, a new record (as well as a
new ID) is created for that particular measurement location. This occurs, for example, if:
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other data types are added
the number of lanes and/or categories changes
the location is moved by more than 50 metres
other changes occur that make it undesirable to keep using the same id

Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile about the
structure of this name:
The name starts with the value of measurementSiteTable.id, followed by an underscore
‘_’ and then the value allocated by the data provider.
Type
String

Description
A unique alphanumeric
identifier for the
measurement location

Required
Yes

Domain*
See above

Example
GEO01_A59N37A_A59N36-A_TT

The measurementSiteRecord.version attribute
Every change in the definition of the measurementSiteRecord element (the properties of
a measurement location) results in a new version of the (definition of that) measurement
location. This means that the version attribute is incremented by 1 and the timestamp in
the measurementSiteRecordVersionTime element is changed.
Type
String

Description
Version number of the
measurementSiteRecord

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 1

Example
1

6.1.3.1 The ‘measurementSiteRecordVersionTime’ element
The moment the measurementSiteRecord.version attribute is changed (the number
increases), the measurementSiteRecordVersionTime element is also changed.
Type
DateTime

Description
Date and time when the record
was updated.

Required*
Yes

Domain
Date and time
in UTC (Zulu
notation)

Example
2007-0621T09:32:02Z

6.1.3.2 The ‘computationMethod’ element
The computationMethod element describes the calculation method used for calculating
the values issued for this measurement location. The element can have the following
values:








arithmeticAverageOfSamplesBasedOnAFixedNumberOfSamples
the arithmetic mean of a fixed number of values, in other words: A = (v1 + v2 +
… + vn) / n, where n is fixed
arithmeticAverageOfSamplesInATimePeriod
the arithmetic mean of the values over a fixed period of time, in other words: A =
(v1 + v2 + … + vn) / n, where n is variable
harmonicAverageOfSamplesInATimePeriod
the harmonic mean of the values over a fixed period of time, in other words: H =
n / (1/v1 + 1/v2 + … + 1/vn), where n is variable
medianOfSamplesInATimePeriod
the median of the values over a fixed period of time, which means that half of the
values in that period are less than or equal to the median M
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movingAverageOfSamples
a progressive average of the values, in other words: At=1 = ((n-1) * (At=0/n) +
vn)/n, where n is fixed

Type
Computation
MethodEnum

Description
The standard calculation
method used for the values
given about this location.

Required*
Yes

Domain
See
above

Example
harmonicAverageOfSa
mplesInATimePeriod

6.1.3.3 The ‘measurementEquipmentReference’ element
The data provider can use this element, via their own referencing, to define what type of
equipment is used in this measurement location.
Type
String

Description
Reference to equipment (using in-house
terms)

Required
No

Domain
See above

Example

6.1.3.4 The ‘measurementEquipmentTypeUsed’ element
This element can be used to define what type of equipment the measurement location is
equipped with.
The domain of this element is as follows:














anpr
automatic number plate recognition
bluetooth
passages of Bluetooth equipment
fcd
floating car data
infrared
infrared detection
laser
laser detection
loop
detection by loops in the road surface
microwave
microwave detection
radar
radar detection
traffic counter tube
detection or counting of traffic using a counter tube
video detection
video detection (with the exception of licence plate recognition/ANPR)
traffic control system
traffic control system
data fusion
combination of two acquisition techniques, in which the data has been merged
other
any other form of detection or a combination of multiple techniques
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Type
MultilingualString

Description
reference to
equipment type in
prescribed terms

Required
No

Domain*
See above

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en”>Helmond</value>
loop
</value>
</values>

6.1.3.5 The ‘measurementSiteName’ element
This element can define a readable name for the measurement location. However, this
element should not be used as a method of location reference.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
The name (possibly in
multiple languages)
for the measurement
location.

Required
No

Domain*
A readable
name that
refers to the
location.

Example
<values>
<value lang=“en”>
A50 west between
access
sliproad 8 and the A58
junction
</value>
</values>

6.1.3.6 The ‘measurementSiteNumberOfLanes’ element
This element describes the total number of lanes that the measurement location provides
values for.
Type
NonNeg
ativeInt
eger

Description
The total number of lanes that the
measurement location provides values for.

Required*
Yes

Domain
>0

Example
1

6.1.3.7 The ‘measurementSide’ element
This element can describe the side of the road on which the measurements are being
made. This can help determine the location, especially on the surrounding road network.
Type
DirectionEnum

Description
The traffic direction that the
measurement location provides
data for.

Required
No

Domain*
anticlockwise,
clockwise,
northBound,
northEastBound,
eastBound,
southEastBound,
southBound,
southWestBound,
westBound,
northWestBound

Example
northBound

6.1.3.8 The ‘measurementSiteRecordExtended’ element
This element contains the expansion of the measurement location properties for queue
information.
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maxLineUpLengthAvailable

(0..∞)
measurementSiteRecordExtended

measurementSiteCharacteristicsForIntersections

trafficLightSignalGroup

(0..∞)
trafficSortingCharacteristics

6.1.3.8.1 The ‘MeasurementSiteCharacteristicsForIntersection’ element
MeasurmentSiteCharacteristicsForIntersection gives information about the traffic flow
properties of the measurement location concerned in terms of traffic light signal groups,
queue lengths and any pre-sorting directions.
The use at this location is a summary of the possibilities present within the measurement
location. If data about different parts of this summary of data is provided, this is
indicated by the indexed MeausurementSpecificCharacteristics.
6.1.3.8.1.1 The ‘MaxLineUpLengthAvailable’ element
Type
NonNeg
ativeInt
eger

Description
Total length in metres available for a queue to
be formed. At an intersection branch with 2
lanes of 50m each, the room for the
intersection branch is therefore
2*50m = 100m.

Required
No

Domain
=> 0

Example
200

6.1.3.8.1.2 The ‘trafficLightSignalGroup’ element
This optional element, which may be used multiple times, describes the signal group or
groups within the traffic light setup at a junction that the queue information is about. If
multiple signal groups apply, this element is repeated.
A signal group has the following definition in the Netherlands:




standardised numbering of the signal groups
standard numbering of directions at traffic light regulating systems.
The numbering of the traffic lights at junctions is standardised; see the figure.

The following numbering is used:





1 – 12
Fast traffic or combined with bicycle traffic (reserves: 13 - 19)
21 – 28
Bicycle traffic (reserve: 29)
31 – 38
Pedestrians (reserve: 39)
41 – 52
Public transport (reserves: 53 - 59)
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When a right-turning direction is combined with a straight-on direction, the straight-on
direction gets the signal group number. Example: if direction 1 is combined with direction
2, that lane gets the number 2. Example 2: If directions 1 and 3 are combined with the
straight-on direction, this lane again gets direction number 2.
The same applies for bicycle traffic and pedestrians. When there is no median strip,
bicycle traffic generally gets the highest number and pedestrians the lowest. Pedestrians
use the same incremental numbering as bicycle traffic.
If a second controlled junction is so close by (the maximum distance generally adopted is
150 metres) that both junctions act as a single controlled junction, then the direction
numbers are increased by 60. This will result in the following numbering:




Type
string

61 – 79
Fast traffic or combined with bicycle traffic
81 – 89
Bicycle traffic
91 – 99
Pedestrians
Description
A signal group or groups within the traffic light
configuration at a junction, that the queue
information provided is for.

Required
No

Domain
See
above

Example
4.2

6.1.3.8.1.3 The ‘trafficSortingCharacteristics’ element
This optional element, which may be used multiple times, describes the pre-sorting
possibilities. This element has the following domain:
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straight
For through traffic going straight on
left
For traffic turning left
right
For traffic turning right
enterRoundAbout
For traffic entering a roundabout

Repetitions of this element are allowed in order to define multiple pre-filtering objectives.
The same value may occur only once.
Type
sortingCha
racteristic
sEnum

Description
The lane or lanes to which the queue is
related has a pre-filtering goal. That goal
is indicated by this element

Required
No

Domain
See above

Example
left

6.1.4 The ‘measurementSpecificCharacteristics’ element
The measurementSpecificCharacteristics element can be found one or more times for
each measurement location, with each time describing a triplet of a measurement point,
data type and vehicle category. See also §4.2.1.1.
The structure of this element is as follows:
accuracy
measurementSpecificCharacteristics

measurementSpecificCharacteristics

index

period

specificLane

specificMeasurementValueType

specificVehicleCharacteristics

vehicleType

(0..2)

comparisonOperator

lengthCharacteristic
MeasurementSpecificCharacteristicsExtended

vehicleLength

To describe the definition of this element, we will use the following example:
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In this situation, the three measurement points each provide both flows and speeds. The
two left lanes do so without categorising the vehicles, while the rightmost lane provides
data for 3 vehicle categories.
That gives this measurement location a total of 12 measurementSpecificCharacteristics
elements.
The order of the indexed measurementSpecificCharacteristics is predetermined:




first, if available and applicable, for each lane (specificLane)
then for each type of measurement (specificMeasurementValueType)
and finally sorted by vehicle category (specificVehicleCharacteristics)

Sorting uses the normal alphanumeric rules, where the anyVehicle measurement point
and datatype combination is given last.
This gives the following for the above example:
index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

specificLane
lane1
lane1
lane2
lane2
lane3
lane3
lane3
lane3
lane3
lane3
lane3
lane3

specificMeasurementValueType
trafficFlow
trafficSpeed
trafficFlow
trafficSpeed
trafficFlow
trafficFlow
trafficFlow
trafficFlow
trafficSpeed
trafficSpeed
trafficSpeed
trafficSpeed

vehicle category
anyVehicle
anyVehicle
anyVehicle
anyVehicle
< 5.6
>= 5.6, <= 12.2
>= 12.2
anyVehicle
< 5.6
>= 5.6, <= 12.2
>= 12.2
anyVehicle

The measurementSpecificCharacteristics element has a single mandatory attribute, and a
number of elements as described below.
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measurementSpecificCharacteristics.index
Type
Integer

Description
Shows the sequence number of the description,
complying with the ordering described above.

Required
Yes

Domain
>0

Example
2

6.1.4.1 The ‘accuracy’ element
Type
Percentage

Description
Standard accuracy of the measurement
point concerned, as a percentage.

Required*
Yes

Domain
>= 0,
<= 100

Example
85.1

6.1.4.2 The ‘period’ element
Type

Description

Required*

Seconds

This is the duration of the measurement
period in seconds.

Yes

Domain
*
>0

Example
180.0

6.1.4.3 The ‘specificLane’ element
This element is used to specify the lane or carriageway concerned. See also
§4.2.1.1.1.1.1 and §4.2.1.1.2.1.1

Type
LaneEnum

Description
Specifies the lane for the
location.

Required
No

Domain*
allLanesCompleteCarriag
eway,
busLane,
centralReservation,
hardShoulder,
lane1,
lane2,
lane3,
lane4,
lane5,
lane6,
lane7,
lane8,
lane9,
rushHourLane,
tidalFlowLane

Example
lane1

6.1.4.4 The ‘specificMeasurementValueType’ element
This element is used to indicate the type of measurement. The following domain applies:





trafficSpeed
For speed measurements
trafficFlow
For flow measurements
travelTimeInformation
For travel time measurements
trafficStatusInformation
For queues
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Type
MeasuredOrDer
ivedDataTypeE
num

Description
The type of
measurement carried
out at the location.

Required
Yes

Domain*
See above

Example
travelTimeInformation

6.1.4.5 The ‘specificVehicleCharacteristics’ element
The specificVehicleCharacteristics element describes the vehicles related to the
measurement value. This element consists of two elements (vehicleType and
lengthCharacteristic).
The following agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile
about the use of specificVehicleCharacteristics:
Each measurement location indicates the category ‘anyVehicle’ with the vehicleType
element at least once.
In the other specificVehicleCharacteristics elements applicable to that measurement
point, only the lengthCharacteristic may be used. This element is then used once or twice
and describes the lower and/or upper limit of the category (expressed as length).
See §4.2.1.1.1.1.2 for more details about vehicle categories and a description of the
mandatory format within the Dutch DATEX II Profile.
6.1.4.5.1 The ‘vehicleType’ element
The vehicleType element describes the type of vehicle that the measurement relates to.
Type
VehicleTypeEnum

Description
The type of
vehicle.

Required
See above.

Domain*
anyVehicle

Example

6.1.4.5.2 The ‘lengthCharacteristic’ element
This element describes the lower and/or upper limits of a vehicle category. This element
consists of two mandatory subelements: comparisonOperator and vehicleLength.
6.1.4.5.2.1 The ‘comparisonOperator’ element
Type
ComparisonOperator
Enum

Description
The operator used for
comparing vehicle
lengths.

Required
Yes

Domain
equalTo,
greaterThan,
greaterThanOrEqualTo,
lessThan,
lessThanOrEqualTo

Example
greaterThan

6.1.4.5.2.2 The ‘vehicleLength’ element
Type
MetresAsFloat

Description
Length of the vehicle in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 0

Example
12.20

6.1.4.5.2.3 Example in XML
For a vehicle category of vehicles of length greater than or equal to 5.6 metres and less
than or equal to 12.2 metres, this gives the following XML fragment:
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<specificVehicleCharacteristics>
<lengthCharacteristic>
<comparisonOperator> greaterThanOrEqualTo </comparisonOperator>
<vehicleLength>5.60</vehicleLength>
</lengthCharacteristic>
<lengthCharacteristic>
<comparisonOperator>lessThanOrEqualTo</comparisonOperator>
<vehicleLength>12.20</vehicleLength>
</lengthCharacteristic>
</specificVehicleCharacteristics>

6.1.4.6 The ‘MeasurementSpecificCharacteristicsExtended’ element
The MeasurementSpecificCharacteristics element has been extended with an extension to
show the queue characteristics. This extension has been included as
MeasurementSpecificCharacteristicsExtended.
The structure is as follows:
measurementForecastTimeCharacteristics

timeToForecastPeriodStart

(1..*)
queueType
QueueCharacteristics

(1..*)

MeasurementSpecificCharacteristicsExtended

queueDetectionMethod

trafficLightSignalGroup

(0..*)
measurementSiteCharacteristicsForIntersectionData
specificLaneComposition

(0..*)
trafficSortingCharacteristics

The element contains three elements, MeasurementForecastTimeCharacteristic,
QueueCharacteristics and MeasurementSiteCharacteristicsForIntersectionData.
6.1.4.6.1 The ‘MeasurementForecastTimeCharacteristic’ element
The MeasurementForecastTimeCharacteristic element is used to define the time until the
start of the prognosis interval. The element contains a single element,
timeToForecastPeriodStart
6.1.4.6.1.1 The ‘timeToForecastPeriodStart’ element
The value in timeToForecastPeriodStart contains the duration until the start of the
forecast period. The Period (see §6.1.4.2) shows the duration of the prediction period.
This element is mandatory and contains the value ‘0’ if the data provided contains
current information.
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Type
Seconds

Description
The number of seconds from the start of the
measurement period of actual measurement
until the start of the forecast period

Required
Yes

Domain
=> 0

Example
300

6.1.4.6.2 The ‘QueueCharacteristics’ element
The QueueCharacteristics element is used for showing the queue characteristics. The
element contains the queueType and queueDetectionMethod elements.
6.1.4.6.2.1 The ‘queueType’ element
The type of queue is recorded in the queueType element. The possible types of queues
are:




averageLengthInPeriod
Average over the time period
maximumLengthInPeriod
Maximum length during the time period
instantaneousLengthAtEndOfPeriod
The instantaneous length at the transition to a new time period

It is possible to deliver more than one type of length for one location (e.g. both average
and maximum). At least one value must be included.

Type
QueueTypeEnum

Description
Queue type

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

Example
averageLengthInPeriod

6.1.4.6.2.2 The ‘queueDetectionMethod’ element
This element describes the method for determining the queue length. The following
domain applies here:






measured
In the case of a measured queue
estimated
if the queue was estimated using a traffic management algorithm
calculated
if the queue was calculated using a traffic management algorithm (e.g. the
number of vehicles times the vehicle length)
lengthExceeded
when the queue length is exceeded, for example at a congestion detection loop

This element must be included at least once. If multiple detection methods are used
together, the element is repeated.
Type
queueDetection
MethodEnum

Description
Method for determining the
queue length

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

Example
calculated

6.1.4.6.3 The ‘MeasurementSiteCharacteristicsForIntersectionData’ element
The MeasurementSiteCharacteristicsForIntersectionData element gives information about
the traffic flow properties of the queue index concerned, in terms of traffic light signal
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group, related lanes and possible pre-sorting filter directions. The element contains three
elements, which are described below.
6.1.4.6.3.1 The ‘trafficLightSignalGroup’ element
The specificLaneComposition element is only used here if a single measurement location
is providing multiple measurement data items that are distinct because they relate to
different signal groups (or combinations thereof).
If multiple signal groups apply, this element is repeated.
Type
string

Description
A signal group or groups within the traffic light
configuration at a junction, for which the queue
information is being provided.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
4.2

6.1.4.6.3.2 The ‘specificLaneComposition’ element
The specificLaneComposition element is only used if a single measurement location
provides multiple measurement data items that are distinct because they relate to
different lanes (or combinations thereof).
If measurement data applies to multiple lanes, this element is repeated.

Using the specificLane element (§6.1.4.3) for queues is not permitted.
Type
LaneEnum

Description
Lane that the defined
measurement data relates to.

Required
no

Domain*
allLanesCompleteCarri
ageway
lane1
lane2
lane3
lane4
lane5
lane6
lane7
lane8
lane9

Example
lane1

6.1.4.6.3.3 The ‘trafficSortingCharacteristics’ element
The lane or lanes to which the queue is related has a pre-filtering goal. This element
defines that goal.





straight
For through traffic going straight on
left
For traffic turning left
right
For traffic turning right
enterRoundAbout
For traffic entering a roundabout

Repetitions of this element are allowed in order to define multiple pre-filtering objectives.
The same value may occur only once.
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Type
sortingCharacteri
sticsEnum

Description
The lane or lanes to which the
queue is related has a prefiltering goal. That goal is
indicated by this element

Required
No

Domain
See above

Example
left

6.1.5 The ‘measurementSiteLocation’ element
For a measurement location, the exact location of the measurement location is described
in the measurementSiteLocation element. The measurementSiteLocation element is a
specific case of the GroupOfLocations base class. The exact type is indicated using the
xsi:type attribute.
The Dutch DATEX II Profile prescribes that this is always a derivative of the Point
type for measurement locations that measure flow and speed, but for measurement
locations that measure travel times it is always the ItineraryByIndexedLocations type.

6.1.5.1 A point as a measurementSiteLocation
The structure of the measurementSiteLocation element for measurement locations that
measure flow or speed is as follows:

latitude
locationForDisplay
longitude

measurementSiteLocation

supplementaryPositionalDescription

affectedCarriagewayAndLanes

carriageway

xsi:type = Point

alertCPoint
xsi:type = AlertCMethod4Point

pointExtension

openlrExtendedPoint

openlrPointLocationReference

The element contains two mandatory subelements, locationForDisplay and alertCPoint,
plus the optional supplementaryPositionalDescription element.
6.1.5.1.1 The ‘locationForDisplay’ element
This element represents the point using coordinates based on the WGS84 system. It has
two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
6.1.5.1.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required

Domain

Example

6.1.5.1.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type

Description
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Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

6.1.5.1.2 The ‘supplementaryPositionalDescription’ element
The supplementaryPositionalDescription element describes additional location information
about measurement locations. The element contains the mandatory element
affectedCarriagewayAndLanes.
6.1.5.1.2.1 The ‘affectedCarriagewayAndLanes’ element
The affectedCarriagewayAndLanes element describes the carriageway or lane that the
measurement location is related to. For point locations, the element only contains the
carriageway element.
6.1.5.1.2.1.1 The ‘carriageway’ element
Information about the specific carriageway that the measurement location is related to is
recorded in this element. This element is mandatory if the value is not equal to
“mainCarriageway” (see also §4.2.1.1.1.3 and §4.2.1.1.2.3).
Type
Carriage
wayEnum

Description
The carriageway the
data is about.

Required
See above

Domain*
connectingCarriageway,
entrySlipRoad,
exitSlipRoad,
mainCarriageway,
parallelCarriageway

Example
entrySlipRoad

6.1.5.1.3 The ‘alertCPoint’ element
The mandatory alertCPoint element defines the location using the VILD location table
(see also §4.2.1.1.1.2.1 and §4.2.1.1.2.2.1).
This element is required to be of typeAlertCMethod4Point, which gives it the following
structure:
alertCLocationCountryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCPoint
xsi:type = AlertCMethod4Point

alertCLocationTableVersion
alertCDirectionCoded

alertCDirection

alertCDirectionSense

alertCLocation

specificLocation

offsetDistance

offsetDistance

alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation

All subelements of alertCPoint except alertCDirectionSense are mandatory and are
explained below.
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6.1.5.1.3.1 The ‘alertCLocationCountryCode’ element
Type
String

Description
EBU country code

Required
Yes

Domain*
8 (code for the Netherlands),
D (code for NDW-VILD)

Example
8

6.1.5.1.3.2 The ‘alertCLocationTableNumber’ element
Type
String

Description

Required
Yes

The release and version numbers of VILD as
used, separated by a dot.

Domain
n/a

Example
5.8

Domain
n/a

Example
A

6.1.5.1.3.3 The ‘alertCLocationTableVersion’ element
Type
String

Description
The sub-version of VILD as used.

Required
Yes

6.1.5.1.3.4 The ‘alertCDirection’ element
This element indicates the direction of the traffic. This element consists of two elements,
alertCDirectionCoded and alertCDirectionSense.
6.1.5.1.3.4.1 The ‘alertCDirectionCoded’ element
This element describes the direction of the traffic as shown in the VILD (using POS_OFF
or NEG_OFF).
Type
AlertCDirection
Enum

Description
The chain that describes the traffic
direction.

Required
Yes

Domain*
negative,
positive,
both

Example
positive

6.1.5.1.3.4.2 The ‘alertCDirectionSense’ element
This element gives additional information for navigation purposes. It is for giving the
direction in the case of a ring road. The value ‘true’ is the positive RDS direction.
Type
Boolean

Description
The RDS direction in the case of a ring
road.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

6.1.5.1.3.5 The ‘alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation’ element
The reference to a location (number) from the VILD is done using the
alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation element. This consists of two mandatory elements,
alertCLocation and offsetDistance.
6.1.5.1.3.5.1 The ‘alertCLocation’ element
The alertCLocation element consists of one mandatory element, specificLocation.
6.1.5.1.3.5.1.1 The ‘specificLocation’ element
Type*
Alertcloca
tionCode

Description
The unique code from the VILD used to
describe the location.

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 1

Example
9479

6.1.5.1.3.5.2 The ‘offsetDistance’ element
The offsetDistance element consists of one mandatory element, offsetDistance.
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6.1.5.1.3.5.2.1 The ‘offsetDistance’ element
Type
MetresAsN
onNegative
Integer

Description
The distance (in the flow direction)
between the
alertCLocation.specificLocation and
the location in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

6.1.5.1.4 The ‘pointExtension’ element
The pointExtension element is an extension used for recording the OpenLR location for
point locations. The element consists of one element, openlrExtendedPoint. Refer also to
§4.2.1.1.1.2.3.
6.1.5.1.4.1 The ‘openlrExtendedPoint’ element
The openlrExtendedPoint element consists of a single mandatory element,
openlrPointLocationReference.
6.1.5.1.4.1.1 The ‘openlrPointLocationReference’ element
The mandatory openlrPointLocationReference element is used to code the point location
in OpenLR. The element has the following structure:
latitude

openlrPointLocationReference

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrPointAlongLine

openlrSideOfRoad

longitude

openlrOrientation

openlrPositiveOffset

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.1 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The mandatory openlrGeoCoordinate element consists of a single mandatory element,
openlrCoordinate.
6.1.5.1.4.1.1.1.1 The ‘openlrCoordinate’ element
The openlrCoordinate element is used to describe the coordinates of the point location.
The element consists of two elements, latitude and longitude.
6.1.5.1.4.1.1.1.2 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587
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6.1.5.1.4.1.1.1.3 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2 The ‘openlrPointAlongLine’ element
The mandatory openlrPointAlongLine element consists of multiple elements that are used
for coding the additional properties of OpenLR.
6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.1 The ‘openlrSideOfRoad’ element
Type
OpenlrSideOf
RoadEnum

Description
Indication of the position
of the point with respect to
the road.

Required
Yes

Domain
onRoadOrUnknown,
right,
left,
both

Example
right

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.2 The ‘openlrOrientation’ element
Type
OpenlrOrient
ationEnum

Description
Indication of the
orientation of the
point with respect to
the traffic direction on
the road.

Required
Yes

Domain
noOrientationOrUnknown,
withLineDirection,
againstLineDirection

Example
withLineDirection

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.3 The ‘openlrPositiveOffset’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance from the reference point defined in
openlrLocationReferencePoint in metres.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.4 The ‘openlrLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the starting point
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction before the exact location of the point. The
element is made up as follows:
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latitude

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrLineAttributes

openlrFunctionalRoadClass

longitude

openlrFormOfWay

openlrBearing

openlrPathAttributes

openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint

openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.5 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The openlrGeoCoordinate element describes the coordinates of the starting point of the
reference line. The definition of this element and its subelements is the same as the
openlrGeoCoordinate element (§6.1.5.1.4.1.1.1).
6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.6 The ‘openlrLineAttributes’ element
The openlrLineAttributes element describes the properties of reference line. The element
has three mandatory elements, openlrFunctionalRoadClass, openlrFormOfWay and
openlrBearing.
6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.7 The ‘openlrFunctionalRoadClass’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
Functional road classification as an indication of
the importance of the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.8 The ‘openlrFormOfWay’ element
Type
OpenlrF
ormOfW
ayEnum

Description
Functional road classification as
an indication of the importance of
the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
motorway,
multipleCarriageway,
singleCarriageway,
roundabout,
slipRoad,
trafficSquare,
other

Example
motorway
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6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.9 The ‘openlrBearing’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The angle calculated from the reference point to
the exact location. The angle should be
calculated in whole degrees clockwise relative to
North.

Required
Yes

Domain
>=0, <=
359

Example
150

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.10 The ‘openlrPathAttributes’ element
The openlrPathAttributes element contains two mandatory elements,
openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint and openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint.
6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.11 The ‘openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
OpenlrFu
nctionalR
oadClass
Enum

Description
The indication of the lowest functional road
classification that should be used for decoding.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.12 The ‘openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance in metres between the point
described in openlrLocationReferencePoint
and the point described in

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
200

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint
6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.13 The ‘openlrLastLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLastLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the endpoint
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction after the exact location of the point. The
element is structured almost identically to openlrLocationReferencePoint
(§6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.4); however, the openlrPathAttributes element is not used here.

6.1.5.2 ItineraryByIndexedLocations as a
measurementSiteLocation
The structure of the measurementSiteLocation element for measurement locations
(measurement sites) where travelling time is measured is as follows:

(1..∞)
measurementSiteLocation
xsi:type = ItineraryByIndexedLocation

locationContainedInItinerary

location

index
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The element contains one mandatory subelement, namely locationContainedInItinerary,
which may be used multiple times.
6.1.5.2.1 The ‘locationContainedInItinerary’ element
The locationContainedInItinerary element is used to include an ordered list of locations
that together describe the measurement site. The element contains one mandatory
attribute, index, and one location element.
locationContainedInItinerary.index
The ordering of the included list of locations is recorded using the index attribute. They
begin with a value of 0 and are numbered consecutively.
Type
Integer

Description
A unique, consecutive sequence number
within the itinerary. The sequence begins
with a value of 0.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
0

6.1.5.2.1.1 The ‘location’ element
The location element describes the part of the measurement site associated with the
index. This element is always of type Linear and consists of the elements
locationForDisplay, linearExtension, supplementaryPositionalDescription and alertCLinear.
The structure of the location element is as follows:
latitude

locationForDisplay

longitude

openlrExtendedLinear
location

firstDirection

linearExtension
linearCoordinatesStartPoint
linearByCoordinatesExtension

linearCoordinatesEndPoint
(1 .. ∞ )
supplementaryPositionalDescription

affectedCarriagewayAndLanes

carriageway

lengthAffected
alertCLinear
xsi:type=“AlertCMethod4Linear”

6.1.5.2.1.1.1 The ‘locationForDisplay’ element
This element describes the coordinates that can best be used to represent this part of the
measurement site on a map. It has two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
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6.1.5.2.1.1.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

6.1.5.2.1.1.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

6.1.5.2.1.1.2 The ‘linearExtension’ element
The linearExtension element contains the openlrExtendedLinear and
linearByCoordinatesExtension elements.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1 The ‘openlrExtendedLinear’ element
The openlrExtendedLinear element is used to encode the measurement site according
to the OpenLR standard. The element contains the mandatory firstDirection element.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.1 The ‘firstDirection’ element
The firstDirection element contains the location reference for a route segment. The
location reference is composed of route nodes in a network of lines, which includes at
least the starting point and end point. The structure of this element is as follows:
(1 .. ∞ )
openlrLocationReferencePoint

firstDirection

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint

openlrNegativeOffset

openlrOffsets
openlrPositiveOffset

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.2 The ‘openlrLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the starting point
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction before the exact location of the point.
The element is made up as follows:
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latitude

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrLineAttributes

openlrFunctionalRoadClass

longitude

openlrFormOfWay

openlrBearing

openlrPathAttributes

openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint

openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.3 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The openlrGeoCoordinate element describes the coordinates of the starting point of the
reference line. The definition of this element and its subelements is the same as the
openlrGeoCoordinate element (§6.1.5.1.4.1.1.1).
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.4 The ‘openlrLineAttributes’ element
The openlrLineAttributes element describes the properties of reference line. The element
has three mandatory elements, openlrFunctionalRoadClass, openlrFormOfWay and
openlrBearing.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.5 The ‘openlrFunctionalRoadClass’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
Functional road classification as an indication of
the importance of the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.6 The ‘openlrFormOfWay’ element
Type
OpenlrForm

Description
Functional road classification as

Required
Yes

Domain
motorway,

Example
motorway
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Type
OfWayEnum

Description
an indication of the importance
of the road segment.

Required

Domain
multipleCarriageway,
singleCarriageway,
roundabout,
slipRoad,
trafficSquare,
other

Example

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.7 The ‘openlrBearing’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The angle calculated from the reference point to
the exact location. The angle should be
calculated in whole degrees clockwise relative to
North.

Required
Yes

Domain
>=0, <=
359

Example
150

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.8 The ‘openlrPathAttributes’ element
The openlrPathAttributes element contains two mandatory elements,
openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint and openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.9 The ‘openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
OpenlrFunctional
RoadClassEnum

Description
The indication of the lowest functional
road classification that should be used
for decoding.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.10 The ‘openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance in metres between the point
described in openlrLocationReferencePoint
and the point described in

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
200

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.11 The ‘openlrLastLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLastLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the endpoint
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction after the exact location of the point. The
element is structured almost identically to openlrLocationReferencePoint
(§6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.2); however, the openlrPathAttributes element is not used here.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.12 The ‘openlrOffsets’ element
This optional element contains two elements that describe the offsets from the starting
point (openlrPositiveOffset) and the end point (openlrNegativeOffset).
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.13 The ‘openlrNegativeOffset’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance from the reference point defined in
openlrLastLocationReferencePoint in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
150
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6.1.5.2.1.1.2.1.14 The ‘openlrPositiveOffset’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance from the reference point defined in
openlrLocationReferencePoint in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
300

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2 The ‘linearByCoordinatesExtension’ element
This mandatory element describes the start and end coordinates of the part of the
measurement site (location) described. The element consists of two mandatory elements,
linearCoordinatesStartPoint and linearCoordinatesEndPoint.
Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that the
coordinates stated in the underlying elements must match the actual start and end
coordinates of the part of the measurement site.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2.1 The ‘linearCoordinatesStartPoint’ element
The element describes the start coordinates of the part of the measurement site and
consists of two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2.2 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WSG84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2.3 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2.4 The ‘linearCoordinatesEndPoint’ element
This element describes the end coordinates of the part of the measurement site and
consists of two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2.5 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WSG84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

6.1.5.2.1.1.2.2.6 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

6.1.5.2.1.1.3 The ‘supplementaryPositionalDescription’ element
This (mandatory) element describes the additional location information for the part of the
measurement site. For a description of the definition of this element, see §4.2.1.1.2.3.
This element contains the mandatory affectedCarriagewayAndLanes element.
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6.1.5.2.1.1.3.1 The ‘affectedCarriagewayAndLanes’ element
The element contains two elements for measurement sites, of which at least
lengthAffected is required to be included.
6.1.5.2.1.1.3.1.1 The ‘carriageway’ element
Information about the specific carriageway that the measurement location is related to is
recorded in this element. This element is mandatory if the value is not equal to
“mainCarriageway” (see also §4.2.1.1.2.3).
Type
Carriageway
Enum

Description
The carriageway the
data is about.

Required
See above

Domain
connectingCarriageway,
entrySlipRoad,
exitSlipRoad,
mainCarriageway,
parallelCarriageway

Example
entrySlipRoad

6.1.5.2.1.1.3.1.2 The ‘lengthAffected’ element
This element records information about the length of the part of the measurement site in
question. The element is included once for each locationContainedInItinerary.
The total length of the measurement area follows from the sum of the lengths of the
subareas.
Type
MetresAsFloat

Description
The length of
locationContainedInItinerary in
metres.

Required*
See above

Domain
>= 0

Example
600

6.1.5.2.1.1.4 The ‘alertCLinear’ element
The mandatory alertCLinear element defines the location of the part of the measurement
site using the VILD location table.
This element is required to be of type AlertCMethod4Linear, which gives it the following
structure:
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alertCLocationCoutryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCLinear
xsi:type = AlertCMethod4Linear

alertCLocationTableVersion
alertCDirectionCoded

alertCDirection

alertCDirectionSense

alertCLocation

specificLocation

offsetDistance

offsetDistance

alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation

alertCLocation

specificLocation

offsetDistance

offsetDistance

alertCMethod4SecondaryPointLocation

All subelements of alertCLinear except alertCDirectionSense are mandatory.
The description of the subelements of alertCPoint (§6.1.5.1.3) also applies to the
similarly named subelements of alertCLinear; these are not described again here.
Furthermore, the structure of alertCMethod4SecondaryPointLocation is identical to that of
alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation. For a description of the use of that element, see also
§4.3.1.2.1.
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6.2 MeasuredDataPublication
Real-time traffic data is delivered in a MeasuredDataPublication (MDP). This publication is
built up of all measurement locations included in MeasurementSiteTablePublication.
A siteMeasurements element is filled in for each measurement location, giving the unique
identification of the measurementSiteRecord, the information as measured and the time
that the measurement was made.
If available, additional information is also included such as the number of observations
used for determining the value and the standard deviation of the current value (see
§6.2.3.3.1.3).
The MDP is a specialised case of PayloadPublication (see §5.2.2). This specialised case is
indicated by giving the attribute xsi:type of the payloadPublication element the value
“MeasuredDataPublication”. The top level structure is as follows:
publicationTime

publicationCreator

measurementSiteTableReference

d2LogicalModel

id
version
targetClass = MeasurementSiteTable

payloadPublication
xsi:type=”MeasuredDataPublication”
lang

headerInformation

(1...∞)
siteMeasurements

The content of the publicationTime and publicationCreator elements is described in
§5.2.2; the other elements are described below.

6.2.1 The measurementSiteTableReference element
The MDP specifies which measurementSiteTable (§6.1) is used. For this purpose, the
measurementSiteTableReference element is filled in. This element consists of three
mandatory attributes, id, version and targetClass.
The measurementSiteTableReference.id attribute
Type
String

Description
ID of the applicable
MeasurementSiteTable

Required
Yes

Domain*
valid ID

Example
NDW01_MT

The measurementSiteTableReference.version attribute
Type
String

Description
Required
Domain
Version of the applicable
Yes
Current or
MeasurementSiteTable
next version.
The measurementSiteTableReference.targetClass attribute

Example
1
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Type
String

Description
Fixed value naming the
class that is being referred
to.

Required
Yes

Domain*
MeasurementSiteTa
ble

Example
Measuremen
tSiteTable

6.2.2 The ‘headerInformation’ element
The headerInformation element is made up as follows:
c o n fid e n tia lity
h e a d e rIn fo rm a tio n
in fo rm a tio n S ta tu s

The headerInformation element contains two mandatory subelements, confidentiality and
informationStatus.

6.2.2.1 The ‘confidentiality’ element
Type
Confide
ntiality
ValueEn
um

Description
This field can be used to define the
confidentiality of the data.

Required
Yes

Domain*
noRestrictio
n,
restrictedTo
Authorities

Example
noRestriction

6.2.2.2 The ‘informationStatus’ element
Type
Informa
tionStat
usEnum

Description
The status of the information provided.

Required
Yes

Domain*
real

Example
real

6.2.3 The ‘siteMeasurements’ element
The MDP contains one or more siteMeasurements elements that include the
measuredtraffic data for each measurement location. The structure of this element is as
follows:
measurementSiteReference
id
version
targetClass = MeasurementSiteRecord

siteMeasurements

measurementTimeDefault

(1...∞)
measuredValue

measuredValue

xsi:type
index

basicData
xsi:type

A siteMeasurements element consists of at least three mandatory elements,
measurementSiteReference, measurementTimeDefault and measuredValue.
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6.2.3.1 The ‘measurementSiteReference’ element
The measurementSiteReference element refers to the measurement location
(measurementSiteRecord element, §0) included in the measurementSiteTable. The
element consists of three mandatory attributes, id, version and targetClass.
The measurementSiteReference.id attribute
Type
String

Description
ID of the applicable
measurementSiteReference

Required
Yes

Domain*
Valid ID

Example
GEO01_A59N3
7-A_A59N36A_TT

The measurementSiteReference.version attribute
Type*
NonNeg
ativeInt
eger

Description
Version of the applicable
measurementSiteReference

Required
Yes

Domain
Current or next
version.

Example
1

The measurementSiteReference.targetClass attribute
Type
String

Description
Fixed value naming the
class that is being referred
to.

Required
Yes

Domain*
MeasurementSiteRe
cord

Example
Measuremen
tSiteRecord

6.2.3.2 The ‘measurementTimeDefault’ element
The time recorded here is the start time of the period over which data is provided for this
measurement location.
Type
DateTime

Description
Start time of the delivery
period.

Required
Yes

Domain
Date and time in UTC
(Zulu notation)

Example
2007-0628T12:31:16Z

6.2.3.3 The ‘measuredValue’ element
The traffic data for a measurement point is recorded in one or more measuredValue
elements. Each element refers (through the mandatory index attribute) to the associated
measurementSpecificCharacteristics (see §6.1.4).
The element itself has one mandatory element, measuredValue, and one optional
element, measuredValueExtension.
6.2.3.3.1 The ‘measuredValue’ element
The measuredValue element itself has one optional measurementEquipmentTypeUsed
element and one mandatory BasicData element.
6.2.3.3.1.1 The ‘measurementEquipmentTypeUsed’ element
The measurementEquipmentTypeUsed element is mandatory if the value used is not
equal to the value used in the MeasurementSiteTable (see §6.1.3.4).
The domain of this element is as follows:
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Type
Multilin
gualStri
ng

anpr
automatic number plate recognition
bluetooth
passages of Bluetooth equipment
fcd
floating car data
infrared
infrared detection
laser
laser detection
loop
detection by loops in the road surface
microwave
microwave detection
radar
radar detection
traffic counter tube
detection or counting of traffic using a counter tube
video detection
video detection (with the exception of licence plate recognition/ANPR)
traffic control system
traffic control system
other
any other form of detection or a combination of multiple techniques
Description
reference to equipment type in
prescribed terms

Required
No

Domain*
See above

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en”>Hel
mond</value>
loop
</value>
</values>

6.2.3.3.1.2 The ‘BasicData’ base type
The basicData element is specialised according to the type of data (flow, speed, travel
time, queue) using the xsi:type attribute. The basicData base type is structured as
follows:

measurementOrCalculationPeriod

basicData

measurementOrCalculationTime

xsi:type

DataValue

Two optional elements are used, measurementOrCalculationPeriod and
measurementOrCalculationTime.
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6.2.3.3.1.2.1.1 The ‘measurementOrCalculationPeriod’ element
The measurementOrCalculationPeriod element is mandatory if the value used deviates
from the one specified for this measurement point, or the measurement location the
measurement point belongs to, in MeasurementSiteTable (see period element, §6.1.4.2).
Type
Seconds

Description
The delivery period that the
data supplied covers, in
seconds.

Required*
See above

Domain
>= 0

Example
300

6.2.3.3.1.2.1.2 The ‘measurementOrCalculationTime’ element
The measurementOrCalculationTime element is mandatory if the value used does not
match the time stated in the measurementTimeDefault element (see §6.2.3.2).
The value of measurementOrCalculationTime must never be greater than the value of the
publicationTime element (see §5.2.2.1).
Type
DateTi
me

Description
The starting time of the
delivery period that the data
supplied refers to.

Required
No

Domain
Date and time as
UTC (Zulu notation)

Example
2007-0628T12:31:16
Z

6.2.3.3.1.3 The ‘DataValue’ base type
The DataValue element is a base type. This means that the element and the associated
attributes and elements can be taken over and included in another element.
DataValue consists of a number of attributes and a single element that can be taken
across. The structure of this base type is as follows:

DataValue
computationalMethod
numberOfIncompleteInputs
numberOfInputValuesUsed
standardDeviation
supplierCalculatedDataQuality

dataError

reasonForDataError

For more information about how the attributes are to be filled in, see also §4.2.2.1.
The computationalMethod attribute
This attribute makes is possible to state the calculation method used. This attribute is
mandatory if the method used differs from the standard method as stated in the
MeasurementSiteTable (see §6.1.3.2).
The computationalMethod element can have the following values:






arithmeticAverageOfSamplesBasedOnAFixedNumberOfSamples
the arithmetic mean of a fixed number of values, in other words: A = (v1 + v2 +
… + vn) / n, where n is fixed
arithmeticAverageOfSamplesInATimePeriod
the arithmetic mean of the values over a fixed period of time, in other words: A =
(v1 + v2 + … + vn) / n, where n is variable
harmonicAverageOfSamplesInATimePeriod
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the harmonic mean of the values over a fixed period of time, in other words: H =
n / (1/v1 + 1/v2 + … + 1/vn), where n is variable
medianOfSamplesInATimePeriod
the median of the values over a fixed period of time, which means that half of the
values in that period are less than or equal to the median M
movingAverageOfSamples
a progressive average of the values, in other words: At=1 = ((n-1) * (At=0/n) +
vn)/n, where n is fixed

Type
Computa
tionMeth
odEnum

Description
The calculation method that is used for
the values reported by this location.

Required*
See above

Domain
See above

Example

arithmeticAv
erageOfSam
plesInATime
Period

The numberOfIncompleteInputs attribute
This attribute gives the number of incomplete observations within the measurement
period. These are for example vehicles that were detected as incoming but were not
observed leaving the detection zone.
Using this attribute is mandatory if it is available and relevant for the measurement
method used.
Type
Nonneg
ative

Description
The number of incomplete observations
over a period.

Required*
See above

Domain
>= 0

Example
10

The numberOfInputValuesUsed attribute
This attribute gives the number of values used in a measurement period for determining
a value. This number can therefore be different from the total number of observations in
the measurement period.
Using this attribute is mandatory if it is available and relevant for the measurement
method used.
Type*
Nonneg
ative

Description
The number of values used in a
measurement period for
determining a value.

Required*
See above

Domain
>= 0

Example
20

The standardDeviation attribute
This attribute gives the spread in the individual observed values during the measurement
period. This attribute is mandatory (except for flows) if the measurement is based on
more than a single vehicle.
Type

Description

Required*

Float

The spread of the individual values
registered during the measurement
period.

See above

Domain
*
>= 0

Example
1.23
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The supplierCalculatedDataQuality attribute
This attribute gives the designated quality indicator. This attribute is mandatory if the
quality indication differs from the quality indication as stated in the
MeasurementSiteTable (see §6.1.4.1).
Type
Percent
age

Description
A quality indicator applied by the
data provider.

Required*
See above

Domain
>= 0,
<= 100

Example
70.0

6.2.3.3.1.3.1 The ‘dataError’ element
The dataError element can be used to indicate that no data (or no reliable data) can be
delivered by the measurement point. For a further explanation of the use and the
requirement to use this element, see §4.2.2.1.4.
Type
Boolean

Description
Indicates whether or not
an error has been detected
at this measurement point.

Required*
See above

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

6.2.3.3.1.3.2 The reasonForDataError element
The reasonForDataError allows a short error code to be stated that explains the dataError
element. This field should only be filled with an error code (the explanation of what the
error code in question means should be communicated by another means). The
maximum length of the error code is 10 characters.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Error code for the data error
in question.

Required
No

Domain
Max. 10
characters

Example
101

6.2.3.3.1.4 Specialised case of BasicData for flow: TrafficFlow
Flow is encoded using the specialised case TrafficFlow . The structure of this element is
as follows:

basicData
xsi:type = TrafficFlow

vehicleFlow

dataError

computationalMethod
numberOfincompleteInputs
supplierCalculatedDataQuality

vehicleFlowRate

6.2.3.3.1.4.1 The ‘vehicleFlow’ element
In order to report the traffic flow at a measurement location, the vehicleFlow element is
used.
The vehicleFlow element is a specialised variant of VehicleFlowValue, which is in turn a
specialised variant of DataValue. The vehicleFlow element expands upon the attributes
and element already described in §6.2.3.3.1.3 by adding one extra item, namely
vehicleFlowRate. The attributes numberOfInputValuesUsed and standardDeviation are not
used.
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6.2.3.3.1.4.1.1 The ‘vehicleFlowRate’ element
Type
Vehicles
PerHour

Description
The number of vehicles that would
pass the point over the course of
one hour, based on the
measurement period.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
180

6.2.3.3.1.5 Specialised case of BasicData for speed: TrafficSpeed
Data about speeds is encoded using the specialised case TrafficSpeed. The structure of
this element is as follows:

basicData
xsi:type = TrafficSpeed

averageVehicleSpeed

dataError

computationalMethod
numberOfincompleteInputs
numberOfInputValuesUsed
StandardDeviation
supplierCalculatedDataQuality

speed

6.2.3.3.1.5.1 The ‘averageVehicleSpeed’ element
To report the point speeds at a measurement location, the element avarageVehicleSpeed
is used.
The avarageVehicleSpeed element is a specialised variant of SpeedValue, which is in turn
a specialised variant of DataValue. The avarageVehicleSpeed element expands upon the
attributes and element already described in §6.2.3.3.1.3 by adding one extra item,
namely speed.
6.2.3.3.1.5.1.1 The ‘speed’ element
Type
Kilometr
esPerHou
r

Description
The average speed associated with a
detection point, in kilometres per hour

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 0,
-1

Example
80.0

6.2.3.3.1.6 Specialised case of BasicData for travel times: TravelTimeData
Travel times are encoded using the specialised case TravelTimeData. The structure of this
element is as follows:

travelTimeType
basicData
xsi:type = TravelTimeData

travelTime
computationalMethod
numberOfincompleteInputs
numberOfInputValuesUsed
StandardDeviation
supplierCalculatedDataQuality

dataError

duration
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6.2.3.3.1.6.1 The ‘travelTimeType’ element
Type
Description
Required*
TravelTi
meTypeE
num

Indication of how the travel
time has been determined.

Yes

Domain
best,
estimated,
instantaneous,
reconstituted

Example
best

6.2.3.3.1.6.2 The ‘travelTime’ element
To report the travelling time at a measurement location, the element travelTime is used.
The travelTime element is a specialised variant of DurationValue, which is in turn a
specialised variant of DataValue. The travelTime element expands upon the attributes
and element already described in §6.2.3.3.1.3 by adding one extra element, namely
duration.
6.2.3.3.1.6.2.1 The ‘duration’ element
Type
Seconds

Description
The travelling time in seconds between
two given locations in the given
direction.

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 0,
-1

Example
30.0

6.2.3.3.1.7 Specialised case of BasicData for queues: Trafficstatus
Data about queues is encoded using the specialised case Trafficstatus. The structure of
this element is as follows:

basicData
xsi:type = TrafficStatus

trafficStatus
computationalMethod
numberOfincompleteInputs
numberOfInputValuesUsed
StandardDeviation
supplierCalculatedDataQuality

dataError

trafficStatusValue

trafficStatusValueExtension

6.2.3.3.1.7.1 The ‘trafficStatus’ element
To report on the queue at a measurement location, the element trafficStatus is used.
The trafficStatus element is a specialised variant of TrafficStatusValue, which is in turn a
specialised variant of DataValue. The trafficStatus element expands upon the attributes
and element already described in §6.2.3.3.1.3 by adding two elements, namely
trafficStatusValue and trafficStatusValueExtension..
6.2.3.3.1.7.2 The ‘trafficStatusValue’ element
The trafficStatusValue element is a required item under the DATEX II standard. Use of
the rules listed below is intended exclusively for filling in the field in order to meet this
requirement.
This element has the following domain:
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congested
In the case of a queue being detected that is longer than is able to pass in a
single green traffic light cycle.
freeflow
In cases where the system detects that no queue is present;
Or if the system is able to determine that there is a queue, but there are no
delays because the queue is able to pass through during the next green light
cycle;
unknown
If the traffic lights are flashing orange (the convention in NL for non-operational),
then this is indicated as ‘unknown’.

It has been agreed within the Dutch DATEX II profile that the quantitative
information will be given in the elements queueLength and numberOfVehiclesWaiting in
the extension trafficStatusValueExtended. The information given in this is the information
that should be used.
If no information is available, nothing will be issued for the measurement location in
question.
Type
trafficStatusEnum

Description
Qualitative description of the
traffic flow

Required
Yes

Domain*
See above

Example
congested

6.2.3.3.1.7.3 The ‘trafficStatusValueExtension’ element
The trafficStatusValueExtension element contains extra elements that are needed to
describe a queue. The structure is as follows:

queueInformation

referenceValuesQueueInformation

trafficStatusValueExtension

capacityInformationAtIntersection

availableCapacity

trafficLoadAtIntersection

relativeTrafficload

nStopsMinimum
multipleStopsInformationAtIntersection
numberOfStopsN

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.1 The ‘queueInformation’ element
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The queueInformation element contains elements that provided information about the
queue.
The structure is as follows:

queueLength

numberOfVehiclesWaitingInQueue

lineUpLengthAvailable

queueInformation

distanceToHeadOfQueue

queueingDuration

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.1.1 The ‘queueLength’ element
Type
MetresAsNonNe
gativeInteger

Description
Length of the queue in metres

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
350

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.1.2 The ‘numberOfVehiclesWaitingInQueue’ element
Type
NonNegati
veInteger

Description
Length of the queue, expressed as a
number of vehicles

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.1.3 The ‘lineUpLengthAvailable’ element
The lineUpLengthAvailable element gives the total available waiting space for vehicles in
the queue in question. If the queuing area has more than one lane, the available waiting
space is the sum total of the lengths of the lanes.
The lineUpLengthAvailable element contains the dynamic information, whereas the
maxLineUpLengthAvailable element (§6.1.3.8.1.1) in the MeasurementSiteTable contains
the static information. The lineUpLengthAvailable element’s value is therefore always
smaller than the corresponding value in the MeasurementSiteTable.
Depending on the situation (control scenario active, during the rush-hour or not, etc.),
the maximum acceptable or maximum desirable queue may vary.
Type
MetresAsNon
NegativeInte
ger

Description

Length in metres that is currently available
for a queue to form.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
350

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.1.4 The ‘distanceToHeadOfQueue’ element
This element describes the length in metres from the head of the queue to the location in
the MeasurementSiteTable that represents the stop line in front of the traffic light.
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Type
MetresAsNon
NegativeInte
ger

Description

Length in metres from the head of the
queue to the location in the MST.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
350

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.1.5 The ‘queueingDuration’ element
Type
Seconds

Description
Waiting time in seconds. Only available at the
signalling group level.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
60

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.2 The ‘referenceValuesQueueInformation’ element
This element contains the same elements as the queueInformation element, differing
only in that the values of the available attributes contain reference values rather than
current values.
6.2.3.3.1.7.3.3 The ‘capacityInformationAtIntersection’ element
This element gives information about the capacity of an arm. This element contains a
single element, availableCapacity.
6.2.3.3.1.7.3.3.1 The ‘availableCapacity’ element
Type
Integer

Description
Residual space as a number of vehicles
(capacity minus flow). Only available at the
level of an arm.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
50

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.4 The ‘trafficLoadAtIntersection’ element
This element gives information about the load at a junction. This element contains a
single element, relativeTrafficload.
6.2.3.3.1.7.3.4.1 The ‘relativeTrafficload’ element
Type
Percentage

Description
The traffic load caused by the
conflict group that predominates at
that moment. Only available at the
level of a junction.

Required
Yes

Domain
>=0, <=
100

Example
60

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.5 The ‘multipleStopsInformationAtIntersection’ element
This element gives information about the number of times the lights change. This
element contains two elements, nStopsMinimum and numberOfStopsN.
6.2.3.3.1.7.3.5.1 The ‘nStopsMinimum’ element
Type
NonNegative
Integer

Description
Number of vehicles that have had to wait n
(defined by numberOfStopsN in
§6.2.3.3.1.7.3.5.2) or more cycles of the
red light (multiple stops). Only available at
the signalling group level.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
3

Required

Domain

Example

6.2.3.3.1.7.3.5.2 The ‘numberOfStopsN’ element
Type

Description
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Type
NonNegative
Integer

Description
Number of cycles that traffic has had to wait
for the red light (multiple stops). Only
available at the signalling group level.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
3

6.2.3.3.2 The ‘measuredValueExtension’ element
The non-mandatory element measuredValueExtension has in turn a single element,
measuredValueExtended.
6.2.3.3.2.1 The ‘measuredValueExtended’ element
The measuredValueExtended element is used for providing reference values for current
observed values. The structure is as follows:

referenceValueType
measuredValueExtended

basicDataReferenceValue
basicData

The measuredValueExtended element contains the basicDataReferenceValue element.
6.2.3.3.2.1.1 The ‘basicDataReferenceValue’ element
The basicDataReferenceValue element is built up of the elements referenceValueType and
trafficStatus.
6.2.3.3.2.1.2 The ‘referenceValueType’ element
The mandatory element referenceValueType describes how the reference value is
determined and how it should be interpreted. This element must appear at least once.
Combinations are possible, for instance in the case of a public holiday, so that the normal
value during this time period can be given specifically for the special day.
In this case, simple determination methods use the value
normallyExpectedAtCurrentMeasurementPeriod
Type
referenceVal
ue
TypeEnum

Description
Method used for
determining the
reference value.

Required
Yes

Domain
normallyExpectedAtCurrentMeas
urementPeriod,
normallyExpectedAtCurrentPerio
dOfDay,
normallyExpectedAtStaticRefere
nceValue,
normallyExpectedAtSpecialDay

Example
3

6.2.3.3.2.1.3 The ‘basicData’ element
The basicData element is identical to the description of the base type basicData
(§6.2.3.3.1.2) and will therefore not be described again.
The data supplied is not however about a current traffic situation, but about the
reference values.
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6.3 Examples
The examples included in this paragraph have been taken from the live data stream at
various moments. Although the examples in every version of this document have been
corrected as carefully as possible, there is a chance that they will contain errors. Current
and correct examples can be obtained from ndw on request.

6.3.1 Configuration data: measurement point
The configuration below describes a measurement point where both flows and speeds are
measured. The location described is the one referred to in the measured flows and
speeds in the example in §6.3.3.
The measurement location is taking readings on two lanes, as can be seen in the field
measurementSiteNumberOfLanes. The measurement location cannot distinguish
categories of vehicles. This can be seen from the measurementSpecificCharacteristics,
which only includes the class anyVehicle.
...

6.3.2 Configuration data: measurement site
The configuration below describes a route segment over which the travelling time is
measured. The location described is the one referred to in the travelling time in the
example in §6.3.4.
…

6.3.3 Real-time traffic data: Real-time traffic data: flow
and speed
The example below is of an RWS measurement location providing information about both
flow and speed. The vehicleFlowRate element contains the number of vehicles per hour
that are passing the measurement location. The speed element contains the speed in
metres per second.
This example describes just a single measurement point. The complete publication
contains thousands of measurement points.
…

6.3.4 Real-time traffic data: travel time
The example below if for a measurement location that provides travel time information.
The travelTime element contains the number of seconds needed to traverse the
measurement site fully.
This example describes just a single measurement site. The complete publication
contains thousands of measurement sites.
…
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7 Coding status data
As described in §5.1, data is always published using the D2LogicalModel class. The status
information to be transferred is modelled using a specialised case of the
PayloadPublication class.
In this chapter we will restrict the discussion to the various specialised cases of
PayloadPublication used for status information. SituationPublication
exchange
d2LogicalModel
modelBaseVersion

payloadPublication
xsi-type

SituationPublication

The elements and attributes that all the specialised cases of the base class
PayloadPublication use are described in §5.2.2. The following sections describe the
specialised case-specific elements and attributes.

7.1 SituationPublication
A SituationPublication is the publication of one or more situations relating to one or a
number of locations. The SituationPublication is a specialised case of PayloadPublication
(see §5.2.2). This specialised case is indicated by giving the attribute xsi:type of the
payloadPublication element the value “SituationPublication”.
The top-level structure is as follows:

publicationTime

d2LogicalModel

payloadPublication
xsi-type = “SituationPublication”
lang

publicationCreator

(0...∞)
situation

The content of the publicationTime and publicationCreator elements is described in
§5.2.2. In addition, a SituationPublication optionally contains one or more instances of
the situation element.

7.1.1 The ‘situation’ element
A situation element is used for describing a situation on the road, or a group of logically
linked situations, or the status of an object (for example a bridge or a rush-hour lane).
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The structure of this element is as follows:
overallSeverity

(0...∞)
relatedSituation
id
version
targetClass

situation
id
version

situationVersionTime

headerInformation

(1...∞)
situationRecord
xsi:type
id
version

A situation has two mandatory elements, id and version. A situation also contains the
mandatory elements overallSeverity, situationVersionTime, headerInformation and one
or more instances of a situationRecord. The relatedSituation element (which can also
occur multiple times) is optional.
The situation.id attribute
A situation is allocated an ID number by the data provider that is unique over time. This
means that a situation is given an ID when it arises that has never previously been used
for designating another active or former situation. The ID remains the same for as long
as the situation is active.
The ‘id’ attribute should be filled in, using a form that refers uniquely to this specific
situation. Including additional information in the ID is not allowed.

Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that this name is
always determined in consultation with NDW.

Type
String

Description
A unique identifier for
the situation.

Required
Yes

Domain*
see above

Example
RWS01_NLPROG0000000001

The situation.version attribute
A situation may be modified multiple times while it continues to exist. Each amendment
is given a version number that is at least 1 greater than the previous version number.
The initial version of a situation is normally version 1. In specific cases for roadworks, it
is possible that the starting version number will be greater.
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Type
String

Description
Version number of the situation in
question.

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 1

Example
5

7.1.1.1 The ‘overallSeverity’ element
This element lets the road authority indicate the extent to which a situation is causing
(severe) disruption to traffic.
Type
SeverityEnum

Description
The severity of the overall situation, or the
effect that the situation is having on traffic
(the road authority’s estimate)

Required*
Yes

Domain
highest,
high,
medium,
low,
lowest,
none,
unknown

Example
medium

7.1.1.2 The ‘relatedSituation’ element
There may sometimes be relationships between different situations, for example when
associated roadworks are being carried out at various locations.
These kinds of situations can refer to each other using this non-required element. This
element is not an expression of any hierarchy: all situations that are related to one
another refer to each other using one or more relatedSituation elements.
Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that both related
situations will always refer to each other.
This also applies even if a causal relationship has already been defined between the
underlying situationRecords using the cause element.
This element does not have any subelements; the relationships are expressed in the form
of three required attributes.
The relatedSituation.id attribute
Type
String

Description
ID of the situation in question

Required
Yes

Domain*
valid ID

Example
RWS01_NLSIT001264477

The relatedSituation.version attribute
The version attribute refers to the version of the situation that is related to the current
situation. This makes it possible to create direct links between the specific versions of the
situation.
If the cross-reference is only used to create the link between the situation, then the
value “last” should be used. This value means that the most recent version of the related
situation should be used.
Type
String

Description
ID of the situation in question

Required
Yes

Domain*
See above

Example
RWS01_NLSIT001264477
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The relatedSituation.targetClass attribute
Type
String

Description
Value used to name the class that is being
referred to.

Required
Yes

Domain*
Situation

Example
Situation

7.1.1.3 The ‘situationVersionTime’ element
Type
DateTime

Description
The UTC timestamp when the
version in question became
active according to the provider.

Required*
Yes

Domain
Date and
time in
UTC
(Zulu
notation)

Example
2009-10-21T07:11:22Z

7.1.1.4 The ‘headerInformation’ element
The mandatory headerInformation element is made up as follows:
confidentiality
headerInformation
informationStatus

The headerInformation element contains two mandatory sub-elements.
7.1.1.4.1 The ‘confidentiality’ element
Type
ConfidentialityValueEnum

Description
This field can be
used to define the
confidentiality of
the data.

Required
Yes

Domain*
noRestriction,
restrictedToAuthorities

Example
noRestriction

Required
Yes

Example
real

7.1.1.4.2 The ‘informationStatus’ element
Type
InformationStatusEnum

Description
The status of the information
provided.

Domain*
real

7.1.1.5 The ‘situationRecord’ element
A situation can consist of one or multiple components. This could for example involve an
accident, a lane being blocked, the congestion this creates, and the resulting diversion
for through traffic. See also §4.3.
For each component, the situation contains a specialised case based on a
situationRecord. There are specialisations and subspecialisations (specific cases) for the
various kinds of components. The first layer consists of derived types that are not directly
usable.
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These are then elaborated into subspecialisations. OperatorAction has the following
subspecialisations, for example:

The following section examines the base type (situationRecord) and subsequent sections
then look more closely at the specialised cases.

7.2 Base type for situationRecord (SituationRecord)
The base type for the situationRecord element consists of a number of standard elements
that may (or sometimes must) appear in each specialisation.
The structure is as follows:
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situationRecordCreationTime

situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime

situationRecordObservationTime

situationRecordVersionTime

situationRecordCreationReference

probabilityOfOccurence
situationRecord
xsi:type
id
version

source

sourceName

validity

impact

cause
xsi:type

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management

situationRecordExtendedApproved

safetyRelatedMessage

The underlined elements and attributes are required in all circumstances. Elements that
are not underlined are optional, although they may still be made mandatory in specific
cases. The xsi:type attribute is used in order to specify the correct specialisation.
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The situationRecord.id attribute
A situationRecord has an identifier (within the context of the situation) that is unique
over time. That means that a situation component is assigned an identifier when it
situation arises that has not previously been given to an active or already completed
component of the situation. The situation component retains that identifier until the end.
The identifier always begins with the ID of the situation, followed by an underscore ‘_’
and an additional identifier that is unique within the context of the situation.
Type
String

Description
An additional identifier
that is unique within the
context of the situation.

Required
Yes

Domain*

See
above

Example
RWS01_NLSIT001264477_0001

The situationRecord.version attribute
Type
String

Description
The version number of the applicable
situationRecord.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
5

7.2.1 The ‘situationRecordCreationTime’ element
Within the chain from a situation arising through to information about that situation
being distributed, a number of actions and systems are often involved. A number of fields
are available in DATEX II for attaching timestamps to the various actions. If information
is available about the various timings, then it is desirable that this should be recorded.
This is not only because it adds value to the information, but also because it improves
traceability.
The various timestamps are:
3. The observation of the situation. (Element situationRecordObservationTime
§7.2.3)
4. Thetime that the situation was first recorded in a system. (Element
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime §7.2.2)
5. The timestamp of the first message recorded in DATEX II (Element described
here)
Type
DateTime

Description
The UTC timestamp when (the
first version of) this component
of the situation became active
according to the provider.

Required
Yes

Domain
Date and
time in
UTC
(Zulu
notation)

Example
2009-10-21T07:11:22Z

7.2.2 The ‘situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime’
element
Type
DateTime

Description
The UTC timestamp when (the
first version of) this component
of the situation became active
according to the provider.

Required
No

Domain
Date and
time in
UTC
(Zulu

Example
2009-10-21T07:11:22Z
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Type

Description

Required

Domain
notation)

Example

7.2.3 The ‘situationRecordObservationTime’ element
Type
DateTime

Description
The UTC timestamp when (the
first version of) this component
of the situation became active
according to the provider.

Required
No

Domain
Date and
time in
UTC
(Zulu
notation)

Example
2009-10-21T07:11:22Z

7.2.4 The ‘situationRecordVersionTime’ element
Type
DateTime

Description
The UTC timestamp when the
version in question became
active according to the data
provider.

Required
Yes

Domain
Date and
time in
UTC
(Zulu
notation)

Example
2009-10-21T07:11:22Z

7.2.5 The ‘situationRecordCreationReference’ element
Type
String

Description
Reference to a corresponding
record in another data stream.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
RWS01_11102_1

7.2.6 The ‘probabilityOfOccurrence’ element
This (required) element is used for indicating how high the road authority estimates the
likelihood to be of this component actually occurring.
The domain of this element is as follows:




certain
For current situations or for expected situations that are definitely going to happen.
Probable
For expected situations that are extremely likely to happen.
riskOf
For situations that are expected to occur.

Refer to §4.3.2.3 for more details of how to use this element.

Type
ProbabilityOfOccurrenceEnum

Description
The likelihood of
this situation
component
actually occurring.

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

Example
probable

7.2.7 The ‘source’ element
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Given that a data provider may be delivering information (on instructions) from more
than one source, the source of a situation component must always be specified in more
detail. The required element source in turn has a single required element, sourceName.

7.2.7.1 The ‘sourceName’ element
Name of the road authority that is the source of this information.
Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that this name is
always determined in consultation with NDW.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Name of the road authority that is
the source of this information.

Required*
Yes

Domain*
See
above

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en”>RWSVCNL</value>
</values>

7.2.8 The ‘validity’ element
Information about the validity is included in the mandatory validity element.
The validity in this sense is defined as “the situation component is active, can be seen on
the road, etc.”. When roadworks have been announced, for instance, this can be used for
working out when the work activities will be taking place. For more information about
applying this element, see §4.3.2.2.1.
The element is made up as follows:
validityStatus
overallStartTime

validity

overrunning

validityTimeSpecification

overallEndTime

(0..∞)
validPeriod

(0..∞)
exceptionPeriod

7.2.8.1 The ‘validityStatus’ element
This element describes how the validity of the situation component should be described.

Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that the validity is
always derived from the content of the validityTimeSpecification.
Type
ValidityStatus
Enum

Description
Indicates how the validity is
being described.

Required
Yes

Domain*
definedByValidity
TimeSpec

Example
definedByValidity
TimeSpec
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7.2.8.2 The ‘overrunning’ element
This element is required to be used if the event has become or will become valid for
longer than was announced before the actual start of the event. In other cases, it must
not be used.
Type
Boolean

Description
States that a component is still valid or
active, whereas a previously announced end
time has already elapsed.

Required
See above

Domain*
true

Example
true

7.2.8.3 The ‘validityTimeSpecification’ element
The validityTimeSpecification element is used for stating the period for which the
situation component in question applies. A description of how the subelements of this
element are used for this is given below.
7.2.8.3.1 The ‘overallStartTime’ element
This element describes the first moment at which the entire situation component is valid
(or became valid).
Type
DateTime

Description
The timestamp in
UTC of the first
moment at which
the situation
component will be
valid (or became
valid).

Required
Yes

Domain
Date and time in UTC
(Zulu notation)

Example
2009-10-21T07:11:22Z

7.2.8.3.2 The ‘overallEndTime’ element
This element describes the last moment at which the situation component will be valid. If
this element is not given, then the end time is unknown.
Type
DateTime

Description
The timestamp in
UTC of the last
moment after which
the situation
component will be
invalid.

Required
No

Domain
Date and time in UTC
(Zulu notation)

Example
2009-10-21T07:11:22Z

7.2.8.3.3 The ‘validPeriod’ and ‘exceptionPeriod’ elements
The situation component does not have to be valid for the entire continuous period
between overallStartTime and overallEndTime.
In repeating activities, for instance, all the periods during which work is actually being
done fall within that period. In cases such as this, one or more validPeriod elements are
used for constraining the validity period.
Example: activities during the nights between 1 and 8 October can be indicated by
setting overallStartTime to 2010-10-01T00:00:00Z and overallEndTime to 201010-08T06:00:00Z. In addition, seven validPeriod elements will be included, each
covering one night between 00:00:00 and 06:00:00.
The exceptionPeriod element makes it possible to exclude one or more periods between
the overallStartTime and overallEndTime.
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Example: activities that are continuous from 1 to 8 October except during the
nights from 3 to 4 October can be indicated by setting overallStartTime to 201010-01T00:00:00Z and overallEndTime to 2010-10-08T06:00:00Z. An
exceptionPeriod is then used to exclude the period between 2010-10-04T00:00:00
and 2010-10-04T06:00:00.
Within validPeriod and exceptionPeriod, it is also possible to define a fixed repeat pattern.
If the validity or exception involves a fixed day, week or month (within the validity period
from overallStartTime to overallEndTime), it is possible to use a
recurringDayWeekMonthPeriod. This means that it is possible for example to indicate that
the record in question is only valid during the overallPeriod on Mondays.
The recurringTimePeriodOfDay can be used for indicating a recurring time interval.
The validPeriod and exceptionPeriod elements must not be used together. The type of
both elements is Period and they have the following structure:
startOfPeriod
exceptionPeriod
validPeriod

endOfPeriod
timePeriodOfDay
xsi:type=”TimePeriodByHour

periodName

(0..7)
recurringTimePeriodOfDay
applicableday
recurringDayWeekMonthPeriod

(0..5)
applicableWeek

(0..12)
applicableMonth

The subelements of exceptionPeriod and validPeriod are sometimes mandatory; it is at
any rate a requirement that at least one of the subelements is included.
7.2.8.3.3.1 The ‘startOfPeriod’ element
This element describes the start of a period for which the situation component is valid or
has become valid (validPeriod) or the start of the period for which the situation
component is excluded (exceptionPeriod). If this element is left out, then the value of
overallStartTime applies as the starting time for the period described with this
validPeriod.
This element is mandatory, except for the validPeriod that describes the initial period or if
the supplying system is not capable of expressing the period in defined moments.
Type
DateTime

Description
The timestamp in UTC of
the start of a period for
which the situation

Required*
See above

Domain
Date and time
in UTC (Zulu
notation)

Example
2009-1021T07:11:22Z
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Type

Description
component will be valid
(or became valid).

Required*

Domain

Example

7.2.8.3.3.2 The ‘endOfPeriod’ element
This element describes the end of a period for which the situation component is valid or
has become valid (validPeriod) or the end of the period for which the situation
component is excluded (exceptionPeriod). If this element is omitted, then this period
ends at the moment specified in overallEndTime. If that moment is also not specified, the
end time is unknown. This is not possible for an exceptionPeriod, for which an end time
must therefore always be given.
This element is mandatory, except for the validPeriod that describes the final period or if
the supplying system is not capable of expressing the period in defined moments.
Type
DateTime

Description
The timestamp in UTC of
the end of a period for
which the situation
component will be valid
(or became valid).

Required*
See above

Domain
Date and
time in UTC
(Zulu
notation)

Example
2009-1021T07:11:22Z

7.2.8.3.3.3 The ‘periodName’ element
If systems are not capable of expressing the period in defined timestamps, then textual
descriptions may be used.
The use of this element is discouraged, as it cannot be processed automatically.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Textual description of
the validPeriod or
exceptionPeriod.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value lang=“en">In the
weekend of 1 to 3
October</value>
</values>

7.2.8.3.3.4 The ‘recurringTimePeriodOfDay’ element
This element contains the optional element timePeriodOfDay, which may occur multiple
times.
7.2.8.3.3.4.1 The ‘timePeriodOfDay’ element
The type of this element is always timePeriodByHour. This specialised case is flagged
using the xsi-type attribute.
The structure is as follows:

startOfPeriod
timePeriodOfDay
xsi:type=”TimePeriodByHour

endOfPeriod

7.2.8.3.3.4.1.1 The ‘startTimeOfPeriod’ element
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Type
Time

Description
The starting time of the
period.

Required
Yes

Domain
00:00 –
23:59

Example
02:30

Domain
00:00 –
23:59

Example
06:30

7.2.8.3.3.4.1.2 The ‘endTimeOfPeriod’ element
Type
Time

Description
The time at which the
period ends.

Required
Yes

7.2.8.3.3.5 The ‘recurringDayWeekMonthPeriod’ element
This element contains at least one of the following elements:






applicableDay
Optional, may occur up to a maximum of 7 times. stating the days of the week
affected.
applicableWeek
Optional, may occur up to a maximum of 5 times. stating the weeks of the month
affected.
applicableMonth
Optional, may occur up to a maximum of 12 times. stating the months of the year
affected.

The above information is only included if it is a significant addition to the meaning within
the overallPeriod. It is therefore not permissible to have overallStartTime and
overallEndTime on the same calendar day and then use applicableDay to state that this is
a Tuesday.
7.2.8.3.3.5.1 Element applicableDay
Type
DayEnum

Description
The day of the week
concerned.

Required
No

Domain
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday

Example
Monday

7.2.8.3.3.5.2 The ‘applicableWeek’ element
Type
WeekOfMonthEnum

Description
The week in
question within the
month.

Required
No

Domain
firstWeekOfMonth,
secondWeekOfMonth,
thirdWeekOfMonth,
fourthWeekOfMonth,
fifthWeekOfMonth

Example
firstWeekOfMonth

7.2.8.3.3.5.3 The ‘applicableMonth’ element
Type
MonthOfYearEnum

Description
The applicable month
within the year.

Required
No

Domain
January,
February,
March,
April,

Example
January
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Type

Description

Required

Domain
May,
June,
July,
August,
September,
October,
November,
December

Example

7.2.9 The ‘impact’ element
The impact element can be used to state what effect the situation component concerned
will have on the road (or how it is used or the road users themselves).
The element is made up as follows:
capacityRemaining

numberOfLanesRestricted

numberOfOperationalLanes
impact
originalNumberOfLanes

residualRoadWidth

trafficConstrictionType

delays

delayBand

delaysType

delayTimeValue

None of the elements is mandatory, although it is required that at least one of the
elements must be included (otherwise the impact element should not be used). There is
a certain cohesion between the elements, but it is not always a one-to-one mapping.
Example: Example: if a single lane of a two-lane carriageway is closed off, the
numberOfLanesRestricted will be given the value 1 (nR); the
numberOfOperationalLanes (nO) will also get the value 1 and
orignalNumberOfLanes (nL) has the value 2. In a case such as this, nL=nO+nR.
However, if it involves a speed restriction on one lane, then nR will still have the
value 1, but nO will have the value 2 – after all, there are still two lanes available
for traffic. In the situation where traffic is being allowed to travel with a speed
restriction on the hard shoulder of a two-lane carriageway, a situation can even
arise in which nR (still) has the value 1, nL still has the value 2, but nO is now set
to 3.
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7.2.9.1 The ‘capacityRemaining’ element
Type
Percentage

Description
Indicates the percentage of the normal
capacity that is still available.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0,
<= 100

Example
66.6

Domain
>= 0

Example
1

Domain
>= 0

Example
1

Domain
>= 0

Example
3

7.2.9.2 The ‘numberOfLanesRestricted’ element
Type
NonNegativeInteger

Description
The number of lanes to which the
restriction applies.

Required
No

7.2.9.3 The ‘numberOfOperationalLanes’ element
Type
NonNegativeInteger

Description
The number of lanes that are
available for traffic to use.

Required
No

7.2.9.4 The ‘orignalNumberOfLanes’ element
Type
NonNegativeInteger

Description
The number of lanes that are
normally available for traffic to
use.

Required
No

7.2.9.5 The ‘residualRoadWidth’ element
Type
MetresAsFloat

Description
The usable total carriageway width (all
available lanes taken together), given in
metres.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
5.0

7.2.9.6 The ‘trafficConstrictionType’ element
Type
TrafficConstriction
TypeEnum

Description
Gives a
classification
of the effect.

Required
No

Domain
carriagewayBlocked,
carriagewayPartiallyObstr
ucted,
lanesBlocked,
lanesPartiallyObstructed,
roadBlocked,
roadPartiallyObstructed

Example
carriagewayBlocked

7.2.9.7 The ‘delays’ element
The delays element is used for describing the expected delay. The element contains the
elements delayBand, delaysType, delayTimeValue.
7.2.9.7.1 The ‘delayBand’ element
Type
DelayBandEnum

Description
Gives the
general scope

Required
No

Domain
Negligible,
upToTenMinutes,

Example
upToTenMinutes
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Type

Description
of the expected
delays.

Required

Domain
betweenTenMinutesAndThir
tyMinutes,
betweenThirtyMinutesAndo
neHour,
betweenOneHourAndThree
Hours,
betweenThreeHoursandSix
Hours,
longerThanSixHours

Example

Domain
delays,
delaysOfUncertainDuration,
longDelays,
veryLongDelays

Example
upToTenMinutes

Domain
>= 0

Example
3600

7.2.9.7.2 The ‘delaysType’ element
Type
DelaysTypeEnum

Description
Gives a
classification of
the delay.

Required
No

7.2.9.7.3 The ‘delayTimeValue’ element
Type
Seconds

Description
The delay to
the travel time
in seconds,
compared to
the normal
conditions.

Required
No

7.2.10 The ‘cause’ element
The ‘cause’ element can be used to indicate the causes of a situation component. The
mandatory attribute xsi:type must be used to state whether a cause refers to another
situationRecord (it is then known as a ManagedCause) or not (a NonManagedCause).
This can only involve the situationRecord elements of the same road authority. If the
cause is a situationRecord from another road authority, then this is a NonManagedCause.

7.2.10.1 Specialised case for ‘cause’: ManagedCause
A ManagedCause only gives a reference to a situationRecord that can be seen as a causal
factor.
The cause element then looks as follows:
cause

xsi:type=”ManagedCause”

managedCause
id
version
targetClass

7.2.10.1.1 The ‘managedCause’ element
The actual reference is encoded in the required element managedCause. This element
does not have any subelements; the relationship is expressed in the form of three
required attributes.
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The managedCause.id attribute
Type
String

Description
ID of the applicable
situationRecord.

Required
Yes

Domain
Valid ID

Example
RWS01_NLSIT001264477

The managedCause.version attribute
The version attribute refers to the version of the situation that is being referenced. This
makes it possible to create direct links between the specific versions of the situation.
If the cross-reference is only used to create the link between the situation, then the
value “last” should be used. This value means that the most recent version of the related
situation should be used.
Type
String

Description
Version of the applicable
situationRecord.

Required
Yes

Domain*
See above

Example
charge (to)

managedCause.targetClass
Type
String

Description
Value used to name the class that is
being referred to.

Required
Yes

Domain*
SituationRecord

Example
SituationRecord

7.2.10.2 Specialised case for ‘cause’: NonManagedCause
In a NonManagedCause, a description is given of the cause of the situation component.
Because of the limited domain for a NonManagedCause, including a ManagedCause is
preferable.
The cause element looks as follows:
causeDescription
cause

xsi:type=”NonManagedCause”

causeType

7.2.10.2.1 The ‘causeType’ element
Type
CauseTypeEnum

Description
Gives a classification
of the cause.

Required
Yes

Domain*
accident,
congestion,
earlierAccident,
earlierEvent,
excessiveHeat,
frost,
holidayTraffic,
infrastructureFailure,
largeNumbersOfVisitors,
obstruction,
pollutionAlert,
poorWeather,
problemsAtBorderPost,

Example
accident
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Type

Description

Required

Domain*
problemsOnLocalRoads,
roadsideEvent,
rubberNecking,
securityIncident,
sheerWeightOfTraffic,
technicalProblems,
terrorism,
other

Example

7.2.10.2.2 The ‘causeDescription’ element
This element can be used for giving a further explanation of the cause. This element is
mandatory if the value “other” is given for the causeType.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Gives a further
explanation of the
cause.

Required
See above

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value lang=“en">An
accident on the
A12</value>
</values>

7.2.11 The ‘generalPublicComment’ element
This element can be used by the road authority to give additional information about the
work.
Using this data element is discouraged, insofar as the information included within it
cannot generally be encoded by the receiving party. The element is optional and may
occur multiple times.
The structure of the element is as follows:

comment

generalPublicComment

commentDateTime

commentType

The element contains two mandatory elements, comment and commentDateTime.

7.2.11.1 The ‘comment’ element
This element contains the actual additional information.
It is not intended that information that could have been included in other elements, such
as a URL (can be placed in a urlLink §7.2.12) or a cause (can be placed in a cause
§7.2.10) is included in the text of a comment.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Textual information about the
situation component that cannot be
encoded elsewhere.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en">Watch
out for wild
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Type

Description

Required

Domain

Example
animals
crossing.</value>
</values>

7.2.11.2 The ‘commentDateTime’ element
Type
DateTime

Description
Timestamp (date and
time) at which this
comment was last
modified.

Required*
Yes

Domain
Date and time in UTC
(Zulu notation)

Example
2007-0628T12:31:16Z

7.2.11.3 The ‘commentType’ element
The commentType element is used to state what sort of remarks are being given in the
comment element.
The domain of this element is as follows:





internalNote
Project name.
warning
The salient fact that the road user needs to be warned about. The use of this
comment type is a journalistic representation of the hindrance that is caused.
(Details about it are usually given later on in situation records that describe the
hindrance exactly in information that can be processed automatically.)
other
Additional information that is not encoded or can be placed in an otherwise
specified free-format text field. Use of this field should be avoided as much as
possible.

Type
CommentTypeEnum

Description
The type of
comment.

Required*
Yes

Domain
See above

Example
warning

7.2.12 The ‘urlLink’ element
The road authority can use this element to refer to one or more URLs with additional
information about the situation.
The structure of this element is as follows:

urlLinkAddress

urlLink

urlLinkDescription

urlLinkType

The element has subelements urlLinkAddress, urlLinkDescription and urlLinkType.
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7.2.12.1 The ‘urlLinkAddress’ element
Type
Url

Description
The URL that can be used
for obtaining additional
information.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
HTTP://www.domain.nl/index.html

7.2.12.2 The ‘urlLinkDescription’ element
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Description of what can be
obtained via urlLinkAddress.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<valuelang=“en">Additional
information about
detours.</value>
</values>

7.2.12.3 The ‘urlLinkType’ element
Type
UrlLinkTypeEnum

Description
Description of the
format of the material
that can be obtained via
urlLinkAddress.

Required*
Yes

Domain
documentPdf,
html,
image,
rss,
voiceStream,
videoStream,
other

Example
html

7.2.13 The ‘groupOfLocations’ element
The location at which the component described in this situationRecord is taking place.
This element is described in detail later in §0.

7.2.14 The ‘management’ element
Over the course of time, it is possible for one, several or all of the situation components
to expire - a lane closure that is then reopened, for example. The non-required
‘management’ element is used for this.
The element must only be used at the moment when a situation component becomes
invalid.
The element has the following structure:

end
management

lifeCycleManagement
cancel

7.2.14.1 The ‘lifeCycleManagement’ element
The lifeCycleManagement element is used to indicate that a situation has ended.. The
element contains two subelements, end and cancel.
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Neither of them is required, but it is mandatory that one of them (and not both) is used if
the management element is included.
7.2.14.1.1 The ‘end’ element
Type
Boolean

Description
Indicates that a component has ended (in the
normal way).

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

7.2.14.1.2 The ‘cancel’ element
Type
Boolean

Description
Indicates that an element has been
withdrawn.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

7.2.15 The ‘SituationRecordExtendedApproved’ element
This extension adds the safetyRelatedMessage element to the situationRecord element.

7.2.15.1 The ‘safetyRelatedMessage’ element
Because of the legal obligation to pass on safety-related messages about the main road
network, the messages must be capable of showing when a message is of that type. This
element makes that possible.
Type
Boolean

Description
States whether this message is flagged
as being safety-related.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

7.3 Specialised cases for situationRecord
For the various types of components that a situationRecord can describe, a variety of
specialisations and subspecialisations are available. Those are described in this section.

7.3.1 Specialised case for situationRecord:
OperatorAction
The OperatorAction type, which cannot be used directly, is included for describing events
that are the result of actions taken by or on behalf of the road authority. This could for
example be opening or closing rush-hour lanes, opening or closing bridges, roadworks,
diversions, etc.
OperatorAction

NetworkManagement

RoadSideAssistance

RoadWorks

The OperatorAction type is derived from SituationRecord and in addition introduces a new
required element called operatorActionStatus. The structure of the types that are derived
from OperatorAction is as follows:
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situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
situationRecord

validity

xsi:type
id
version

impact
cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management

situationRecordExtendedApproved

operatorActionStatus

7.3.1.1 The ‘operatorActionStatus’ element
The operatorActionStatus element is used for indicating the status of a dynamic traffic
situation controlled by the road authority (the ‘operator’).
Type
OperatorActionStatusEnum

Description
Status indication
for information
about objects.

Required*
Yes

Domain*
requested,
approved,
beingImplemented,
implemented,
beingTerminated

Example
implemented

See §4.3.2 for a more detailed description of the use of this element.

7.3.1.2 Specialised case for situationRecord: NetworkManagement
This specialised case is used for categorising all the events that are initiated by an action
by the road authority. The NetworkManagement type itself cannot be used directly. The
following specialised cases are derived from the NetworkManagement type:
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NetworkManagement

SpeedManagement

ReroutingManagement

RoadOrCarriagewayOrLaneManagement

GeneralNetworkManagement

GeneralInstructionOrMessageToRoadUsers

The structure of the specialised case NetworkManagement is derived from the base type
OperatorAction, extending it to include the mandatory element complianceOption and the
optional element forVehiclesWithCharacteristicsOf.
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situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
validity

situationRecord
xsi:type
id
version

impact
cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management

situationRecordExtendedApproved

operatorActionStatus

applicableForTrafficDirection

complianceOption

forVehiclesWithCharacteristicsOf

7.3.1.2.1 The ‘applicableForTrafficDirection’ element
The applicableForTrafficDirection element is used for indicating the direction of the traffic
that the road authority’s actions relate to.
Use of this element is only permitted in records where the location reference is defined
using RoadsideReferencePoints or openLR.
Type
DirectionEnum

Description
The traffic direction that the
road authority’s actions
relate to.

Required
No

Domain*
bothWays

Example
bothWays
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7.3.1.2.2 The ‘complianceOption’ element
Type
ComplianceOptionEnum

Description
Indicates whether the
situation described is a
recommendation or a
requirement.

Required
Yes

Domain
advisory,
mandatory

Example
advisory

7.3.1.2.3 The ‘forVehiclesWithCharacteristicsOf’ element
The optional element forVehiclesWithCharacteristicsOf, which may appear multiple times,
is used for indicating which specific vehicles the traffic measure in question applies for.
The structure of forVehiclesWithCharacteristicsOf is as follows:
fuelType

forVerhiclesWithCharacteristicsOf

loadType

vehicleType

vehicleUsage

(0..∞)

comparisonOperator

heightCharacteristic
verhicleHeight

(0..∞)

comparisonOperator

grossWeightCharacteristic
grossVehicleWeight

(0..∞)

comparisonOperator

widthCharacteristic
vehicleWidth

7.3.1.2.3.1 The ‘fuelType’ element
Type

fuelTypeEnum

Description
The type of fuel that the
vehicle uses.

Required
No

Domain
battery,
biodiesel,
diesel,
dieselBatteryHybrid,
ethanol,
hydrogen,
liquidGas,
lpg,
methane,
petrol,
petrolBatteryHybrid

Example
diesel
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7.3.1.2.3.2 The ‘loadType’ element
Type
loadTypeEnum

Description
The type of load being
carried by a vehicle.

Required
No

Domain*
abnormalLoad,
chemicals,
combustibleMaterials,
corrosiveMaterials,
empty,
explosiveMaterials,
fuel,
hazardousMaterials,
liquid,
livestock,
oil,
petrol,
radioactiveMaterials,
toxicMaterials,
other

Example
chemicals

7.3.1.2.3.3 The ‘vehicleType’ element
This element is used for describing the vehicle type.
Type

VehicleTypeEnum

Description
The type of
vehicle.

Required
No

Domain*
agriculturalVehicle,
bicycle,
bus,
carWithTrailer,
constructionOrMaintenanceVehicle,
lorry,
moped,
motorcycle,
motorscooter,
from

Example
motorcycle

7.3.1.2.3.4 The ‘vehicleUsage’ element
Type

VehicleUsageEnum

Description
Enumerator
defining how the
vehicle is used.

Required
No

Domain*
emergencyServices,
military,
patrol,
recoveryServices,
roadMaintenanceOrConstruction

Example
patrol

7.3.1.2.3.5 The ‘HeightCharacteristic’ element
This element itself consists of two mandatory subelements, comparisonOperator and
vehicleHeight.
7.3.1.2.3.5.1 The ‘comparisonOperator’ element
Type

ComparisonOperatorEnum

Description
The operator that
will be used for
comparing the
vehicle’s height
against the limit.

Required
Yes

Domain
equalTo,
greaterThan,
greaterThanOrEqualTo,
lessThan,
lessThanOrEqualTo

Example
greaterThan
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7.3.1.2.3.5.2 The ‘vehicleHeight’ element
Type

MetresAsFloat

Description
The height of the vehicle in
metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example

2.10

7.3.1.2.3.6 The ‘GrossWeightCharacteristic’ element
This element itself consists of two mandatory subelements, comparisonOperator and
grossVehicleWeight.
7.3.1.2.3.6.1 The ‘comparisonOperator’ element
Type

ComparisonOperatorEnum

Description
The operator that
will be used for
comparing the
vehicle’s weight
against the limit.

Required
Yes

Domain
equalTo,
greaterThan,
greaterThanOrEqualTo,
lessThan,
lessThanOrEqualTo

Example
greaterThan

7.3.1.2.3.6.2 The ‘grossVehicleWeight’ element
Type

Tonnes

Description
The weight of the vehicle in
tons.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example

3.3

7.3.1.2.3.7 The ‘WidthCharacteristic’ element
This element itself consists of two mandatory subelements, comparisonOperator and
vehicleWidth.
7.3.1.2.3.7.1 The ‘comparisonOperator’ element
Type

ComparisonOperatorEnum

Description
The operator that
will be used for
comparing the
vehicle’s width
against the limit.

Required
Yes

Domain
equalTo,
greaterThan,
greaterThanOrEqualTo,
lessThan,
lessThanOrEqualTo

Example
greaterThan

7.3.1.2.3.7.2 The ‘vehicleWidth’ element
Type

MetresAsFloat

Description
The width of the vehicle in
metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example

2.15

7.3.1.2.4 Specialised case for situationRecord: GeneralNetworkManagement
The GeneralNetworkManagement type is derived from NetworkManagement and is used
for describing dynamic traffic situations that are controlled by the operator (road
authority). This could for instance be a bridge being opened or a local detour. The
structure is as follows (elements taken across from NetworkManagement are shown in
short):
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...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”GeneralNetworkManagement”
id
version

generalNetworkManagementType

The mandatory element generalNetworkManagementType gives a further specification of
the situation concerned.
7.3.1.2.4.1 The ‘generalNetworkManagementType’ element
Type
GeneralNetwo
rkManagemen
tTypeEnum

Description
Description of the
situation and/or
action.

Required
Yes

Domain*
bridgeSwingInOperation,
rampMeteringInOperation,

Example
bridgeSwingInO
peration

temporaryTrafficLights,
tollGatesOpen
trafficBeingManuallyDirected

7.3.1.2.5 Specialised case for situationRecord:
GeneralInstructionOrMessageToRoadUsers
The GeneralInstructionOrMessageToRoadUsers type is derived from NetworkManagement
and is used when an effort is being made to affect the behaviour of road users. This
could for instance be instructions to keep to the right or not to overtake. The structure is
as follows (elements taken across from NetworkManagement are shown in short):
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”GeneralInstructionOrMessageToRoadUsers”
id
version

generalInstructionToRoadUsersType

generalMessageToRoadUsers

7.3.1.2.5.1 The ‘generalInstructionToRoadUsersType’ element
The mandatory element generalInstructionToRoadUsersType gives further details of the
instruction in question.
Type
GeneralInstructio
nToRoadUsersTy
peEnum

Description
Description of the
instruction for
road users.

Required*
Yes

Domain*
allowEmergencyVehicl
esToPass,
approachWithCare,
avoidTheArea,
closeAllWindowsTurnO
ffHeaterAndVents,
crossJunctionWithCare
,
doNotLeaveYourVehicl
e,
doNotThrowOutAnyBur
ningObjects,
doNotUseNavigationSy
stems,

Example
avoidTheArea
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Type

Description

Required*

Domain*
driveCarefully,
driveWithExtremeCaut
ion,
flashYourLights,
increaseNormalFollowi
ngDistance,
keepYourDistance,
leaveYourVehicleProce
edToNextSafePlace,
noNakedFlames,
noOvertaking,
noSmoking,
noStopping,
noUturns,
observeAmberAlert,
observeSignals,
observeSigns,
onlyTravelIfAbsolutely
Necessary,
overtakeWithCare,
pullOverToTheEdgeOfT
heRoadway,
stopAtNextSafePlace,
switchOffEngine,
switchOffMobilePhones
AndTwoWayRadios,
useFogLights,
useHazardWarningLigh
ts,
useHeadlights

Example

7.3.1.2.5.2 The ‘generalMessageToRoadUsers’ element
This non-required element can be used for providing further information.
Using this element is discouraged; generalInstructionToRoadUsersType should be used
where possible.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Message to the road users.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en">Watch
out for slow
traffic.</value>
</values>

7.3.1.2.6 Specialised case for situationRecord: ReroutingManagement
The ReroutingManagement type is derived from NetworkManagement and is used for
describing detours. In addition to the elements of NetworkManagement, further
information about the detour is included in the extra data elements. The structure is as
follows (elements taken across from NetworkManagement are shown in short):
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...
(1 .. ∞)
reroutingManagementType
situationRecord
xsi:type=”ReroutingManagement”
id
version

reroutingItineraryDescription

signedRerouting

(0 .. ∞)
alternativeRoute

At least one reroutingManagementType element must be included. In addition, the extra
information that is included can be placed in reroutingItineraryDescription and
alternativeRoute elements (the latter can appear multiple times).
7.3.1.2.6.1 The ‘reroutingManagementType’ element
Type
ReroutingManagementT
ypeEnum

Description
Instruction
about the
diversion route
to be taken.

Required
Yes

Domain*
followDiversionSigns,
followLocalDiversion,
followSpecialMarkers,
useEntry,
useExit,
useIntersectionOrJunction

Example
useExit

7.3.1.2.6.2 The ‘reroutingItineraryDescription’ element
This element is used for a further textual description of the diversion.
Using this element is discouraged, the information in it is not encoded. If used
nevertheless, the content of the reroutingItineraryDescription must contain a textual
representation of the diversion that can be presented by the system subscribers to their
end-users as-is, i.e. as text without further processing. This can comprise a summary of
route instructions on non-urban roads (“follow Apendorp at the junction with the Nxx,
then take the A2 towards Amsterdam at interchange BBB”), or on urban roads a list of
street names comprising the diversion, preceded by a destination if necessary (“diversion
via Kerkstraat, Dorpsstraat and Lindelaan”)
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Additional description of
the diversion.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value lang=“en">The
diversion is for local
traffic.</value>
</values>

7.3.1.2.6.3 The ‘signedRerouting’ element
If a diversion has been set up using road signs, reroutingManagementType must contain
the value ‘followDiversionSigns’. In this case, signedRerouting is included, containing the
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value “true”. The identification of the route to be followed is added to the
reroutingItineraryDescription.
Type
Boolean

Description
Indicates whether there
is signposting for the
diversion.

Required
No

Domain
true

Example
true

7.3.1.2.6.4 The ‘alternativeRoute’ element
The alternativeRoute element is used for describing the route of the detour.
The way this element is filled in is the same as a groupOfLocations of the
ItineraryByIndexedLocations type. For details of how this element is filled in, see §0.
7.3.1.2.7 Specialised case for situationRecord:
RoadOrCarriagewayOrLaneManagement
The RoadOrCarriagewayOrLaneManagement type is derived from NetworkManagement
and is used for describing lanes or carriageways being opened or closed. In addition to
the elements of NetworkManagement, further information about the detour is included in
the extra data elements. The structure is as follows (elements taken across from
NetworkManagement are shown in short):
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”RoadOrCarriagewayOrLaneManagement”
id
version

roadOrCarriagewayOrLaneManagementType

The roadOrCarriagewayOrLaneManagementType element is required.
7.3.1.2.7.1 The ‘roadOrCarriagewayOrLaneManagementType’ element
Type

Description

RoadOrCar
riagewayO
rLaneMana
gementTyp
eEnum

Description of the
type of restriction
being added or
removed.

Required
Yes

Domain*

Example

carriagewayClosures
contraflow,
hardShoulderRunningInOperation,
keepToTheLeft,
keepToTheRight,
laneClosures,
lanesDeviated,
narrowLanes,
newRoadworksLayout,
overnightClosures,
roadCleared,
roadClosed,
useOfSpecifiedLanesOrCarriageway
sAllowed,
tidalFlowLaneInOperation,
useSpecifiedLanesOrCarriageways,
other

carriagewayC
losures

7.3.1.2.8 Specialised case for situationRecord: SpeedManagement
The SpeedManagement type is derived from NetworkManagement and is used for
describing speed restrictions. In addition to the elements of NetworkManagement, further
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information is included in the extra data elements. The structure is as follows (elements
taken across from NetworkManagement are shown in short):

...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”SpeedManagement”
id
version

speedManagementType

temporarySpeedLimit

This specialised case contains the mandatory element speedManagementType and the
optional element temporarySpeedLimit.
7.3.1.2.8.1 The ‘speedManagementType’ element
The speedManagementType describes the instruction being given to the road user
because of the speed restriction.

Type
SpeedMan
agementTy
peEnum

Description
Instruction for the
road user because of
the speed restriction.

Required*
Yes

Domain*
activeSpeedControlInOperation,
doNotSlowdownUnnecessarily,
observeSpeedLimit,
policeSpeedChecksInOperation,
reduceYourSpeed,
speedRestrictionInOperation

Example
reduceYourS
peed

7.3.1.2.8.2 The ‘temporarySpeedLimit’ element
In the case of a temporary speed restriction, the information about the applicable speed
limit is included in the temporarySpeedLimit element. The speedManagementType
element must then contain the value “speedRestrictionInOperation”.
Type*
Integer

Description
The maximum speed allowed in kilometres per
hour.

Required
No

Domain*
>= 0

Example
70

7.3.1.3 Specialised case for situationRecord: RoadsideAssistance
The RoadsideAssitance type is derived from OperatorAction. This type is used for
describing the help that is required or being given at the roadside.. This type has a single
mandatory element, roadsideAssistanceType.
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”RoadsideAssistance”
id
version

roadsideAssistanceType

7.3.1.3.1 The ‘roadsideAssistanceType’ element
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Type
RoadsideAssistanceType
Enum

Description
States the
nature of the
assistance
being given at
the roadside.

Required
Yes

Domain
airAmbulance,
busPassengerAssistance,
emergencyServices,
firstAid,
foodDelivery,
helicopterRescue,
vehicleRepair,
vehicleRecovery,
other

Example
airAmbulance

7.3.1.4 Specialised case for situationRecord: RoadWorks
This specialised case is used for categorising all the events that involve roadworks, such
as laying roads or maintenance work on the road network. The RoadWorks type itself
cannot be used directly. The following specialised cases are derived from the RoadWorks
type:
RoadWorks

ConstructionWorks

MaintenanceWorks

The RoadWorks type is derived from OperatorAction, introducing a number of additional
elements. The structure is as follows:
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situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
validity

situationRecord

impact

xsi:type
id
version

cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management

situationRecordExtendedApproved
operatorActionStatus

roadworksDuration

roadworksScale

urgenRoadworks

mobility

mobilityType

subjectTypeOfWorks
subjects
subjectsExtension

subjectTypeOfWorksExtension

subjectTypeOfWorksExtension

roadworksExtension

7.3.1.4.1 The ‘roadworksDuration’ element
Type
RoadworksDurationEnum

Description
Indication of the
duration of the
roadworks.

Required
No

Domain
longTerm,
mediumTerm,
shortTerm

Example
longTerm

7.3.1.4.2 The ‘roadworksScale’ element
Type
RoadworksScaleEnum

Description
Indication of the scale of the
roadworks.

Required
No

Domain
major,
medium,
minor

Example
major
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7.3.1.4.3 The ‘urgentRoadWorks’ element
Type
Boolean

Description
Indication of whether it involves urgent
repairs.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false,

Example
true

7.3.1.4.4 The ‘mobility’ element
The mandatory mobility element has a single required element, mobilityType
7.3.1.4.4.1 The ‘mobilityType’ element
Type
MobilityEnum

Description
Indication of the extent to which it
may be expected that the event will
shift or relocate.

Required
Yes

Domain
mobile,
stationary,
unknown

Example
mobile

7.3.1.4.5 The ‘subjects’ element
The subjects element itself consists of one mandatory element, subjectTypeOfWorks, and
the non-required subjectTypeOfWorksExtension element.
7.3.1.4.5.1 The ‘subjectTypeOfWorks’ element
Type
SubjectTypeOfWorksEnum

Description
Description of
the subject of
the construction
or repair work.

Required
Yes

Domain
bridge,
buriedCables,
buriedServices,
crashBarrier,
gantry,
gasMainWork,
interchange,
junction,
levelCrossing,
lightingSystem,
measurementEquip
ment,
noiseProtection,
road,
roadsideDrains,
roadsideEmbankme
nt,
roadsideEquipment,
roadSigns,
roundabout,
tollGate,
tunnel,
waterMain,
other

Example
bridge

7.3.1.4.5.2 The ‘subjectsExtension’ element
This non-required extension handles an expansion to the domain of the
subjectTypeOfWorks element. This element contains a single mandatory element,
subjectTypeOfWorksExtended.
7.3.1.4.5.2.1 The ‘subjectTypeOfWorksExtension’ element
The subjectTypeOfWorksExtension in turn contains a single element,
subjectTypeOfWorksExtension.
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7.3.1.4.5.2.1.1 The ‘subjectTypeOfWorksExtension’ element
This element describes the subject of the construction or repair work. This element can
be used when the subjectTypeOfWorks element contains the value “other”.
Type
SubjectTypeOf
WorksExtension
Enum

Description
Description of the
subject of the
construction or
repair work.

Required
Yes

Domain*
sewer,
trafficLights,
publicTransportInfrastructure,
publicTransportStop,
publicTransportInformationSy
stem,
metro,
streetparkingPlaces,
parking,
districtHeatingPipe,
heatTransportPipe,
lock,
adjacentWaterbank,
footpath,
cyclePath

Example
bridge

7.3.1.4.6 The ‘roadworksExtension’ element
The roadworksExtension element is intended for an extension giving further information
about roadworks. The contains details about the class of hindrance, the planning and
public transport alternatives.
The structure is as follows:
roadworkHindranceCategory

roadworksExtension

roadworkHindrance

roadworkHindranceClass

roadworkPlanningStatus

roadworkStatus

publicTransportAlternative

publicTransportAlternative

(0..∞)
publicTransportAlternativeDescription

7.3.1.4.6.1 The ‘roadworkHindrance’ element
The roadworkHindrance element can be used for giving a further specification of the class
of hindrance. The element contains two elements, roadworkHindranceCategory and
roadworkHindranceClass. Including at least one of these two elements is mandatory.
7.3.1.4.6.2 The ‘roadworkHindranceCategory’ element
Type
roadworkHin
dranceCateg
oryEnum

Description
The hindrance
classification of the
roadworks.

Required
See above.

Domain
hindranceCategoryA,
hindranceCategoryB,
hindranceCategoryC,
hindranceCategoryD,
hindranceCategoryE

Example
hindranceCategoryB
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7.3.1.4.6.3 The ‘roadworkHindranceClass’ element
Type
roadworkHindran
ceClassEnum

Description
The hindrance
classification of the
roadworks.

Required
See above.

Domain
hindranceClass0,
hindranceClass1,
hindranceClass2,
hindranceClass3,
hindranceClass4,
hindranceClass5,

Example
hindranceClass3

7.3.1.4.7 The ‘roadworkPlanningStatus’ element
The roadworkPlanningStatus element can be used for giving a further specification of the
planning status of the roadworks. The element contains a single element,
roadworkStatus.
7.3.1.4.7.1 The ‘roadworkStatus’ element
Type
RoadworkPlanni
ngStatusEnum

Description
The planning status of the
roadworks.

Required
Yes

Domain
initial,
readyForAlignment,
alignmentStarted,
alignmentFinished,
final,
readyForPublication,
published,
running,
closed

Example
final

7.3.1.4.8 The ‘publicTransportAlternative’ element
The publicTransportAlternative element can be used for indicating whether there is an
alternative by public transport. The element contains two elements, the required
publicTransportAlternative element and the optional
publicTransportAlternativeDescription element (which may occur several times).
7.3.1.4.8.1 The ‘publicTransportAlternative’ element
Type
Boolean

Description
States whether a public transport
alternative is available.

Required
Yes

Domain
true,
false

Example
True

7.3.1.4.8.2 The ‘publicTransportAlternativeDescription’ element
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Textual description of the public
transport alternative.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en">Bus
route
5</value>
</values>

7.3.1.4.9 Specialised case for situationRecord: ConstructionWorks
The ConstructionWorks type is derived from RoadWorks and is used for describing
activities for laying new roads or expanding the road network. In addition to the
elements of RoadWorks. additional information about the type of work is included in an
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extra required element, constructionWorkType. The structure is as follows (elements
taken across from RoadWorks are shown in short):
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”ConstructionWorks”
id
version

constructionWorkType

7.3.1.4.9.1 The ‘constructionWorkType’ element
Type
ConstructionWor
kTypeEnum

Description
Description of the
type of work being
done.

Required*
Yes

Domain*
constructionWork,
demolitionWork,
roadWideningWork

Example
constructionWork

7.3.1.4.10 Specialised case for situationRecord: MaintenanceWorks
The MaintenanceWorks type is derived from RoadWorks and is used for describing
activities for maintenance work on the road network. In addition to the elements of
RoadWorks. additional information about the kind of work is included in an extra required
element, roadMaintenanceType . The structure is as follows (elements taken across from
RoadWorks are shown in short):
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”MaintenanceWorks”
id
version

(1 .. ∞)
roadMaintenanceType

7.3.1.4.10.1 The ‘roadMaintenanceType’ element
Type
RoadMaintenanc
eTypeEnum

Description
Description of the
type of work being
done.

Required
Yes

Domain*
clearanceWork,
controlledAvalanche,
installationWork,
grassCuttingWork,
maintenanceWork,
overheadWorks,
repairWork,
resurfacingWork,
roadMarkingWork,
roadsideWork,
roadworksClearance,
roadworks,
saltingInProgress,
snowploughsInUse,
treeAndVegetationCutti
ngWork,
other

Example
maintenanceWork

7.3.2 Specialised case for situationRecord:
TrafficElement
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This specialised case is used for categorising all the events that are not started by an
action by or on behalf of the road authority. The TrafficElement type itself cannot be used
directly. The following specialised cases are derived from the TrafficElement type:
TrafficElement

AbnormalTraffic

EquipmentOrSystemFault

Accident

Conditions

Activity

Obstruction

The structure of the TrafficElement specialised case is identical to that of the base type
SituationRecord:
situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
situationRecord
xsi:type
id
version

validity
impact
cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management
situationRecordExtendedApproved

The figure above will be shown in abbreviated form in the explanations of the
specialisations derived from TrafficElement.

7.3.2.1 Specialised case for situationRecord: AbnormalTraffic
The AbnormalTraffic type is derived fromTrafficElement and is used for describing a
traffic picture that is busier than normal, such as a traffic jam. In addition to the
elements of SituationRecord, further information about the non-standard traffic situation
is included in the extra data elements. The structure is as follows (elements taken across
from TrafficElement are shown in short):
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...

abnormalTrafficType

situationRecord

queueLength

xsi:type=”AbnormalTraffic”
id
version
relativeTrafficFlow

trafficFlowCharacteristics

trafficTrendType

None of the extra elements are mandatory, although it is required that one (and only
one) of the abnormalTrafficType, relativeTrafficFlow or trafficFlowCharacteristics
elements must be included.
7.3.2.1.1 The ‘abnormalTrafficType’ element
This element describes how sever the congestion is and it is included when a further
description of a traffic jam is being given.

Type
AbnormalTraffic
TypeEnum

Description
Describes how heavy the
congestion is.

Required
See
Introducti
on.

Domain*
stationaryTraffic,
queuingTraffic,
slowTraffic,
unspecifiedAbnormalTraffic

Example
slowTraffic

7.3.2.1.2 The ‘queueLength’ element
This element describes the length of the queue and its inclusion is mandatory if a traffic
jam is being described and the abnormalTrafficType element has therefore been included.
Type
MetresAsNonNegativeInteger

Description
The length of the
traffic jam (or
other nonstandard traffic
picture) in metres.

Required
See above

Domain
>= 0

Example
2000

7.3.2.1.3 The ‘relativeTrafficFlow’ element
This element describes a non-standard traffic picture that has not yet become congested.
This element is included if the situation it is designed for occurs.
Type
RelativeT
rafficFlow
Enum

Description
Describes the
non-standard
traffic picture.

Required
See
Introductio
n

Domain
trafficVeryMuchHeavierThanNormal,
trafficHeavierThanNormal,
trafficFlowNormal,
trafficLighterThanNormal,
trafficVeryMuchLighterThanNormal

Example
trafficVeryMuch
HeavierThanNo
rmal
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7.3.2.1.4 The ‘trafficFlowCharacteristics’ element
This element described the flow of the traffic and is only included when traffic has been
blocked.
Type
TrafficFlowCharact
eristicsEnum

Description
Describes whether the traffic
can flow through.

Required
See
introductio
n.

Domain*
trafficBlocked

Example
trafficBlocked

7.3.2.1.5 The ‘trafficTrendType’ element
Type
TrafficTrendTypeEnum

Description
Description of a trend
in how the picture of
the traffic is changing.

Required
No

Domain*
trafficBuildingUp,
trafficEasing,
trafficStable

Example
trafficEasing

7.3.2.2 Specialised case for situationRecord: Accident
The Accident type is used for describing situations involving accidents. In addition to the
elements from TrafficElement, this specialisation also contains the required element
accidentType:
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=Accident
id
version

(1..∞)
accidentType

(0..∞)
vehicleInvolved

hazardousGoodsAssociatedWithVehicle

7.3.2.2.1 The ‘accidentType’ element
This element describes the type of accident. The element must occur at least once, but
may be included more often in order to give the best possible description of the accident.

Type
AccidentTypeEnum

Description
Description of the
type of accident.

Required
Yes

Domain*
accident,
accidentInvolvingBicycles,
accidentInvolvingBuses,
accidentInvolvingHazardou
sMaterials,
accidentInvolvingHeavyLorr
ies,
accidentInvolvingMassTran
sitVehicle,
accidentInvolvingMopeds,
accidentInvolvingMotorcycl
es,
accidentInvolvingRadioactiv
eMaterial,
accidentInvolvingTrain,
chemicalSpillageAccident,
collision,
collisionWithAnimal,

Example
accident
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Type

Description

Required

Domain*
collisionWithObstruction,
collisionWithPerson,
earlierAccident,
fuelSpillageAccident,
jackknifedArticulatedLorry,
jackknifedCaravan,
jackknifedTrailer,
multipleVehicleCollision,
multivehicleAccident,
oilSpillageAccident,
overturnedHeavyLorry,
overturnedTrailer,
overturnedVehicle,
seriousAccident,
vehicleOffRoad,
vehicleSpunAround,
other

Example

7.3.2.2.2 The ‘vehicleInvolved’ element
This optional element, which may appear multiple times, indicates the type of vehicle
involved in the accident. The element contains a single element,
hazardousGoodsAssociatedWithVehicle.
7.3.2.2.2.1 The ‘hazardousGoodsAssociatedWithVehicle’ element
This element is only used if there has been an accident involving (hazardous) chemicals.
A description of the type of chemicals is included in the chemicalName subelement.
7.3.2.2.2.1.1 The ‘chemicalName’ element
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Additional description
of the kind of
chemicals.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en">Paint</value>
</values>

7.3.2.3 Specialised case for situationRecord: Activity
This specialisation is used for categorising all activities and events that affect the way the
traffic can flow through. The Activity type itself cannot be used directly. The following
specialised cases are derived from the Activity type:
Activity

AuthorityOperation

PublicEvent

DisturbanceActivity

In addition to the elements of SituationRecord, this gives further details about how the
event can be expected to shift or move, included in the mobilityOfActivity element. The
structure is as follows:
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situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
situationRecord
xsi:type
id
version

validity
impact
cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management

situationRecordExtendedApproved

mobilityOfActivity

mobilityType

7.3.2.3.1 The ‘mobilityOfActivity’ element
This element uses the mobilityType subelement to give further details about how the
event can be expected to shift or move.
7.3.2.3.1.1 The ‘mobilityType’ element
Type
MobilityEnum

Description
Indication of the extent to which it may
be expected that the event will shift or
relocate.

Required
Yes

Domain
mobile,
stationary,
unknown

Example
mobile

7.3.2.3.2 Specialised case for situationRecord: AuthorityOperation
The AuthorityOperation type is used for activities being performed by the police (which
could possibly affect the traffic flow): accident being investigated or police checks. The
structure of this specialised case is as follows:

...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”AuthorityOperation”
id
version

authorityOperationType

The required element authorityOperationType gives further details of the kind of activity
involved.
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7.3.2.3.2.1 The ‘authorityOperationType’ element
Type
AuthorityOp
erationType
Enum

Description
Description of the
kind of disruption
and the body
involved.

Required
Yes

Domain*
accidentInvestigationWork,
civilEmergency,
policeCheckPoint

Example
accidentInvestiga
tionWork

7.3.2.3.3 Specialised case for situationRecord: DisturbanceActivity
The DisturbanceActivity type is used for (generally unplanned) events that could cause
disruption; these are often negative in nature. The structure of this specialised case is as
follows:

...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”DisturbanceActivity”
id
version

disturbanceActivityType

The required element disturbanceActivityType gives further details of the kind of activity
involved.
7.3.2.3.3.1 The ‘disturbanceActivityType’ element
Type
Disturbance
ActivityType
Enum

Description
Description of the
type of activity.

Required
Yes

Domain
airRaid,
altercationOfVehicleOccupants,
assault,
assetDestruction,
attack,
attackOnVehicle,
blockadeOrBarrier,
bombAlert,
crowd,
demonstration,
evacuation,
filterBlockade,
goSlowOperation,
gunfireOnRoadway,
illVehicleOccupants,
march,
publicDisturbance,
radioactiveLeakAlert,
riot,
sabotage,
securityAlert,
securityIncident,
sightseersObstructingAccess,
strike,
terroristIncident,
theft,
toxicCloudAlert,
unspecifiedAlert,
other

Example
demonstration
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7.3.2.3.4 Specialised case for situationRecord: PublicEvent
The PublicEvent type is used for (generally planned) events at which large numbers of
visitors are expected and which (may) therefore have an effect on traffic. These could
include concerts, football matches, and so forth.
The structure of this specialised case is as follows:

...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”PublicEvent”
id
version

publicEventType

The required element publicEventType gives further details of the kind of disruption
involved.
7.3.2.3.4.1 The ‘publicEventType’ element
Type
PublicEventT
ypeEnum

Description
Description of
the type of
event.

Required
Yes

Domain
agriculturalShow,
airShow,
athleticsMeeting,
commercialEvent,
culturalEvent,
ballGame,
baseballGame,
basketballGame,
bicycleRace,
boatRace,
boatShow,
boxingTournament,
bullFight,
ceremonialEvent,
concert,
cricketMatch,
exhibition,
fair,
festival,
filmTVMaking,
footballMatch,
funfair,
gardeningOrFlowerShow,
golfTournament,
hockeyGame,
horseRaceMeeting,
internationalSportsMeeting,
majorEvent,
marathon,
market,
match,
motorShow,
motorSportRaceMeeting,
parade,
procession,
raceMeeting,

Example
athleticsMeeting
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Type

Description

Required

Domain
rugbyMatch,
severalMajorEvents,
show,
showJumping,
sportsMeeting,
stateOccasion,
tennisTournament,
tournament,
tradeFair,
waterSportsMeeting,
winterSportsMeeting,
other

Example

7.3.2.4 Specialised case for situationRecord: Conditions
The Conditions type is used for categorising all events where external factors can affect
the traffic conditions. This type is not used directly. The following specialised cases are
derived from the Conditions type:

Conditions

RoadConditions

PoorEnvironmentConditions

WeatherRelatedRoadConditions
NonWeatherRelatedRoadConditions
The RoadConditions specialisation can also not be used directly. Given that the structure
of this type is identical to the structure of Conditions, it will not be described separately.
The structure of the Conditions specialisation, and therefore also of RoadConditions, is as
follows:
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situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
situationRecord
xsi:type
id
version

validity
impact
cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management
situationRecordExtendedApproved

drivingConditionsType

7.3.2.4.1 The ‘drivingConditionsType’ element
Type
DrivingConditionsTypeEnum

Description
General
description of the
driving
conditions.

Required
No

Domain*
impossible,
hazardous,
normal,
passableWithCare,
veryHazardous,
winterConditions,
other

Example
hazardous

7.3.2.4.2 Specialised case for situationRecord: PoorEnvironmentConditions
The PoorEnvironmentConditions type is used for events in which the driving conditions
are made more difficult by the weather conditions. The road surface itself has in this case
not (yet) been affected or damaged. This refers to heavy rain, strong gusts of wind, and
so forth.
In addition to the elements from Conditions, it contains the mandatory element
poorEnvironmentType (which can occur more than once) and the visibility element, which
is mandatory in some cases:
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...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”PoorEnvironmentConditions”
id
version

(1 .. ∞)
poorEnvironmentType

visibility

minimumVisibilityDistance

7.3.2.4.2.1 The ‘poorEnvironmentType’ element
This element describes the type of weather conditions. The element occurs at least once,
but may be included more often in order to give the best possible description of the
weather conditions.
Type
PoorEnvironment
TypeEnum

Description
Description of the
type of weather
conditions.

Required
Yes

Domain*
blizzard,
blowingDust,
blowingSnow,
crosswinds,
damagingHail,
denseFog,
extremeHeat,
fog,
freezingFog,
frost,
gales,
gustyWinds,
hail,
heavyFrost,
heavyRain,
heavySnowfall,
hurricaneForceWinds,
lowSunGlare,
patchyFog,
rain,
sandstorms,
severeExhaustPollution,
severeSmog,
showers,
sleet,
smogAlert,
smokeHazard,
snowfall,
sprayHazard,
strongGustsOfWind,
strongWinds,
swarmsOfInsects,
temperatureFalling,
thunderstorms,
tornadoes,
veryStrongGustsOfWind,
visibilityReduced,
whiteout,
winterStorm

Example
denseFog
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7.3.2.4.2.2 The ‘visibility’ element
This element is not mandatory unless the poorEnvironmentType element contains the
value “fog” and misty conditions are therefore being described. This element contains a
subelement called minimumVisibilityDistance in which the visibility is given (in metres).
7.3.2.4.2.2.1 The ‘visibility.minimumVisibilityDistance’ element
Type
MetresAsNonNegativeInteger

Description
The visibility for road users in
metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
100

7.3.2.4.3 Specialised case for situationRecord:
NonWeatherRelatedRoadConditions
The NonWeatherRelatedRoadConditions specialised case is used for events in which the
driving conditions are affected by the condition of the road surface. This could for
instance be oil or leaves on the road.
In addition to the elements from Conditions, it contains the mandatory element
nonWeatherRelatedRoadConditionType (which can occur more than once):
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”NonWeatherRelatedRoadCondition”
id
version

(1 .. ∞)
nonWeatherRelatedRoadConditionType

7.3.2.4.3.1 The ‘nonWeatherRelatedRoadConditionType’ element
This element describes the condition of the road surface. The element must occur at least
once, but may be included more often in order to give the best possible description of the
state of the road surface.
Type
NonWeatherRelatedR
oadConditionTypeEn
um

Description
Description of the
condition that the
road surface is in.

Required
Yes

Domain
dieselOnRoad,
leavesOnRoad,
looseChippings,
looseSandOnRoad,
mudOnRoad,
oilOnRoad,
petrolOnRoad,
roadSurfaceInPoorCo
ndition,
slipperyRoad,
other

Example
oilOnRoad

7.3.2.4.4 Specialised case for situationRecord: WeatherRelatedRoadConditions
The WeatherRelatedRoadConditions element is used for events in which the driving
conditions involve the road surface being affected by the weather conditions. This could
be hail, ice, etc.
In addition to the elements from Conditions, it contains the mandatory element
weatherRelatedRoadConditionType (which can occur more than once):
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...
situationRecord

(1 .. ∞)

xsi:type=”WeatherRelatedRoadCondition”
id
version

weatherRelatedRoadConditionType

7.3.2.4.4.1 The ‘weatherRelatedRoadConditionType’ element
This element describes the state of the road surface. The element must occur at least
once, but may be included more often in order to give the best possible description of the
state of the road surface.
Type
WeatherRelatedR
oadConditionTyp
eEnum

Description
Description of the
condition that the road
surface is in. To come
later.

Required
Yes

Domain*
blackIce,
deepSnow,
dry,
freezingOfWetRoads,
freezingRain,
freshSnow,
ice,
iceBuildUp,
icyPatches,
looseSnow,
packedSnow,
roadSurfaceMelting,
slipperyRoad,
slushOnRoad,
slushStrings,
snowDrifts,
snowOnTheRoad,
surfaceWater,
wet,
wetAndIcyRoad,
other

Example
blackIce

7.3.2.5 Specialised case for situationRecord:
EquipmentOrSystemFault
The EquipmentOrSystemFault specialised case can be used directly. This specialisation is
used for events in which a fault in a traffic-related system (such as traffic lights) mean
that it is not working correctly.
In addition to the elements from SituationRecord, it contains the mandatory elements in
which the fault is described, equipmentOrSystemFaultType and
faultyEquipmentOrSystemType:
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”EquipmentOrSystemFault”
id
version

equipmentOrSystemFaultType

faultyEquipmentOrSystemType
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7.3.2.5.1 The ‘equipmentOrSystemFaultType’ element
Type
EquipmentOrSystemFa
ultTypeEnum

Description
Description of the system
status.

Required
Yes

Domain*
notWorking,
outOfService,
workingIncorre
ctly

Example
notWorking

7.3.2.5.2 The ‘faultyEquipmentOrSystemType’ element
Type
EquipmentOrS
ystemTypeEn
um

Description
Description of the
system that is
not working
correctly.

Required
Yes

Domain*
automatedTollSystem,
emergencyRoadsideTele
phones,
laneControlSigns,
levelCrossing,
matrixSigns,
rampControls,
streetLighting,
tollGates,
trafficLightSets,
trafficSignals,
tunnelLights,
tunnelVentilation,
variableMessageSigns,
other

Example
emergencyRoadsideT
elephones

NOTE: The term ‘matrixSigns’ refers to road signs and boards with fixed content,
whereas ‘variableMessageSigns’ refers to DRIPs.

7.3.2.6 Specialised case for situationRecord: Obstruction
This specialised case is used for categorising events in which the traffic is being hindered
by some kind of blockage. The Obstruction type itself cannot be used directly. The
following specialised cases are derived from the Obstruction type:

Obstruction

AnimalPresenceObstruction

EnvironmentalObstruction

GeneralObstruction

VehicleObstruction

InfrastructureDamageObstruction

In addition to the elements of SituationRecord, this gives further details about how the
obstruction can be expected to shift or move, included in the mobilityOfObstruction
element. The structure is as follows:
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situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
situationRecord
xsi:type
id
version

validity
impact
cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management

situationRecordExtendedApproved

mobilityOfObstruction

mobilityType

7.3.2.6.1 The ‘mobilityOfObstruction’ element
This mandatory element describes the extent to which the blockage is expected to shift
or move. The element contains a single subelement, mobilityType
7.3.2.6.1.1 The ‘mobilityType’ element
Type
MobilityEnum

Description
Indication of the extent to which it may
be expected that the event will shift or
relocate.

Required
Yes

Domain
mobile,
stationary,
unknown

Example
mobile

7.3.2.6.2 Specialised case for situationRecord: AnimalPresenceObstruction
The AnimalPresenceObstruction type is used for events in which the blockage involves
one or more animals obstructing the traffic. In addition to the elements from Obstruction,
it contains the mandatory element animalPresenceType and the optional element alive:

...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”AnimalPresenceObstruction”
id
version

alive

animalPresenceType
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7.3.2.6.2.1 The ‘alive’ element
Type

Description

Boolean

Indicates whether the animals are
alive.

Required
No

Domain

Example

true,
false

true

7.3.2.6.2.2 The ‘animalPresenceType’ element
Type
AnimalPresence
TypeEnum

Description
Description of
the type of
blockage.

Required
Yes

Domain
animalsOnTheRoad,
herdOfAnimalsOnTheRoad,
largeAnimalsOnTheRoad

Example
animalsOnTheRoad

7.3.2.6.3 Specialised case for situationRecord: EnvironmentalObstruction
The EnvironmentalObstruction type is used when the obstruction that is hindering the
traffic has been caused by natural phenomena. In addition to the elements from
Obstruction, it contains the mandatory element environmentalObstructionType:

situationRecord

...

xsi:type=”EnvironmentalObstruction”
id
version

environmentalObstructionType

7.3.2.6.3.1 The ‘environmentalObstructionType’ element
Type
EnvironmentalObstruction
TypeEnum

Description
Description of the
type of blockage
that a natural
phenomenon has
caused.

Required
Yes

Domain*
earthquakeDamage,
fallenTrees,
fallingIce,
flashFloods,
flooding,
forestFire,
grassFire,
landslips,
mudSlide,
seriousFire,
sewerOverflow,
smokeOrFumes,
stormDamage,
other

Example
fallenTrees

7.3.2.6.4 Specialised case for situationRecord: GeneralObstruction
The GeneralObstruction type is used for events in which some kind of blockage is
hindering the traffic. In addition to the elements from Obstruction, it contains one or
more instances of the mandatory element obstructionType:
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...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”GeneralObstruction”
id
version

(1..∞)
obstructionType

7.3.2.6.4.1 The ‘obstructionType’ element
Type
ObstructionT
ypeEnum

Description
Description of
the type of
obstruction.

Required
Yes

Domain*
airCrash,
clearanceWork,
cyclistsOnRoadway,
debris,
explosion,
explosionHazard,
highSpeedChase,
houseFire,
industrialAccident,
objectOnTheRoad,
objectsFallingFromMovingVehicle,
peopleOnRoadway,
railCrash,
recklessDriver,
rescueAndRecoveryWork,
severeFrostDamagedRoadway,
shedLoad,
spillageOccurringFromMovingVehicle,
spillageOnTheRoad,
unprotectedAccidentArea,
other

Example
debris

7.3.2.6.5 Specialised case for situationRecord:
InfrastructureDamageObstruction
The InfrastructureDamageObstruction type is used for events in which some kind of
damage to the infrastructure in, on or above the road surface is hindering the traffic. In
addition to the elements from Obstruction, it contains the mandatory element
infrastructureDamageType:
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”InfrastructureDamageObstruction”
id
version

infrastructureDamageType

7.3.2.6.5.1 The ‘infrastructureDamageType’ element
Type
InfrastructureD
amageTypeEnu
m

Description
Description of the type of
blockage due to
infrastructural damage.

Required
Yes

Domain*
burstPipe,
burstWaterMain,
collapsedSewer,
damagedBridge,
damagedCrashBarrier,
damagedGantry,

Example
burstPipe
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Type

Description

Required

Domain*
damagedRoadSurface,
damagedTunnel,
damagedViaduct,
fallenPowerCables,
gasLeak,
weakBridge,
other

Example

7.3.2.6.6 Specialised case for situationRecord: VehicleObstruction
The VehicleObstruction type is used for events in which some kind of vehicle or damage
to a vehicle is hindering the traffic. In addition to the elements from Obstruction, it
contains the mandatory element vehicleObstructionType:

...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”VehicleObstruction”
id
version

vehicleObstructionType

7.3.2.6.6.1 The ‘vehicleObstructionType’ element
Type
VehicleObstruction
TypeEnum

Description
Description of
the blockage:
nature and/or
status and/or
type and/or
scale.

Required
Yes

Domain*
abandonedVehicle,
brokenDownBus,
brokenDownHeavyLorry,
brokenDownVehicle,
convoy,
damagedVehicle,
emergencyVehicle,
overheightVehicle,
prohibitedVehicleOnTheRo
adway,
slowVehicle,
snowplough,
unlitVehicleOnTheRoad,
vehicleOnFire,
vehicleCarryingHazardous
Materials,
vehicleOnWrongCarriagew
ay,
vehicleStuckUnderBridge,
vehicleWithOverwideLoad,
other

Example
brokenDownBus

7.3.3 Specialised case for situationRecord:
NonRoadEventInformation
This specialised case is used for categorising all information that is not related to the
actual road. The NonRoadEventInformation type itself cannot be used directly. The
following specialised cases are derived from the NonRoadEventInformation type:
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NonRoadEventInformation

TransitInformation

CarParks
RoadSideServiceDisruption

The structure of the NonRoadEventInformation specialised case is identical to that of the
base type SituationRecord:

situationRecordCreationTime
situationRecordFirstSupplierVersionTime
situationRecordObservationTime
situationRecordVersionTime
situationRecordCreationReference
probabilityOfOccurence
source
situationRecord

validity

xsi:type
id
version

impact
cause

(0..∞)
generalPublicComment

(0..∞)
urlLink

groupOfLocations

management
situationRecordExtendedApproved

The figure above will be shown in abbreviated form in the explanations of the
specialisations derived from NonRoadEventInformation.

7.3.3.1 Specialised case for situationRecord: TransitInformation
The TransitInformation specialisation describes the availability of public and other
transport services (insofar as these are relevant for road users) and information about
departure times..
In addition to the elements from NonRoadEventInformation, the specialisation contains
the required elements transitServiceInformation and transitServiceType:
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=”TransitInformation”
id
version

transitServiceInformation

transitServiceType
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7.3.3.1.1 The ‘transitServiceInformation’ element
Type
TransitService
InformationEn
um

Description
Information
about (public
and other)
transport
services

Required
Yes

Domain
cancellations,
delayDueToBadWeather,
delayDueToRepairs,
delayedUntilFurtherNotice,
delaysDueToFlotsam,
departureOnSchedule,
ferryReplacedByIceRoad,
freeShuttleServiceOperating,
informationServiceNotAvailable,
irregularServiceDelays,
loadCapacityChanged,
restrictionsForLongerVehicles,
serviceDelays,
serviceDelaysOfUncertainDuration,
serviceFullyBooked,
serviceNotOperating,
serviceNotOperatingSubstituteServ
iceAvailable,
serviceSuspended,
serviceWithdrawn,
shuttleServiceOperating,
temporaryChangesToTimetables,
other

Example
cancellations

7.3.3.1.2 The ‘transitServiceType’ element
Type
TransitService
TypeEnum

Description
Information about the (public
and other) transport services
available.

Required
Yes

Domain
air,
bus,
ferry,
hydrofoil,
rail,
tram,
undergroundMetro

Example
bus

7.3.3.2 Specialised case for situationRecord:
RoadsideServiceDisruption
The RoadsideServiceDisruption specialisation describes a disruption to a service at the
roadside, such as a petrol station that is closed.
In addition to the elements from NonRoadEventInformation, the specialisation contains
the required element roadsideServiceDisruptionType:

situationRecord

...

xsi:type=RoadsideServiceDisruption
id
version
roadsideServiceDisruptionType

7.3.3.2.1 The ‘roadsideServiceDisruptionType’ element
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Type
RoadsideService
DisruptionTypeEn
um

Description
The type of
roadside
service that is
disrupted.

Required
Yes

Domain
barClosed,
dieselShortage,
fuelShortage,
lpgShortage,
methaneShortage,
noDieselForHeavyVehicles,
noDieselForLightVehicles,
noPublicTelephones,
noToiletFacilities,
noVehicleRepairFacilities,
petrolShortage,
restAreaBusy,
restAreaClosed,
restAreaOvercrowdedDriveToAno
therRestArea,
serviceAreaBusy,
serviceAreaClosed,
serviceAreaFuelStationClosed,
serviceAreaOvercrowdedDriveTo
AnotherServiceArea,
serviceAreaRestaurantClosed,
someCommercialServicesClosed,
waterShortage

Example
fuelShortage

7.3.3.3 Specialised case for situationRecord: CarParks
The CarParks specialisation describes the status of one or more parking facilities.
In addition to the elements from NonRoadEventInformation, the specialisation contains
the required elements carParkIdentity and carParkStatus for describing the parking
facility and its status:
...
situationRecord
xsi:type=TransitInformation
id
version

carParkIdentity

carParkStatus

7.3.3.3.1 The ‘carParkIdentity’ element
Type
String

Description
Identifier for one or more parking facilities.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
Parking_Facility_X

7.3.3.3.2 The ‘carParkStatus’ element
This element gives the status of the parking facility that is described in the
carParkIdentity element.
Type
CarParkStatus
Enum

Description
Gives the status of
one or more
parking facilities.

Required
Yes

Domain
carParkClosed,
allCarParksFull,
carParkFacilityFaulty,
carParkFull,
carParkStatusUnknown,

Example
allCarParksFull
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Type

Description

Required

Domain
enoughSpacesAvailable,
multiStoryCarParksFull,
noMoreParkingSpacesAvaila
ble,
noParkAndRideInformation,
noParkingAllowed,
noParkingInformationAvaila
ble,
normalParkingRestrictionsLif
ted,
onlyAFewSpacesAvailable,
parkAndRideServiceNotOper
ating,
parkAndRideServiceOperati
ng,
specialParkingRestrictionsIn
Force

Example
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7.4 The ‘groupOfLocations’ and ‘alternativeRoute’
elements
The groupOfLocations and alternativeRoute elements are used for describing the
locations in a situation component and a diversion respectively. For an explanation of the
use of location references for status information, refer to §4.3.1.
The specialisation for a groupOfLocations is flagged using the attribute xsi:type. The
following are possible:








Point
In the case where a point location is being described.
Linear
When a route segment is being described that has the starting and end locations
on the same road.
Area
When an area is being described.
NonOrderedLocationGroupByList
When describing multiple locations that are not sequentially associated with one
another (for example more than one area or province in a fog warning).
ItineraryByIndexedLocations
In cases where a route is being described that consists of a succession of route
segments on different roads.

The specialisation for an ItineraryByIndexedLocations is flagged using the attribute
xsi:type.


ItineraryByIndexedLocations
In cases where a route is being described that consists of a succession of route
segments on different roads.

The specialised cases are explained in the following sections, giving further details of
when each of these specialisations is used and how the element is then put together.

7.4.1.1 Specialised cases for Point
This specialisation is used if the location description consists of a single point. The
structure of the specialised case is as follows:
locationForDisplay

supplementaryPositionalDescription

alertCpoint
...

xsi:type=”AlertCMethod4Point”

xsi:type=”Point”
pointExtension

roadsideReferencePointIdentifier

openlrExtendedPoint

openlrPointLocationReference

pointExtension

latitude
pointByCoordinates

pointCoordinates
longitude
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None of the data elements are mandatory, but at least one of the elements
pointByCoordinates or alertCPoint must be included. Refer also to §4.3.1.1.
7.4.1.1.1 The ‘locationForDisplay’ element
This element represents the point using coordinates based on the WGS84 system. It has
two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude. Refer also to §4.3.1.1.2 for details of
the use of this element and when it is required.
7.4.1.1.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

7.4.1.1.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.1.2 The ‘supplementaryPositionalDescription’ element
This element can be used for including additional location information. The structure of
supplementaryPositionalDescription consists of one or more mandatory
affectedCarriagewayAndLanes elements:

(1..∞)
supplementaryPositionalDescription

affectedCarriagewayAndLanes

carriageway

(0..∞)
lane

7.4.1.1.2.1 The ‘affectedCarriagewayAndLanes’ element
This element exists for point locations defined using two subelements, carriageway and
lane.
7.4.1.1.2.1.1 The ‘carriageway’ element
This element makes it possible to include additional information about the specific
carriageway on which an event occurs.
Type
CarriagewayEnum

Description
The carriageway
that the event
affects.

Required
Yes

Domain*
connectingCarriageway,
entrySlipRoad,
exitSlipRoad,
flyover,
mainCarriageway,
parallelCarriageway,
underpass

Example
mainCarriageway

Note: The value “slipRoads” may only be used for messages such as “It is slippery on
the entry and exit sliproads".
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7.4.1.1.2.1.2 The ‘lane’ element
This optional element describes the lane that is affected by the event. This element may
appear several times.
Type
LaneEnum

Description
The lane that the data
is about.

Required
No

Domain*
allLanesCompleteCarriageway,
busLane,
centralReservation,
emergencyLane,
hardShoulder,
lane1,
lane2,
lane3,
lane4,
lane5,
lane6,
lane7,
lane8,
lane9,
rushHourLane,
tidalFlowLane

Example
lane1

7.4.1.1.3 The ‘alertCPoint’ element
The alertCPoint element is used for describing the location using the VILD. The element
type can be AlertCMethod2Point or AlertCMethod4Point. This specialised case is flagged
using the xsi-type attribute.
See §4.3.1.1.1 for a further explanation of how to use these two specialisations.
7.4.1.1.3.1 Specialised case for AlertCMethod4Point
The AlertCMethod4Point specialised case has the following structure:
alertCLocationCountryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCPoint
xsi:type=”AlertCMethod4Point”

alertCLocationTableVersion
alertCDirectionCoded

alertCDirection

alertCDirectionSense
specificLocation
alertCLocation
alertCLocationName

alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation

offsetDistance

offsetDistance

All subelements of alertCPoint except alertCDirectionSense and alertCLocationName are
mandatory and are explained below.
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7.4.1.1.3.1.1 The ‘alertCLocationCountryCode’ element
Type
String

Description
EBU country code

Required
Yes

Domain*
8 (code for the
Netherlands),
D (code for NDW-VILD)

Example
8

7.4.1.1.3.1.2 The ‘alertCLocationTableNumber’ element
Type
String

Description
The release and version numbers of VILD as
used, separated by a dot.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
5.8

Domain
n/a

Example
A

7.4.1.1.3.1.3 The ‘alertCLocationTableVersion’ element
Type
String

Description
The sub-version of VILD as used.

Required
Yes

7.4.1.1.3.1.4 The ‘alertCDirection’ element
This element indicates the direction of the traffic. This element consists of two required
elements, alertCDirectionCoded and alertCDirectionSense.
7.4.1.1.3.1.4.1 The ‘alertCDirectionCoded’ element
This element describes the direction of the traffic as shown in the VILD (using POS_OFF
or NEG_OFF).
Type
AlertCDirectionEnum

Description
The chain that describes the
traffic direction.

Required
Yes

Domain*
negative,
positive,
both

Example
positive

7.4.1.1.3.1.4.2 The ‘alertCDirectionSense’ element
This element gives additional information for navigation purposes. It is for giving the
direction in the case of a ring road. The value ‘true’ is the positive RDS direction.
Type
Boolean

Description
The RDS direction in the case of a ring road.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

7.4.1.1.3.1.5 The ‘alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation’ element
The reference to a location (number) from the VILD is done using the
alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation element. This consists of two mandatory elements,
alertCLocation and offsetDistance.
7.4.1.1.3.1.5.1 The ‘alertCLocation’ element
The alertCLocation element consists of one mandatory element, specificLocation, and one
optional element, alertCLocationName.
7.4.1.1.3.1.5.1.1 The ‘specificLocation’ element
The specificLocation element refers to the VILD code used for describing the location.
Type*
Alertclocatio
nCode

Description
The unique code from the VILD used to
describe the location.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
9479
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7.4.1.1.3.1.5.1.2 The ‘alertCLocationName’ element
For locations on unnumbered roads (VILD location code > 25,000), alertCLocationName
should be supplied and the location name must consist of the street name of the location
in question and of the road crossing it at the site.
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Location name consisting of
the street name of the location
in question and of the road
crossing it at the site.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value lang=“en”>
junction of A Street
and B Road
</value>
</values>

7.4.1.1.3.1.5.2 The ‘offsetDistance’ element
The offsetDistance element consists of one mandatory element, offsetDistance.
7.4.1.1.3.1.5.2.1 The ‘offsetDistance’ element
The offsetDistance element consists in turn of one required element, offsetDistance. For
the sake of legibility in this document, the final element will be described straight away:
Type
MetresAsNonNegat
iveInteger

Description
The distance (in the flow direction)
between the
alertCLocation.specificLocation and
the location in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

7.4.1.1.3.2 Specialised case for AlertCMethod2Point
The specialised case AlertCMethod2Point is comparable to AlertCMethod4Point. The type
of the alertCLocation element is however in this case
AlertCMethod2PrimaryPointLocation, meaning that no offsetDistance element is available.
The structure is therefore as follows:

alertCLocationCoutryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCPoint
xsi:type=”AlertCMethod2Point”

alertCLocationTableVersion
alertCDirectionCoded

alertCDirection

alertCDirectionSense
specificLocation
alertCMethod2PrimaryPointLocation

alertCLocation
alertCLocationName

The other elements are identical to what was described in §7.4.1.1.3.1.
7.4.1.1.4 The ‘pointExtension’ element
The pointExtension element is an extension to allow more information to be included
about diversions. This element consists of two subelements, pointExtension and
openlrExtendedPoint.
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7.4.1.1.4.1 The ‘pointExtension’ element
The pointExtension element consists of a single subelement, RoadsideReferencePoint.
7.4.1.1.4.1.1 The ‘roadsideReferencePoint’ element
This element is intended for taking additional information across about a point that
defines the route in a diversion. Refer also to §4.3.1.1.2 for details of the use of this
element.
The element consists of the required element roadsideReferencePointIdentifier and the
optional elements administrativeArea, roadName, roadNumber, elevatedRoadSection and
roadsideReferencePointDescription:
roadsideReferencePointIdentifier

administrativeArea

roadName
pointExtension

pointExtension

roadsideReferencePoint
roadNumber

elevatedRoadSection

roadsideReferencePointDescription

7.4.1.1.4.1.1.1 The ‘roadsideReferencePointIdentifier’ element
Type
String

Description
Unique identifier for a point within a (diversion)
route.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
VIA01_001

7.4.1.1.4.1.1.2 The ‘administrativeArea’ element
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Identification of the
administrative area
that the location
described is part of.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en">Helmond</value>
</values>

7.4.1.1.4.1.1.3 The ‘roadName’ element
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Description of
the road that
the point is
on.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value lang=“en">Kanaaldijk,
northwest</value>
</values>

7.4.1.1.4.1.1.4 The ‘roadNumber’ element
Type
String

Description
Number of the road that the point is on.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
N270
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7.4.1.1.4.1.1.5 The ‘elevatedRoadSection’ element
Type
Boolean

Description
Flag saying whether the point is on an elevated
section of the carriageway. This is to make
distinctions possible when there are multiple points
that have the same coordinates.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

7.4.1.1.4.1.1.6 The ‘roadsideReferencePointDescription’ element
Type
MultilingualString

Description
Additional description of the
point itself or with respect to
the whole chain of points.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en">Exit</value>
</values>

7.4.1.1.4.2 The ‘openlrExtendedPoint’ element
The openlrExtendedPoint element consists of a single mandatory element,
openlrPointLocationReference.
7.4.1.1.4.2.1 The ‘openlrPointLocationReference’ element
The mandatory openlrPointLocationReference element is used to code the point location
in OpenLR.
The element has the following structure:
latitude

openlrPointLocationReference

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrPointAlongLine

openlrSideOfRoad

longitude

openlrOrientation

openlrPositiveOffset

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.1 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The mandatory openlrGeoCoordinate element consists of a single mandatory element,
openlrCoordinate.
7.4.1.1.4.2.1.1.1 The ‘openlrCoordinate’ element
The openlrCoordinate element is used to describe the coordinates of the point location.
The element consists of two elements, latitude and longitude.
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7.4.1.1.4.2.1.1.2 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.1.3 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2 The ‘openlrPointAlongLine’ element
The mandatory openlrPointAlongLine element consists of multiple elements that are used
for coding the additional properties of OpenLR.
7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.1 The ‘openlrSideOfRoad’ element
Type
OpenlrSideOf
RoadEnum

Description
Indication of the position
of the point with respect to
the road.

Required
Yes

Domain
onRoadOrUnknown,
right,
left,
both

Example
right

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.2 The ‘openlrOrientation’ element
Type
OpenlrOrient
ationEnum

Description
Indication of the
orientation of the
point with respect to
the traffic direction on
the road.

Required
Yes

Domain
noOrientationOrUnknown,
withLineDirection,
againstLineDirection

Example
withLineDirection

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.3 The ‘openlrPositiveOffset’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance from the reference point defined in
openlrLocationReferencePoint in metres.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.4 The ‘openlrLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the starting point
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction before the exact location of the point. The
element is made up as follows:
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latitude

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrLineAttributes

openlrFunctionalRoadClass

longitude

openlrFormOfWay

openlrBearing

openlrPathAttributes

openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint

openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.5 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The openlrGeoCoordinate element describes the coordinates of the starting point of the
reference line. The definition of this element and its subelements is the same as the
openlrGeoCoordinate element (§7.4.1.1.4.2.1.1).
7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.6 The ‘openlrLineAttributes’ element
The openlrLineAttributes element describes the properties of reference line. The element
has three mandatory elements, openlrFunctionalRoadClass, openlrFormOfWay and
openlrBearing.
7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.7 The ‘openlrFunctionalRoadClass’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
Functional road classification as an indication of
the importance of the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.8 The ‘openlrFormOfWay’ element
Type
OpenlrF
ormOfW
ayEnum

Description
Functional road classification as
an indication of the importance of
the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
motorway,
multipleCarriageway,
singleCarriageway,
roundabout,
slipRoad,
trafficSquare,
other

Example
motorway
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7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.9 The ‘openlrBearing’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The angle calculated from the reference point to
the exact location. The angle should be
calculated in whole degrees clockwise relative to
North.

Required
Yes

Domain
>=0, <=
359

Example
150

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.10 The ‘openlrPathAttributes’ element
The openlrPathAttributes element contains two mandatory elements,
openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint and openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint.
7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.11 The ‘openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
The indication of the lowest functional road
classification that should be used for decoding.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.12 The ‘openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance in metres between the point
described in openlrLocationReferencePoint
and the point described in

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
200

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint

7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.13 The ‘openlrLastLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLastLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the endpoint
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction after the exact location of the point. The
element is structured almost identically to openlrLocationReferencePoint
(§7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.4); however, the openlrPathAttributes element is not used here.
7.4.1.1.5 The ‘pointByCoordinates’ element
The pointByCoordinates element is used for describing the point in a coordinate system.
The element consists of one mandatory element, pointCoordinates.
7.4.1.1.5.1 The ‘pointCoordinates’ element
The pointCoordinates element consists of two elements that describe the point using the
WGS84 system, the latitude and longitude.
7.4.1.1.5.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587
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7.4.1.1.5.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.2 Specialised case for Linear
This specialisation is used if the location description consists of a route segment with a
start and end locations on the same road. The structure of the specialised case is as
follows:
latitude

locationForDisplay

longitude

openlrExtendedLinear
location

firstDirection

linearExtension
linearCoordinatesStartPoint
linearByCoordinatesExtension

linearCoordinatesEndPoint

supplementaryPositionalDescription

alertCLinear
xsi:type=“AlertCMethod4Linear”

This specialisation consists of the elements locationForDisplay, linearExtension,
supplementaryPositionalDescription and alertCLinear. The first two of these are required.
7.4.1.2.1 The ‘locationForDisplay’ element
This element describes the coordinates that can best be used to represent this route
segment on a map. It has two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
7.4.1.2.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the WSG84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587
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7.4.1.2.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the WSG84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.2.2 The ‘linearExtension’ element
The linearExtension element contains the openlrExtendedLinear and
linearByCoordinatesExtension elements.
7.4.1.2.2.1 The ‘openlrExtendedLinear’ element
The openlrExtendedLinear element is used to encode the measurement site according
to the OpenLR standard. The element contains the mandatory firstDirection element.
7.4.1.2.2.1.1 The ‘firstDirection’ element
The firstDirection element contains the location reference for a route segment. The
location reference is composed of route nodes in a network of lines, which includes at
least the starting point and end point. The structure of this element is as follows:
(1 .. ∞ )
openlrLocationReferencePoint

firstDirection

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint

openlrNegativeOffset

openlrOffsets
openlrPositiveOffset

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1 The ‘openlrLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the starting point
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction before the exact location of the point. The
element is made up as follows:
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latitude

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrLineAttributes

openlrFunctionalRoadClass

longitude

openlrFormOfWay

openlrBearing

openlrPathAttributes

openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint

openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.1 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The openlrGeoCoordinate element describes the coordinates of the starting point of the
reference line. The definition of this element and its subelements is the same as the
openlrGeoCoordinate element (§7.4.1.1.4.2.1.1.1).

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.2 The ‘openlrLineAttributes’ element
The openlrLineAttributes element describes the properties of reference line. The element
has three mandatory elements, openlrFunctionalRoadClass, openlrFormOfWay and
openlrBearing.
7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.3 The ‘openlrFunctionalRoadClass’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
Functional road classification as an indication of
the importance of the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.4 The ‘openlrFormOfWay’ element
Type
OpenlrF
ormOfW
ayEnum

Description
Functional road classification as
an indication of the importance of
the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
motorway,
multipleCarriageway,
singleCarriageway,

Example
motorway
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Type

Description

Required

Domain
roundabout,
slipRoad,
trafficSquare,
other

Example

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.5 The ‘openlrBearing’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The angle calculated from the reference point to
the exact location. The angle should be
calculated in whole degrees clockwise relative to
North.

Required
Yes

Domain
>=0, <=
359

Example
150

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.6 The ‘openlrPathAttributes’ element
The openlrPathAttributes element contains two mandatory elements,
openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint and openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint.
7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.7 The ‘openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
The indication of the lowest functional road
classification that should be used for decoding.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1.8 The ‘openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance in metres between the point
described in openlrLocationReferencePoint
and the point described in

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
200

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint
7.4.1.2.2.1.1.2 The ‘openlrLastLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLastLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the endpoint
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction after the exact location of the point. The
element is structured almost identically to openlrLocationReferencePoint
(§7.4.1.2.2.1.1.1); however, the openlrPathAttributes element is not used here.
7.4.1.2.2.1.1.3 The ‘openlrOffsets’ element
This optional element contains two elements that describe the offsets from the starting
point (openlrPositiveOffset) and the end point (openlrNegativeOffset).
7.4.1.2.2.1.1.3.1 The ‘openlrNegativeOffset’ element
Type

Description

Required

Domain

Example
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Type
Integer

Description
The distance from the reference point defined in
openlrLastLocationReferencePoint in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

Domain
>= 0

Example
300

7.4.1.2.2.1.1.3.2 The ‘openlrPositiveOffset’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance from the reference point defined in
openlrLocationReferencePoint in metres.

Required
Yes

7.4.1.2.2.2 The ‘linearByCoordinatesExtension’ element
This mandatory element describes the start and end coordinates of the location. The
element consists of two mandatory elements, linearCoordinatesStartPoint and
linearCoordinatesEndPoint.
Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that the
coordinates stated in the underlying elements must match the actual start and end
coordinates of the part of the location.
7.4.1.2.2.2.1 The ‘linearCoordinatesStartPoint’ element
The element describes the start coordinates of the location and consists of two
mandatory elements.
7.4.1.2.2.2.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.2.2.2.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

7.4.1.2.2.2.2 The ‘linearCoordinatesEndPoint’ element
The element describes the end coordinates of the location and consists of two mandatory
elements.
7.4.1.2.2.2.2.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.2.2.2.2.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

7.4.1.2.3 The ‘supplementaryPositionalDescription’ element
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This element can be used for including additional location information. The structure of
supplementaryPositionalDescription consists of one or more mandatory
affectedCarriagewayAndLanes elements:
carriageway

(1..∞)
(0..∞)
supplementaryPositionalDescription

affectedCarriagewayAndLanes
lane

lengthAffected

7.4.1.2.3.1 The ‘affectedCarriagewayAndLanes’ element
For point locations, this element consists of 3 subelements, carriageway, lane and
lengthAffected.
7.4.1.2.3.1.1 The ‘carriageway’ element
Type
CarriagewayEnum

Description
The carriageway the
data is about.

Required
Yes

Domain*
connectingCarriageway,
entrySlipRoad,
exitSlipRoad,
mainCarriageway,
parallelCarriageway

Example
entrySlipRoad

7.4.1.2.3.1.2 The ‘lane’ element
This optional element describes the lane that is affected by the event. This element may
appear several times.
Type
LaneEnum

Description
The lane that the data
is about.

Required
No

Domain*
allLanesCompleteCarriageway,
busLane,
centralReservation,
emergencyLane,
hardShoulder,
lane1,
lane2,
lane3,
lane4,
lane5,
lane6,
lane7,
lane8,
lane9,
rushHourLane,
tidalFlowLane

Example
lane1

7.4.1.2.3.1.3 The ‘lengthAffected’ element
This element records information about the length of the location in question.
Type
NonNegativeInteger

Description
The length of the route segment in
metres.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
600
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7.4.1.2.4 The ‘alertCLinear’ element
The alertCLinear element is used for describing the location using the VILD. The element
type can be AlertCMethod2Linear or AlertCMethod4Linear. This specialised case is flagged
using the xsi-type attribute.
7.4.1.2.4.1 Specialised case for AlertCMethod4Linear
The AlertCMethod4Linear specialised case has the following structure:
alertCLocationCountryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCLinear
xsi:type=”AlertCMethod4Linear”

alertCLocationTableVersion
alertCDirectionCoded

alertCDirection

alertCDirectionSense

alertCLocation

specificLocation

offsetDistance

offsetDistance

alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation

alertCLocation

specificLocation

offsetDistance

offsetDistance

alertCMethod4SecondaryPointLocation

All subelements of alertCLinear except alertCDirectionSense are mandatory.
The description of the subelements of alertCMethod4Point (§7.4.1.1.3.1) also applies to
the similarly named subelements of alertCMethod4Linear; these are not described again
here.
Furthermore, the structure of alertCMethod4SecondaryPointLocation is identical to that of
alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation.
7.4.1.2.4.2 Specialised case for AlertCMethod2Linear
The specialised case AlertCMethod2Point is comparable to AlertCMethod4Linear. The
types of the alertCLocation subelements are however in this case
AlertCMethod2PrimaryPointLocation and AlertCMethod2SecondaryPointLocation, meaning
that no offsetDistance element is available.
The structure is therefore as follows:
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alertCLocationCountryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCLinear
xsi:type=”AlertCMethod2Linear”

alertCLocationTableVersion
alertCDirectionCoded

alertCDirection

alertCDirectionSense

alertCMethod2PrimaryPointLocation

alertCLocation

alertCMethod2SecondaryPointLocation

specificLocation

alertCLocation

specificLocation

All subelements of alertCLinear except alertCDirectionSense are mandatory.
The description of the subelements of alertCMethod2Point (§7.4.1.1.3.2) also applies to
the similarly named subelements of alertCMethod2Linear; these are not described again
here.
Further than that, the structure of alertCMethod2SecondaryPointLocation is identical to
that of alertCMethod2PrimaryPointLocation.

7.4.1.3 Specialised case for Area
This specialisation is used if the location description consists of an area. The structure of
the specialised case is as follows:
locationForDisplay
location
xsi:type=”Area”
alertCLocationCountryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCArea
alertCLocationTableVersion

areaLocation

specificLocation

areaExtension

polygonAread

areaExtension
openlrExtendedArea

openlrAreaLocationnnnnfeence
xsi:type

When this specialisation is used, the element alertCArea is added. This element should be
used when the location of the event is an area for which no VILD location is available.
The locationForDisplay element is required. In addition, there is a requirement to include
at least one of the elements alertCArea and areaExtension.
7.4.1.3.1 The ‘locationForDisplay’ element
This element describes the coordinates that can best be used to represent this location as
a point on a map. It has two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
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7.4.1.3.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.3.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

7.4.1.3.2 The ‘alertCArea’ element
The alertCArea element is used for describing the location using the VILD.
7.4.1.3.2.1 The ‘alertCLocationCountryCode’ element
Type
String

Description
EBU country code

Required
Yes

Domain*
8 (code for the
Netherlands),
D (code for NDW-VILD)

Example
8

7.4.1.3.2.2 The ‘alertCLocationTableNumber’ element
Type
String

Description
The release and version numbers of VILD as used,
separated by a dot.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
5.8

Domain
n/a

Example
A

7.4.1.3.2.3 The ‘alertCLocationTableVersion’ element
Type
String

Description
The sub-version of VILD as used.

Required
Yes

7.4.1.3.2.4 The ‘areaLocation’ element
The areaLocation element consists of one element, specificLocation.
7.4.1.3.2.4.1 The ‘specificLocation’ element
Type*
Integer

Description
The unique VILD code that indicates an area
location.

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 1

Example
210

7.4.1.3.3 The ‘areaExtension’ element
The areaExtension element contains the elements areaExtension and
openlrExtendedArea.
7.4.1.3.4 The ‘areaExtension’ element
The areaExtension element is an extension that makes it possible to describe an area
using a closed polygon. This element contains a single required element, polygonArea.
7.4.1.3.4.1 The ‘polygonArea’ element
This element describes an area using a closed polygon. The polygonArea element itself
consists in turn of one mandatory element, pointCoordinates.
7.4.1.3.4.1.1 The ‘pointCoordinates’ element
The type of this element is PolygonAreaIndexPointCoordinates. It may appear multiple
times and has one required attribute and one required element.
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The ‘index’ attribute

Type
integer

Description
A unique, consecutive sequence number within a
polygonArea.

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 0

Example
0

7.4.1.3.4.1.1.1 The ‘pointCoordinates’ element
This element represents the point exactly using coordinates based on the WGS84
system. It has two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
7.4.1.3.4.1.1.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

7.4.1.3.4.1.1.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the WGS84
system.

7.4.1.3.5 The ‘openlrExtendedArea’ element
The openlrExtendedArea element has one mandatory element,
openlrAreaLocationReference.
7.4.1.3.5.1 The ‘openlrAreaLocationReference’ element
The openlrAreaLocationReference type is abstract and it may therefore not be used
directly itself. One of the five specialised cases therefore has to be used, as shown
below:
OpenlrAreaLocationReference

OpenlrRectangleLocationReference
OpenlrClosedLineLocationReference

OpenlrCircleLocationReference

OpenlrPolygonLocationReference

OpenlrGridLocationReference

7.4.1.3.5.1.1 Specialised case for OpenlrClosedLineLocationReference
An element of type OpenlrClosedLineLocationReference can be used to define an area
based on a closed path. This path is defined using a series of at least two
openlrLocationReferencePoint elements that have the type OpenlrLocationReferencePoint.
The mandatory openlrLastLine element, which is of type OpenlrLineAttributes, then
describes the connection between the first and last locations.
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The structure is then as follows:
(2 ..

)

openlrAreaLocationReference
openlrLocationReferencePoint
xsi:type=OpenlrClosedLineLocationReference

openlrLastLine

7.4.1.3.5.1.1.1 The ‘openlrLocationReferencePoint’ element
The content of this element is identical to the openlrLocationReferencePoint element
(§7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.4) and will therefore not be described here.
7.4.1.3.5.1.1.2 The ‘openlrLastLine’ element
The content of this element is identical to the openlrLineAttributes element
(§7.4.1.1.4.2.1.2.6) and will therefore not be described here.
7.4.1.3.5.1.2 Specialised case for OpenlrCircleLocationReference
An element of type OpenlrCircleLocationReference can be used to define an area based
on a circle. This circle is described by the location of its centre point (using the required
element openlrGeoCoordinate and the radius of the circle (using the required element
radius).
The structure is then as follows:

openlrAreaLocationReference

radius

xsi:type=OpenlrCircleLocationReference
openlrGeoCoordinate

7.4.1.3.5.1.2.1 The ‘radius’ element
Type
MetresAsNonNegativeInteger

Description
Radius of the circle being
described in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
20

7.4.1.3.5.1.2.2 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The content of this element is identical to the openlrGeoCoordinate element
(§7.4.1.1.4.2.1.1) and will therefore not be described here.
7.4.1.3.5.1.3 Specialised case for OpenlrGridLocationReference
An element of type OpenlrGridLocationReference can be used to define an area based on
a grid. This grid is described using a rectangle (the openlrRectangle element) and the
number of rows and columns (the openlrGridAttributes element).
The structure is then as follows:
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openlrAreaLocationReference

openlrRectangle

openlrLowerLeft

xsi:type=OpenlrGridLocationReference
openlrUpperRight

openlrGridAttributes

openlrNumColumns

openlrNumRows

7.4.1.3.5.1.3.1 The ‘openlrRectangle’ element
The openlrRectangle element describes a rectangle. The rectangle described is used as
the basic cell in the grid. The rectangle described is used as the basis for a cell in the grid
The element contains two mandatory subelements, openlrLowerLeft and
openlrUpperRight.
7.4.1.3.5.1.3.1.1 The ‘openlrLowerLeft’ element
The content of this element is identical to the pointCoordinates element (§7.4.1.1.5.1)
and will therefore not be described here.
7.4.1.3.5.1.3.1.2 The ‘openlrUpperRight’ element
The content of this element is identical to the pointCoordinates element (§7.4.1.1.5.1)
and will therefore not be described here.
7.4.1.3.5.1.3.2 The ‘openlrGridAttributes’ element
The openlrGridAttributes element itself contains two mandatory subelements,
openlrNumColumns and openlrNumRows.
7.4.1.3.5.1.3.2.1 The ‘openlrNumColumns’ element
The openlrNumColumns gives the number of columns, with the rectangle being used as
the basic cell and the columns then being added to extend eastwards.
Type
NonNegativeInteger

Description
Number of columns.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
20

7.4.1.3.5.1.3.2.2 The ‘openlrNumRows’ element
The openlrNumRows element gives the number of rows in the grid, using the same cell
as the starting point. Rows are added to the grid, extending it northwards.
Type
NonNegativeInteger

Description
Number of lines.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
5

7.4.1.3.5.1.4 Specialised case for OpenlrPolygonLocationReference
An element of type OpenlrPolygonLocationReference can be used to define an area based
on a series of coordinates.
The structure is then as follows:
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openlrAreaLocationReference

(3 ..

openlrPolygonCorners

)

openlrCoordinate

xsi:type=OpenlrPolygonLocationReference

7.4.1.3.5.1.4.1 The ‘openlrPolygonCorners’ element
The openlrPolygonCorners element describes a polygon. The element contains a
minimum of three instances of the openlrCoordinate element.
7.4.1.3.5.1.4.1.1 The ‘openlrCoordinate’ element
The content of this element is identical to the pointCoordinates element (§7.4.1.1.5.1)
and will therefore not be described here.
7.4.1.3.5.1.5 Specialised case for OpenlrRectangleLocationReference
An element of type OpenlrRectangleLocationReference can be used to define an area
based on a rectangle.
The structure is then as follows:
openlrAreaLocationReference

openlrRectangle

openlrLowerLeft

xsi:type=OpenlrRectangleLocationReference

openlrUpperRight

7.4.1.3.5.1.5.1 The ‘openlrRectangle’ element
The content of this element is identical to the openlrRectangle element (§7.4.1.3.5.1.3.1)
and will therefore not be described here.

7.4.1.4 Specialised case for NonOrderedLocationGroupByList
This specialisation is used when the location description consists of a list of multiple
locations that are related but do not have a sequential relationship.
The groupOfLocations element, which has the type NonOrderedLocationGroupByList,
consists of two or more locationContainedInGroup elements:

(1...∞)
groupOfLocations
xsi:type=”NonOrderedLocationGroupByList”

locationContainedInGroup
xsi:type

The type of the locationContainedInGroup depends on the application. NDW uses this
specialisation for events where the location type is:


a polygon

7.4.1.4.1 Defining a groupOfLocations as a polygon
When the location of an event is a polygon, the structure looks as follows:


a single location element of the type Area with an areaExtension element
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The polygon can be described exactly by including a minimum of 3 coordinate pairs. Each
coordinate pair is added as a separate locationContainedInGroup element of the type
Point. As a minimum, the pointByCoordinates element of these elements must be filled
in. The set of coordinates are points on the perimeter of an area or polygon. The order in
which the coordinates are given is random.

7.4.1.5 Specialised case for ItineraryByIndexedLocations
This specialisation is used when the location description consists of two or more locations
that successively define a route. This type is additionally used for describing the route of
a detour.
The groupOfLocations element, which has the type ItineraryByIndexedLocations, consists
of two or more locationContainedInItinerary elements:
(2...∞)
groupOfLocations
xsi:type=“ItineraryByIndexLocations”

locationContainedInItinerary
index
xsi:type

7.4.1.5.1 The ‘locationContainedInItinerary’ element
The locationContainedInItinerary element is used to include an ordered list of locations.
The locationContainedInItinerary element is made into a specialised case using the xsitype attribute, flagging it as a Point (§7.4.1.1) or a Linear (§7.4.1.2). See also §4.3.1.4.
The ordering is defined using the mandatory index attribute. They begin with an index
value of 0 and are then incremented consecutively.
The ‘index’ attribute
Type
Integer

Description
A unique, consecutive sequence number within the
itinerary. The sequence begins with a value of 0.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
0

7.4.1.5.2 Defining an ItineraryByIndexedLocations as a series of points
A location description of the type ItineraryByIndexedLocations is also used for events
that are related to a route segment for which no VILD locations are available. The route
segment is described by including multiple locationContainedInItinerary elements of the
type Point. The order used here is from the tail to the head.
7.4.1.5.3 Defining a groupOfLocations for a diversion
The alternativeRoute element is used for describing a diversion route. Within the
alternativeRoute element, one or more locationContainedInItinerary elements are used
for describing the detour route.

(1...∞)
alternativeRoute
xsi:type=”ItineraryByIndexLocations”

locationContainedInItinerary
index
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7.4.1.5.4 Diversions based on VILD
Where possible, diversions are defined using VILD locations. In this case, the partial
route segments making up the diversion are included as locationContainedInItinerary
elements of the type Linear, with the alertCLinear element in them. The type of this
element will always be AlertCMethod2Linear.
7.4.1.5.5 Coordinates of the points defining the route
If no VILD locations are available, a method based on WGS84 coordinates is used. In this
case, one or more locationContainedInItinerary elements of type Point are used and
those points define the route. The coordinates are included in the pointByCoordinates
element that is described in §7.4.1.1.4.2. Any additional location information is included
in the roadsideReferencePoint in the pointExtension element. For a description of this
element, see §7.4.1.1.4.1.
7.4.1.5.6 The ‘routeDestination’ element
This element contains either the end of the diversion as a location (defined in VILD or
otherwise) or as a direction (a town or area) for which this diversion applies. Depending
on the type of destination location, the types AreaDestination or PointDestination are
used.
The AreaDestination type is only used if the destination is a VILD area. The destination is
then included in an area element of type Area.
The PointDestination type is used if the end point is a VILD location or if the end point or
destination has been defined using WGS84 coordinates. The location in question is then
included in a point element of type Point.
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7.5 Examples
Although the examples in every version of this document have been corrected as
carefully as possible, there is a chance that they will contain errors. Current and correct
examples can be obtained from ndw on request.

7.5.1 Event with a point location
The following situation describes a connecting road that has been closed off. This can be
seen from the message type carriagewayClosures with an additional location reference
connectingCarriageway that is stated in affectedCarriagewayAndLanes. The duration of
the closure has been included in the validity element.
…

7.5.2 Event with a segment location
The situation below describes a five-kilometre traffic jam on the A58 motorway. The
location of the queue has been described from the VILD using the alertCLinear element.
The head and tail of the traffic jam have also been included as coordinates.
…

7.5.3 Event with an area location
An example of a point location for a bridge:
…
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8 Coding matrix traffic signs and DRIPs
As described in §5.1, data is always published using the D2LogicalModel class. The
(traffic) data to be transferred is modelled using a specialised case of the
PayloadPublication class.
In this chapter we will restrict the discussion to the various specialised cases of
PayloadPublication for matrix traffic sign and DRIPs
The payloadPublication element in d2LogicalModel is moulded to fit one of the
PayloadPublication specialised variants, VmsTablePublication (VMSTP) or VmsPublication
(VMSP).
exchange
d2LogicalModel
payloadPublication

modelBaseVersion
xsi:type

VmsTablePublication

VmsPublication

The elements and attributes that specialised cases of the base class PayloadPublication
use are described in §5.2.2. The following sections describe the specialised case-specific
elements and attributes.

8.1 VmsTablePublication (VMSTP)
The VMSTP is a component of the VMS Configuration Data product. The VMSTP is a
specialisation of PayloadPublication (see §5.2.2). This specialised case is indicated by
giving the attribute xsi:type of the payloadPublication element the value
“VmsTablePublication”. This publication contains the configuration of all locations where a
matrix traffic sign or DRIP is present. See also §4.4.1.
The top-level structure is as follows:
publicationTime

publicationCreator
d2LogicalModel

payloadPublication
xsi:type = VmsTablePublication
lang

headerInformation

vmsUnitTable

The content of the publicationTime and publicationCreator elements is described in
§5.2.2. The headerInformation and vmsUnitTable elements are described below.

8.1.1 The ‘headerInformation’ element
The headerInformation element is made up as follows:
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c o n fid e n tia lity
h e a d e rIn fo rm a tio n
in fo rm a tio n S ta tu s

The headerInformation element contains two mandatory elements, confidentiality and
informationStatus.

8.1.1.1 The ‘confidentiality’ element
Type
Confidentiality
ValueEnum

Description
This field can be used to
define the confidentiality of
the data.

Required
Yes

Domain*
noRestriction,
restrictedToAuthorities

Example
noRestriction

Required
Yes

Example
real

8.1.1.2 The ‘informationStatus’ element
Type
InformationStatusEnum

Description
The status of the information
provided.

Domain*
real

8.1.2 The ‘vmsUnitTable’ element
The vmsUnitTable (VMST) element contains information about the standard configuration
and location of the VMS units.
Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile that this
element is required only once.
The structure of this element is as follows:
(1...∞)
vmsUnitTable
id
version

vmsUnitRecord
id
version

The VMST has two mandatory attributes, id and version. The VMST consists of one or
more vmsUnitRecord elements.
The vmsUnitTable.id attribute
The ‘id’ attribute allocates a name (identification) to the vmsUnitTable.
Agreements have been made within the Dutch DATEX II Profile about the
structure of this name:
The name starts with a 5-character code. These five characters are always allocated by
NDW.
This code is followed by an underscore ‘_’, after which the data provider can complete
the identification themselves to make it unique.
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Because multiple vmsUnitTables can be active at the same time for each provider, this
has become a descriptive name for e.g. the kind of VMS in the vmsUnitTable, possibly
also combined with an indicator for the region.
Examples for vmsUnitTable id:




RWS01_DRIPS
for a table containing RWS DRIPs
RWS01_DRIPS_NON
for a table containing RWS DRIPs for the NON region
RWS01_MSI_NON
for a table with matrix traffic signs (Dutch ‘MSI’) from the RWS

Successive versions of the same vmsUnitTable carry the same ID, so no version number
is included in the ‘id’ attribute.
Type
String

Description
Unique identifier for

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

vmsUnitTable

Example
"RWS01_DRI
PS"

The vmsUnitTable.version attribute
Every change to any of the elements in the vmsUnitTable means that the version number
is incremented.
Type
NonNegativeI
nteger

Description
Version number for

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
2

vmsUnitTable

8.1.3 The ‘vmsUnitRecord’ element
A single vmsUnitRecord is included in the vmsUnitTable for each group of matrix traffic
signs or DRIPs. This makes it possible to describe matrix traffic signs or DRIPs that are
grouped together via a single portal. Because the location is included in the vmsRecord
rather than the vmsUnitRecord, it is possible to state the precise location of each
individual traffic sign (including lane information).
The structure of this element is as follows:

numberOfVms
vmsUnitRecord

(1...∞)

id
version

vmsRecord
id
version

The vmsUnitRecord element has two mandatory attributes, id and version. In addition, it
has a single numberOfVMS element and one or more vmsRecord elements.
The vmsUnitRecord.id attribute
Every vmsUnitRecord has a unique ID. This ID also starts with a five-character code as
described in §8.1.2.
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Type
String

Description
Unique identifier for the

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

vmsUnitRecord

Example
"RWS01_DRI
P_1"

The vmsUnitRecord.version attribute
Every change in any of the elements in the vmsUnitRecord means that the version
number must be incremented.
Type
NonNegativeI
nteger

Description
Version number of the
vmsUnitRecord

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.1.3.1 The ‘numberOfVms’ element
The numberOfVms element indicates how many displays are associated with the
vmsUnitRecord in question.
Type
NonNegativeI
nteger

Description
Number of displays for a
vmsUnitRecord

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.1.3.2 The ‘vmsRecord’ element
The vmsRecord element is used to describe the display.
The structure is as follows:
vmsRecord

vmsRecord

vmsDescription

vmsIndex

vmsPhysicalMounting

vmsType

vmsTextDisplayCharacteristics

(0...∞)
vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics
pictogramDisplayAreaIndex

vmsLocation
xsi-type=”Point”

vmsManagedLocation

managedLogicalLocation
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The vmsRecord.vmsIndex attribute
Gives the sequence number for a display that is associated with a vmsUnitRecord. This
sequence number starts at 1 within a vmsUnitRecord and is incremented by 1 in each
subsequent vmsUnitRecord.
Type
Integer

Description
Sequence number for
vmsRecord.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.1.3.2.1 The ‘vmsRecord’ element
The vmsRecord element describes the display of a matrix traffic sign or DRIP. All the
elements under vmsRecord except vmsTextDisplayCharacteristics,
vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics and vmsManagedLocation are required.
8.1.3.2.1.1 The ‘vmsDescription’ element
This mandatory element gives a description of a matrix traffic sign or DRIP.
Type
MultilingualStr
ing

Description
Description of the
vmsRecord.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
<values>
<value
lang=“en”>DR
IP A13
before
Kleinpolderp
lein</value>
</values>

8.1.3.2.1.2 The ‘vmsPhysicalMounting’ element
This element is used for describing how the display is mounted. The term
"gantryMounted" is for instance used to indicate that the display is mounted on a portal
above the road.
Type
PhysicalMount
ingEnum

Description
Method used for
mounting the
display.

Required
Yes

Domain
centralReservationMounted,
gantryMounted,
overheadBridgeMounted,
roadsideCantileverMounted,
roadsideMounted,
trailerMounted,
tunnelEntranceMounted,
vehicleMounted

Example
gantryMounte
d

8.1.3.2.1.3 The ‘vmsType’ element
This element states what type of display it is. The domain of this element is as follows:






colourGraphic
continuousSign
monochromeGraphic
matrixSign
other

The rule for a matrix traffic sign is that only the matrixSign value may be used.
For DRIPs, they may be described along with the vmsPhysicalmounting element
(§8.1.3.2.1.2) so that the correct type can be given.
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Type
VmsTypeEnum

Description
Type of the VMS.

Required
Yes

Domain
See above

Example
colourGraphic

8.1.3.2.1.4 The ‘vmsTextDisplayCharacteristics’ element
This element can be used for giving a description of the textual display used by the DRIP.
This element should only be used (optionally) when describing a DRIP.
The structure is as follows:

textDisplayHeight

textDisplayWidth
vmsTextDisplayCharacteristics
maxNumberOfCharacters

maxNumberOfRows

This element only contains optional elements and is only included if at least one of those
elements is being given.
8.1.3.2.1.4.1 The ‘textDisplayHeight’ element
Type
MetresAsFloat

Description
The height of the
VMS textual display
in metres.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
3.5

8.1.3.2.1.4.2 The ‘textDisplayWidth’ element
Type
MetresAsFloat

Description
The width of the
VMS textual display
in metres.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
5

8.1.3.2.1.4.3 The ‘maxNumberOfCharacters’ element
Type
NonNegativeI
nteger

Description
The maximum
number of
characters that the
textual display of
the VMS can show.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
40

8.1.3.2.1.4.4 The ‘maxNumberOfRows’ element
Type
NonNegative
Integer

Description
The maximum
number of rows that
the textual display of

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
4
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Type

Description
the VMS can show.

Required

Domain

Example

8.1.3.2.1.5 The ‘vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics’ element
This element is used for describing a number of options, for matrix traffic signs only.
The structure of this element is as follows:

pictogramLanternsPresent
vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics

vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics

pictogramDisplayAreaIndex

pictogramCodeListIdentifier

This element can appear multiple times and it has a single required attribute
pictogramDisplayAreaIndex and a single required element
vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics.
The vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics.pictogramDisplayAreaIndex attribute
Type
NonNegativeI
nteger

Description
Sequence number
for the
vmsPictogramDispla
yCharacteristics

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.1.3.2.1.5.1 The ‘vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics’ element
The vmsPictogramDisplayCharacteristics element describes a specific pictogram display.
This element contains two optional elements and is only included if at least one of those
elements is being given.
8.1.3.2.1.5.1.1 The ‘pictogramLanternsPresent’ element
Type
Boolean

Description
Indicates whether
the display in
question also has
flashing lights.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

8.1.3.2.1.5.1.2 The ‘pictogramCodeListIdentifier’ element
This element makes it possible to include a reference to a list of all the pictograms that
are available for a particular matrix traffic sign. These codes reappear when the final
picture status is passed through in the VmsPublication (§8.2.2.4.2.1.1.3).
Although this is a string value, agreements can be made using lists such as these about
the codes that will be used.
Type
String

Description
Reference to a list of
available
pictograms.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
See list x
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8.1.3.2.1.6 The ‘vmsLocation’ element
The exact location of every matrix traffic sign or DRIP can be given using this element.
The vmsLocation element is a specialisation of the GroupOfLocations base class. The
exact type is indicated using the xsi:type attribute.
The location of a matrix traffic sign or DRIP is always a point location (see also §4.4.1.2).
The structure of the vmsLocation element is as follows:

latitude
locationForDisplay
longitude

(1 .. ∞ )
vmsLocation

supplementaryPositionalDescription

carriageway
affectedCarriagewayAndLanes

xsi:type = Point

lane

alertCPoint
xsi:type = AlertCMethod4Point

pointExtension

openlrExtendedPoint

openlrPointLocationReference

lane locationForDisplay. And the optional elements supplementaryPositionalDescription,
alertCPoint and pointExtension.
8.1.3.2.1.6.1 The ‘locationForDisplay’ element
This element represents the point using coordinates based on the WGS84 system. It has
two mandatory elements, latitude and longitude.
8.1.3.2.1.6.1.1 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

8.1.3.2.1.6.1.2 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

8.1.3.2.1.6.2 The ‘supplementaryPositionalDescription’ element
The supplementaryPositionalDescription element can be used for indicating precisely
where the matrix traffic sign or DRIP is. The element contains a single required element,
affectedCarriagewayAndLanes.
8.1.3.2.1.6.2.1 The ‘affectedCarriagewayAndLanes’ element
The affectedCarriagewayAndLanes element describes the carriageway or lane that the
matrix traffic sign or DRIP is related to. The element contains the mandatory element
carriageway and the optional element lane.
8.1.3.2.1.6.2.1.1 The ‘carriageway’ element
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Information about the specific carriageway that the VMS is related to is recorded in this
element.
Type
Carriage
wayEnum

Description
The carriageway that
the VMS is about.

Required
Yes

Domain*
connectingCarriageway,
entrySlipRoad,
exitSlipRoad,
mainCarriageway,
parallelCarriageway

Example
entrySlipRoad

8.1.3.2.1.6.2.1.2 The ‘lane’ element
The specific carriageway that the matrix traffic sign or DRIP is related to is shown in this
element.
Type
LaneEnu
m

Description
Specifies the lane for
the location.

Required
No

Domain*
allLanesCompleteCarriag
eway,
busLane,
centralReservation,
hardSchoulder,
lane1,
lane2,
lane3,
lane4,
lane5,
lane6,
lane7,
lane8,
lane9,
rushHourLane,
tidalFlowLane

Example
lane1

8.1.3.2.1.6.3 The ‘alertCPoint’ element
The mandatory alertCPoint element defines the location using the VILD location table
(see also §4.4.1.2.1).
This element is required to be of typeAlertCMethod4Point, which gives it the following
structure:
alertCLocationCountryCode

alertCLocationTableNumber
alertCPoint
xsi:type = AlertCMethod4Point

alertCLocationTableVersion
alertCDirectionCoded

alertCDirection

alertCDirectionSense

alertCLocation

specificLocation

offsetDistance

offsetDistance

alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation
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All subelements of alertCPoint except alertCDirectionSense are mandatory and are
explained below.
8.1.3.2.1.6.3.1 The ‘alertCLocationCountryCode’ element
Type
String

Description
EBU country code

Required
Yes

Domain*
8 (code for the Netherlands),
D (code for NDW-VILD)

Example
8

8.1.3.2.1.6.3.2 The ‘alertCLocationTableNumber’ element
Type
String

Description
The release and version numbers of VILD as
used, separated by a dot.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
5.8

Domain
n/a

Example
A

8.1.3.2.1.6.3.3 The ‘alertCLocationTableVersion’ element
Type
String

Description
The sub-version of VILD as used.

Required
Yes

8.1.3.2.1.6.3.4 The ‘alertCDirection’ element
This element indicates the direction of the traffic. This element consists of two elements,
alertCDirectionCoded and alertCDirectionSense.
8.1.3.2.1.6.3.4.1 The ‘alertCDirectionCoded’ element
This element describes the direction of the traffic as shown in the VILD (using POS_OFF
or NEG_OFF).
Type
AlertCDirecti
onEnum

Description
The chain that describes the traffic
direction.

Required
Yes

Domain*
negative,
positive,
both

Example
positive

8.1.3.2.1.6.3.4.2 The ‘alertCDirectionSense’ element
This element gives additional information for navigation purposes. It is for giving the
direction in the case of a ring road. The value ‘true’ is the positive RDS direction.
Type
Boolean

Description
The RDS direction in the case of a ring
road.

Required
No

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

8.1.3.2.1.6.3.5 The ‘alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation’ element
The reference to a location (number) from the VILD is done using the
alertCMethod4PrimaryPointLocation element. This consists of two mandatory elements,
alertCLocation and offsetDistance.
8.1.3.2.1.6.3.5.1 The ‘alertCLocation’ element
The alertCLocation element consists of one mandatory element, specificLocation.
8.1.3.2.1.6.3.5.2 The ‘specificLocation’ element
Type
Alertcloca
tionCode

Description
The unique code from the VILD used to
describe the location.

Required
Yes

Domain*
>= 1

Example
9479
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8.1.3.2.1.6.3.6 The ‘offsetDistance’ element
The offsetDistance element consists of one mandatory element, offsetDistance.
8.1.3.2.1.6.3.6.1 The ‘offsetDistance’ element
Type
MetresAs
NonNega
tiveInteg
er

Description
The distance (in the flow direction)
between the
alertCLocation.specificLocation and
the location in metres.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

8.1.3.2.1.6.4 The ‘pointExtension’ element
The pointExtension element is an extension used for recording the OpenLR location for
point locations. The element consists of one element, openlrExtendedPoint.
8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1 The ‘openlrExtendedPoint’ element
The openlrExtendedPoint element consists of a single mandatory element,
openlrPointLocationReference.
8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.1 The ‘openlrPointLocationReference’ element
The mandatory openlrPointLocationReference element is used to code the point location
in OpenLR. The element has the following structure:
latitude

openlrPointLocationReference

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrPointAlongLine

openlrSideOfRoad

longitude

openlrOrientation

openlrPositiveOffset

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.2 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The mandatory openlrGeoCoordinate element consists of a single mandatory element,
openlrCoordinate.
8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.3 The ‘openlrCoordinate’ element
The openlrCoordinate element is used to describe the coordinates of the point location.
The element consists of two elements, latitude and longitude.
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8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.4 The ‘latitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Latitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -90,
<= 90

Example
51.6587

Required
Yes

Domain
>= -180,
<= 180

Example
5.1459

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.5 The ‘longitude’ element
Type
Float

Description
Longitude in decimals according to the
WGS84 system.

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.6 The ‘openlrPointAlongLine’ element
The mandatory openlrPointAlongLine element consists of multiple elements that are used
for coding the additional properties of OpenLR.
8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.7 The ‘openlrSideOfRoad’ element
Type
OpenlrSideOf
RoadEnum

Description
Indication of the position
of the point with respect to
the road.

Required
Yes

Domain
onRoadOrUnknown,
right,
left,
both

Example
right

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.8 The ‘openlrOrientation’ element
Type
OpenlrOrient
ationEnum

Description
Indication of the
orientation of the
point with respect to
the traffic direction on
the road.

Required
Yes

Domain
noOrientationOrUnknown,
withLineDirection,
againstLineDirection

Example
withLineDirection

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.9 The ‘openlrPositiveOffset’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance from the reference point defined in
openlrLocationReferencePoint in metres.

Required
No

Domain
>= 0

Example
150

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.10 The ‘openlrLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the starting point
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction before the exact location of the point. The
element is made up as follows:
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latitude

openlrLocationReferencePoint

openlrGeoCoordinate

openlrCoordinate

openlrLineAttributes

openlrFunctionalRoadClass

longitude

openlrFormOfWay

openlrBearing

openlrPathAttributes

openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint

openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.11 The ‘openlrGeoCoordinate’ element
The openlrGeoCoordinate element describes the coordinates of the starting point of the
reference line. The definition of this element and its subelements is the same as the
openlrGeoCoordinate element (§8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.2).
8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.12 The ‘openlrLineAttributes’ element
The openlrLineAttributes element describes the properties of reference line. The element
has three mandatory elements, openlrFunctionalRoadClass, openlrFormOfWay and
openlrBearing.
8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.13 The ‘openlrFunctionalRoadClass’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
Functional road classification as an indication of
the importance of the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.14 The ‘openlrFormOfWay’ element
Type
OpenlrF
ormOfW
ayEnum

Description
Functional road classification as
an indication of the importance of
the road segment.

Required
Yes

Domain
motorway,
multipleCarriageway,
singleCarriageway,
roundabout,
slipRoad,
trafficSquare,
other

Example
motorway
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8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.15 The ‘openlrBearing’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The angle calculated from the reference point to
the exact location. The angle should be
calculated in whole degrees clockwise relative to
North.

Required
Yes

Domain
>=0, <=
359

Example
150

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.16 The ‘openlrPathAttributes’ element
The openlrPathAttributes element contains two mandatory elements,
openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint and openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint.
8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.17 The ‘openlrLowestFRCToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
OpenlrF
unctiona
lRoadCl
assEnu
m

Description
The indication of the lowest functional road
classification that should be used for decoding.

Required
Yes

Domain
FRC0,
FRC1,
FRC2,
FRC3,
FRC4,
FRC5,
FRC6,
FRC7

Example
FRC0

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.18 The ‘openlrDistanceToNextLRPoint’ element
Type
Integer

Description
The distance in metres between the point
described in openlrLocationReferencePoint
and the point described in

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
200

openlrLastLocationReferencePoint

8.1.3.2.1.6.4.1.19 The ‘openlrLastLocationReferencePoint’ element
The openlrLastLocationReferencePoint element contains information about the endpoint
of the reference line, i.e. in the traffic direction after the exact location of the point. The
element is structured almost identically to openlrLocationReferencePoint
(§6.1.5.1.4.1.1.2.4); however, the openlrPathAttributes element is not used here.

8.1.3.3 The ‘vmsManagedLogicalLocation’ element
The vmsManagedLogicalLocation element can be used for referring to the location of a
measurement point (e.g. the inductive loop) that a matrix traffic sign or DRIP is
connected to.
The type of the vmsManagedLogicalLocation element is VmsManagedLogicalLocation. The
managedLogicalLocation element is used for including the actual reference.
8.1.3.3.1 The ‘managedLogicalLocation’ element
Type
MultilingualStr
ing

Description
Reference to the
location of a
measurement
point (e.g. the

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example

<vmsManagedLogicalLocation>
<managedLogicalLocation>
<values>
<value lang=“en”>
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Type

Description
inductive loop)
that a matrix
traffic sign is
connected to.

Required

Domain

Example

RWS01_MONIBAS_0010vwa1310ra|
1|lane1
</value>
</values>
</managedLogicalLocation>
</vmsManagedLogicalLocation>

The reference always uses the active version of the MST. The example above refers to a
measurementSiteRecord with the ID "RWS01_MONIBAS_0010vwa1310ra" and version
number "1". In this case, it is referring to the inductive loop in “lane1”. The various
values are separated by a pipe, “|”.
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8.2 VmsPublication (VMSP)
The VMSP supplies the periodically delivered data associated with the matrix traffic signs
and DRIPs specified in the VMSTP. The VMSP is a specialised case of PayloadPublication
(see §5.2.2). This specialised case is indicated by giving the attribute xsi:type of the
payloadPublication element the value “VmsPublication”.
The top-level structure is as follows:
publicationTime

publicationCreator
d2LogicalModel

payloadPublication
xsi:type = VmsPublication
lang

headerInformation

(1..∞)
vmsUnit

The content of the publicationTime and publicationCreator elements is described in
§5.2.2. The headerInformation and vmsUnit elements are described below.

8.2.1 The ‘headerInformation’ element
The headerInformation element is made up as follows:
c o n fid e n tia lity
h e a d e rIn fo rm a tio n
in fo rm a tio n S ta tu s

The headerInformation element contains two mandatory elements, confidentiality and
informationStatus.

8.2.2 The ‘vmsUnit’ element
A vmsUnit element is included for every change in the current images or the status of a
matrix traffic sign or DRIP that has been placed in the unit.
The structure of the vmsUnit element is as follows:

publicationTime
id
version
targetClass=”VmsUnitTable”

vmsUnit

headerInformation
id
version
targetClass=”VmsUnitRecord”

(1..∞)
vms
vmsIndex
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8.2.2.1 The ‘vmsUnitTableReference’ element
The vmsUnitTable used is stated for every vmsUnit. The vmsUnitTableReference element
contents show that. This element has three mandatory attributes, id, version and
targetClass.
The vmsUnitTableReference.id attribute
The id for a vmsUnitTableReference refers to the id of the vmsUnitTable concerned
(§8.1.2).
Type
String

Description
Identifier of the
vmsUnitTable in
question.

Required
Yes

Domain
Existing ID (combined with
version)

Example
RWS01_DRIP
S

The vmsUnitTableReference.version attribute
The version for a vmsUnitTableReference refers to the version of the vmsUnitTable
concerned.
Type
NonNegativeI
nteger

Description
Version number of
the vmsUnitTable in
question.

Required
Yes

Domain
Existing version (combined
with ID)

Example
1

The vmsUnitTableReference.targetClass attribute
In this case, the value for targetClass is always "VmsUnitTable".
Type
String

Description
Fixed value naming
the class that is
being referred to.

Required
Yes

Domain
VmsUnitTable

Example
VmsUnitTable

8.2.2.2 The ‘vmsUnitReference’ element
The associated vmsUnitRecord is also stated for every vmsUnit. The vmsUnitReference
element contents give the details. This element has three mandatory attributes, id,
version and targetClass.
In this case, the value for targetClass is always "VmsUnitRecord". The values for the ID
and version number must exist as given, i.e. a vmsTablePublication must exist and it
must contain a vmsUnitRecord with the ID and version number in question.
The vmsUnitReference.id attribute
The id for a vmsUnitReference refers to the id of the vmsUnitRecord concerned.
Type
String

Description
Identifier of the
vmsUnitRecord in
question.

Required
Yes

Domain
Existing ID (combined with
version)

Example
RWS01_DRIP
_001
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The vmsUnitReference.version attribute
The version for a vmsUnitReference refers to the version number of the associated
vmsUnitRecord.
Type
NonNegativeI
nteger

Description
Version number of
the vmsUnitRecord
in question.

Required
Yes

Domain
Existing version (combined
with ID)

Example
1

The vmsUnitReference.targetClass attribute
Type
String

Description
Fixed value naming
the class that is
being referred to.

Required
Yes

Domain
VmsUnitRecord

Example
VmsUnitRecor
d

8.2.2.3 The ‘vms’ element
The vms element describes the status of the matrix traffic sign or DRIP that is described
in the associated vmsRecord.
The structure of a vms element is as follows:

vmsWorking
vms

vms

(1..∞)

vmsIndex

vmsMessage

vmsMessage

messageIndex

The vms element has one required attribute, vmsIndex, and one required element, vms.
The vms.vmsIndex attribute
Type
Integer

Description
Reference to the
sequence number
for a vmsRecord

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.2.2.4 The ‘vms’ element
The vms element describes the status and current image for an individual matrix traffic
sign or DRIP. This element has two required elements, namely vmsWorking and
vmsMessage.
8.2.2.4.1 The ‘vmsWorking’ element
This element is used to say whether the matrix traffic sign is usable.
Type
Boolean

Description
Indicates whether
the VMS concerned
is usable.

Required
Yes

Domain
true,
false

Example
true
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8.2.2.4.2 The ‘vmsMessage’ element
The vmsMessage element describes the messages or picture statuses of the matrix traffic
sign or DRIP in question.
The element has one required attribute, messageIndex, and one or more instances of the
required element vmsMessage.
For the matrix traffic signs we currently have, there is always just a single vmsMessage
element and therefore also only a single messageIndex.
Multiple vmsMessage elements can be used for describing DRIPs.
The vmsMessage.messageIndex attribute
The messageIndex attribute is used for stating the sequence numbers of the underlying
vmsMessage elements.
Type
Integer

Description
The sequence
number for a
vmsMessage.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 0

Example
1

8.2.2.4.2.1 The ‘vmsMessage’ element
This element describes the actual current image or text of an individual matrix traffic sign
or DRIP.
The vmsMessage element has the following structure:

timeLastSet

vmsMessage

vmsPictogramDisplayArea
pictogramDisplayAreaindex

(0..∞)
textPage
pageNumber

vmsMessageExtension

The vmsMessage element has one required element, timeLastSet, and two optional
elements, vmsPictogramDisplayArea and textPage.
For matrix traffic signs, only one of these optional elements (though mandatory in this
case) is used, namely the vmsPictogramDisplayArea element.
For DRIPs, there is a distinction between DRIPs that display texts (which must use the
textPage element) and DRIPs with an entirely graphical display (which must use the
vmsMessageExtension element).
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8.2.2.4.2.1.1 The ‘vmsPictogramDisplayArea’ element
The vmsPictogramDisplayArea element has a single required attribute
pictogramDisplayAreaIndex and a single required element vmsPictogramDisplayArea.

(1..∞)
vmsPictogramDisplayArea

vmsPictogramDisplayArea

vmsPictogram
pictogramSequencingIndex

pictogramDisplayAreaindex

The vmsPictogramDisplayArea.pictogramDisplayAreaIndex attribute
The pictogramDisplayAreaIndex attribute is used for referring to a specific display area
for the matrix traffic sign from the configuration. In the case of matrix traffic signs, there
will always be just a single display area.
Type
Integer

Description
The sequence
number for a specific
pictogram display
area.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.2.2.4.2.1.1.1 The ‘vmsPictogramDisplayArea’ element
The vmsPictogramDisplayArea element, has one mandatory element, vmsPictogram,
which may be used multiple times.
8.2.2.4.2.1.1.1.1 The ‘vmsPictogram’ element
The vmsPictogram element describes the pictograms that (if this element appears
multiple times) are shown in succession on the display. The structure of this element is
as follows:

pictogramDescription

vmsPictogram

vmsPictogram

pictogramCode

pictogramSequencingIndex

presenceOfRedTriangle

The vmsPictogram element has a single required attribute pictogramSequencingIndex
and a single required element vmsPictogram.
The vmsPictogram.pictogramSequencingIndex attribute
Type
Integer

Description
The sequence
number for a specific
pictogram, in this
case the image
status.

Required
Yes

Domain
1

Example
1
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8.2.2.4.2.1.1.1.2 The ‘vmsPictogram’ element
The VmsPictogram element has three mandatory elements, pictogramDescription,
pictogramCode and presenceOfRedTriangle.
8.2.2.4.2.1.1.2 The ‘pictogramDescription’ element
Type
VmsDatexPict
ogramEnum

Description
The description of
the image status.

Required
Yes

Domain

Example
laneClosed

8.2.2.4.2.1.1.3 The ‘pictogramCode’ element
Type
string

Description
The code of the
pictogram that
corresponds to the
code from the list
given in
§8.1.3.2.1.5.1.2

Required
Yes

Domain
Code as per pictogram list.

Example
100

8.2.2.4.2.1.1.4 The ‘presenceOfRedTriangle’ element
Type
boolean

Description
States whether a red
triangle is being
displayed around the
pictogram.

Required
Yes

Domain
true,
false

Example
true

8.2.2.4.2.1.2 The ‘textPage’ element
Textual DRIPs can display texts that consist of multiple text pages. The textpage element
consists of a required attribute, pageNumber, and a required element, vmsText.
The textPage.pageNumber attribute
The required attribute pageNumber states the page number in question.
Type
Integer

Description
Gives the page
number for the text
on the VMS.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.2.2.4.2.1.2.1 The ‘vmsText’ element
The required element vmsText is used for describing the actual text on the page. The
element contains a single mandatory element, vmsTextLine.
Because a page can contain multiple lines of text, multiple vmsTextLine elements can be
included (but there must always be at least one).
8.2.2.4.2.1.2.1.1 The ‘vmsTextLine’ element
The vmsTextLine element is used for describing a line of text.
This element has one required attribute, lineIndex, and one required element,
vmsTextLine
The vmsTextLine.lineIndex attribute
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Type
Integer

Description
Gives the line
number for the text
line on the VMS.

Required
Yes

Domain
>= 1

Example
1

8.2.2.4.2.1.2.1.2 The ‘vmsTextLine’ element
The vmsTextLine element consists of one mandatory element, vmsTextLine.
8.2.2.4.2.1.2.1.3 The ‘vmsTextLine.vmsTextLine.vmsTextLine’ element
Type
String

Description
Gives the text for
the text line on the
VMS.

Required
Yes

Domain
n/a

Example
Ring Road
North - 4 km
of queues

8.2.2.4.2.1.3 The ‘vmsMessageExtension’ element
For cases where the current picture is delivered for a DRIP, the vmsMessageExtension
extension is used. The structure of this element is as follows:

pictogramDescription

vmsMessageExtension

vmsMessageExtension

vmsImage

pictogramCode

presenceOfRedTriangle

The element contains a single mandatory element, vmsMessageExtension.
8.2.2.4.2.1.4 The ‘vmsMessageExtension’ element
The vmsMessageExtension element describes the current image on a graphical DRIP. The
element contains the mandatory element vmsImage.
8.2.2.4.2.1.4.1 The ‘vmsImage’ element
This element is used for describing the actual picture for the image currently shown on
the VMS. This element contains an optional element imageDescription and a required
element imageData.
8.2.2.4.2.1.4.1.1 The ‘imageDescription’ element
Type
String

Description
Gives a textual
description of the
image.

Required
No

Domain
n/a

Example
Route
information
for the A10

8.2.2.4.2.1.4.1.2 The ‘imageData’ element
This element gives the image being displayed on the DRIP, in a binary format. It contains
three required elements, binary, encoding and mime-type.
8.2.2.4.2.1.4.2 The ‘imageData.binary’ element
Type
Binary

Description
Gives the JPEG
image currently

Required
Yes

Domain
Valid base64-encoded
binary

Example
Qk02wAIAAA
AAADYAAAA...
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Type

Description
being shown on the
VMS in the form of a
base64-encoded
binary string.

Required

Domain

Example

8.2.2.4.2.1.4.3 The ‘imageData.encoding’ element
Type
String

Description
Indicates the
encoding method.

Required
Yes

Domain
base64

Example
base64

8.2.2.4.2.1.4.4 The ‘imageData.mime-type’ element
Type
String

Description
Gives the mime type
of the image being
supplied.

Required
Yes

Domain
image/jpeg,
image/bmp,
image/tiff,
image/png

Example
image/jpeg
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